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ANNOUNCEMENT

P;ul G. DemMing is senior panner in the Washington office of the fIrm of
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis of Phtladelphia and Washington. The principal
drafter of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, he later served as General
Counsel of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) followed by his
appointrnentas General Counsel of the United States General Accounring Office
(GAO). As a member of the United States Delegation to the United Nations Legal
Subcommittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space he participated in the drafting of the
various outer space treaties. He is currently a member of the American Bar Association,
the National Contract Management Association (Fellow: Board of Advisors), the Federal
Bar Association, and the Bars of the District of Columbia and of the Supreme Court of
the United States.
Mr. Dembling earned his Bachelor of Arts and Masters of Arts degree at Rutgers
University. In 1951 he was awarded the degree of Juris Doctor from The George
Washington University Law School, where he. was an editor of the law review. Mr.
Dembling served as editor-in-chief of the Federal BarJournal from 1962 to 1969 and has
written more than thirty articles for law reviews and other professional journals. He is a
Professorial Lecturer at The George Washington University National Law Center and has
lectured extensively in the fields of space technology and government contract law. He
serves currently as the President of the Federal Bar Association.
V. S. Vereshchetin is professor of international law, doctor of juridical sciences,
deputy-director of the Institute of State and Law of the USSR Academy of Sciences and
vice chairman of Intercosmos. He is a member of the Soviet delegations to the meerings
of the U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and UNISPACE 82.
Dr. Vereshcherin is a member of the International Academy of Astronautics and a
vice president of the International Institute of Space Law. He is the author of more than
100 publications on problems of general international law, the international law of the
sea and international space law.
It is a distinct pleasure for the Journal to welcome these two distinguished
authorities as members of its Editorial Board and Advisers.
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INTELLEClUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN SPACE VENTURESf
Gerald}. Mossinghoff"
Strong legal protection for the results of private ventures in space is essential if such
ventures are to flourish. This paper discusses the status of existing legislation,
regulations, and policies which apply to intellectual property rights in space and
includes pertinent sections of relevant documents as appendices. It also highlights those
areas in which no formalized policies have been established.
Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 ' governs the
disposition of property rights in inventions made under NASA contract. At the time it
was writren, Section 305 was unique in government. It atrempted to strike a balance
between a license policy, under which the government would merely t.ake a license to
inventions made under federal sponsorship and leave title or commercial rights with the
contractor, and a strict title policy such as that of the Atomic Energy Commission under
the AEC Act of 1946 and the amendments of 1954.
NASA has worked to refme Government policy regarding disposition of properry
rights in inventions and has contributed to the two government-wide memoranda that
have been issued-the presidential memorandum issued in 1963 by President Kennedy,
and the 1971 amendment by President Nixon to increase the rights that commercial
concerns could obtain. 2 NASA also worked very hard toward the enactment of Pub. L.
No. 96-517 (an act to amend the Patent and Trademark Office, approved December 12,
1980) which contains what is essentially a license policy leaving title to inventions
automatically with contractors. However, Pub. 1. No. 96-517 applies only to contractors
which are small business concerns or nonprofit institutions. So the larger corporations,
the ones which really account for a significant number of invenrions made in the
aerospace business, were not covered by Pub. 1. No. 96-517.
The Reagan Administrarion has made a policy decision to support actively
enactment of a comprehensive patent policy patterned after S. 1657 (written by Senator
Harrison H. Schmitt) and H.R. 4564 (introduced by Congressman Allen Ertel). These
bills are intended to establish once and for all a single patent policy that will be
applicable to all contractors and to all agencies of Government, replacing the patchwork
of some 26 laws and regulations that now control federal patent policy. The
Administration hopes for enactment of a comprehensive patent policy measure in 1982.

·Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, U.S. Department of Commerce .. Formerly Deputy General
Counsel of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

fThis anicle represents the opinions of the author and not the Department of Commerce. It is based on a
presentation at the International Conference on Doing Business in Space: legal Issues and Practical Problems.
co.sponsored by the International Bar Association, the Smithsonian lnscitution and the American Law
lnstitute and held in Washington, D.C., November 12-14,1981.
'42U.S.C.§ 24l1etseq. (1970).
'36 Fed. Reg. 166 (1971).
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With the advent of the space shuttle, the question of who should hold rights on
inventions made by commercial usen; during shuttle flights has become important.
NASA decided that the user should retain all patent rights and all data rights. That
policy is written into the regulations on shuttle reimbursement.'
The general policy says, "NASA. will not acquire rights to inventions, patents, or
proprietary data privately funded by a user, or arising out of activities for which a user
has reimbun;ed NASA under the policies set forth herein.'" It further states,
"However, in certain instances in which the NASA Administration has detennined that
activities may have a significant impact on the public health, safety or welfare, NASA.
may obtain assurances from the user that the results will be made available to the public
on terms and conditions reasonable under the circumstances. ",
The circumstances requiring such assurances are not specifically defined, but the
determination as to the necessity for those assurances will be made at the time the
agreement is entered into rather than after an invention is made in space. In other
words, if the NASA Administrator determines that a given experiment requires these
assurances-and they really are analogous to the assurances of the so-called "march- in
rights" under federal patent policy-that will actually he written intO the agreement.
At that rime, the user will be able to argue whether the policy is a fair one.
The rationale behind this policy is that some areas of experimentation could well be
vety significant to public health and safety. Usen; on the shuttle pay reimbun;ement fees
to cover operational expenses, but they are still subsidized by the investment of U.S.
taxpayen; in the space shuttle research and development costs. There is no amortization
of the research and development under the user policies. That was the basis for
concluding that there ought to be some provision in the regulations for assurances that
inventions affecting the public health and safety will be made available to the public.
The second part of the policy governing patent and data rights on the shuttle is that
the user will be required to furnish NASA with only that data which is sufficient to
verify peaceful purposes and to insure shuttle safety and NASA's and the Government' 5
continued compliance with existing laws and Government obligations. 6 There is no plan
to acquire proprietary data from a user. This regulation. is written to limit the data'
NASA would receive solely to that which indicates that the payload is for peaceful
purposes and which shows safety of the shuttle itself is guaranteed.
NASA has virtually that same policy for international usen;, but with one
exception. That exception concerns the European Space Agency (ESA) and Canada,
both of whom have made major contributions to the shuttle program through Spacelab
(ESA) and the remote manipulator system or RMS (Canada). When ESA, ESA member

114 C.F.R. § 1214.104(a) (1981) (,'NASA will not acquire rights to inventions. patents or proprietary data
privately funded by a user, or arising out of activities for which a user has reimbursed NASA under the policies
set forth herein. (see infra Appendix B for complete text of me regulation).
II

'ld.

'1d.
'ld. at§1214.104(b).
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nations, or Canada are flying experimental science or applications payloads with no
near-term commercial implications, NASA will obtain for U.S. Governmental purposes
rights to inventions (See Appendix D). The rationale is that those missions on which the
European Space Agency and Canada benefit from lower user fees because of their
contributions to the space shuttle program, and on which there are no near-term
commercial implications, are public purpose or public policy research missions, not
commercial missions. Therefore, the U.S. Government will take rights to patents, data,
and inventions to be consistent with the purposes of the reduced fees and the research
and development nature of the mission. The regulations, however, do not specify what
those rights are.
Another issue relevant to intellectual property rights in space concerns under whose
jurisdiction those inventions are made. This is a problem in the patent system, as it
relates to activities in space, which has not yet been defined. The NASA Authorization
Act for fiscal year 1982 contains a provision' stating that importing a spacecraft into the
United States solely for purpose of launch into space will be regarded under the patent
laws in the same way as ships of other countries coming into a U.S. pan, or aircraft of
other countries coming into a U.S. pan, or aircraft of other countries coming into the
United States to land. The patent laws regard such ships or airplanes, if they have
patented technology aboard, as having temporary presence in the United States and
therefore they are held not to infringe U.S. patent laws. 8
The patent law is not changed by applying it to spacecraft, because the patent law
in that section refers to vehicles. A good case could be made that a spacecraft imponed
into the United States solely for launch into space is indeed a vehicle-a space vehicleand it probably would be referred to as such and concluded to be such internationally.
This provision of the NASA Authorization Acr merely clarifies that things coming into
the United States for launch into space have a temporary presence, so that it would not
be a matter requiring litigation.
Whether there can be infringement of a U.S. patent (or any other patent, for that
matter) in space is another issue that has not been defined by statute. NASA decided
not to try to spell that out in law, because it is an extremely complicated issue. There is a
case that says that cenain acrivities outside national boundaries, if they are tied to a
station within the boundaries in some way through a telemetry conneerion, might be
regarded as being an infringement.' On the other hand, it is clear that neither the U.S.
patent laws nor patent laws of any other country have extra-territorial reach as such.
If the United States, under the Outer Space Treaty has command and conttol of a
spacecraft, the spacecraft could be argued as being analogous to a piece of U.S. territoty
while it is in orbit. Though this issue of patent infringement in space is not of great
imponance now, when it does become so, it will clearly indicate a maturing of activities
in space.

'NASA Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. 97-96, § 7 (1982),
'35 U.S.C. §272 (1970).
9Decca Ltd. v. United States, 544 F.2d 1070 (ct. d. 1976).
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The question of when an invention is made is also important for space activities.
U.S. patent law is virtually unique in the world. The United States, Canada, and the
Philippines are the only thtee countries that have what is called a "fIrst to invent" law.
That is, the person who fIrst invents on U.S. territory (with actions on U.S. territory) is
entitled to a patent against someone who later inventS the same thing.
All the other countries of the world have a "fIrst to ftle" system. Whoever gets to
the patent office fust with an application is presumed conclusively to be the fIrst
inventor and is entitled to the patent. In all those counmes, whether something is
invented in space and can be so proved is really not relevant. The orily relevant data is
the date a petson flies in a countty's patent office.
In the United States it remains an open issue whether inventions made aboard the
shurtle can be proved to show an individual is the fust to invent. There is no case law on
it yet, and it has not been an issue on which NASA was ready to go forward with a
legislative recommendation. It probablY would be betrer handled thtough case law, i.e.,
the common law approach to developing precedents.
The patent indemnifIcation provisions of STS launch service agreements are in
Appendix C. Those provisions say that if the shurtle itself, or any of the standard
equipment that goes along with the shuttle, infringes someone's patent, the U.S.
Govemment, in the form of NASA, will be responsible for any patent infringement
_ liabiliry.
However, if the optional services that are designed and specially put together to
support a given mission infringe a patent, NASA will demand to be indemnifIed from
any costs incurred relating to infringement by the user. So if the user spacecraft infringes
a patent or if a user's experiment (for example, a process for malting something), is held
to infringe a patent, and NASA was not connected with any of the decisions on what
would be flown and what would be its confIguration, NASA requires full
indemnifIcation of the user. In that case, the user stands in NASA's place if NASA is
sued for patent infringement.
The same provision of the NASA Authorization Act for fucal year 1982 mentioned
above" also inserted the fMowing provision into the 1958 Space Act: "The use or
manufactUre of any patented invention incorporated in a space vehicle launChed by the
United States Govemment for a person other than the United States shall not be
considered to be a use or manufacture by or for the United States within the meaning of
section 1498(a) of title 28, United States Code, uriless the Administration gives an

express authorization or consent for such use or manufacture. "11
Finally, the issue of trade secret and data rights may also affecr space activities.
NASA has no intention of obtaining trade secret data resulting from its reimbursable
launches. If NASA does get such data, and someone were to demand it under the
Freedom of Information Act, NASA would resist as heartily as it could any attempt to
acquire the data. That would put the matter squarely in a district court. NASA's policy
will be not to get the data internally so that such data does not become subject to

"NASA Aumorization ACt, Pub. L. No. 97-96,§7 (1982).

HId.
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requests under the Freedom of Information Act. Appendix E contains the pertinent text
of NASA's launch service agreement relating to trade secrets and data rights.
The NASA policies described above are the standard policies reflected in the
regulations involving reimbursable launches and in the reimbursable launch contracts
themselves. NASA did enter into a unique agreement with the McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company for a joint venture in space involving electrophoresis. NASA
characterized that agreement as not coming under the patent provisions of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act. The "Space Act" requires that NASA take title to
inventions "made in the performance of work," unless NASA waives that right. If
NASA waives, it still must take license and march-in rights. Soon after the Space Act
was enacted in 1958, NASA interpreted the phrase "made in the performance of work"
to refer to research and development contracts only. This interpretation is reflected in
literally hundreds of thousands of contracts that NASA has entered into since 1958.
Supply contracts with NASA, for example, have no patent rights clauses.
Thus, for over 20 years NASA has construed "contract for the performance of
work" to mean research and development contracts and those are the only ones that
have patent rights clauses in them. Based on that interpretation, NASA adopted a
policy for the joint venture in space under which McDonnell Douglas and its partners
would retain all rights. The Government would not take a license, nor would it take
march-in rights. McDonnell Douglas and its partners would retain all rights unless two
very specific things happened, i.e., the NASA Administrator declares a national
emergency or the device was urgently needed for public health reasons. In those cases
the agency would be able to exercise what could be referred to as march-in rights if it was
determined, subject to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 12 either before the Board of
Contract Appeals at NASA or the U.S. Court of Claims, that either of those two
conditions existed.
The significant thing 'about the NASA/McDonnell Douglas joint venture in space
is that if McDonnell Douglas decides to walk away from the joint venture under its
termination clauses, then NASA is entitled to take full rights. All parties to the
agreement thought that was. fair. As long as the companies were pursuing the invention,
NASA would not take rights. However, if they abandoned that effort, then NASA
would take rights, including rights to background data. Appendix F contains clauses of
the NASA/McDonnell Douglas joint-venture agreement which spell out the intellectual
property rights. Appendix G contains a statement of NASA's legal position on the
applicabiliry of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act to joint
endeavors.
There is a specific provision in the Ertel, bill, H.R. 4564 (discussed above), which
would permit deviations to the minimum rights to be acquired by the Government
under the act. Those deviations would be for the Government to waive march-in rights
on a class basis in contracts involving co-sponsored, cost shating, or joint venture
research when the contractor is required to make substantial contributions of funds,
facilities, or equipment to the work performed under the contract. If this measure is
enacted in the 97th Congress, the issue about the scope of the National Aeronautics and
Space Act will become moot, and H.R. 4564 will govern all federal contractors' rights.
12Contract Disputes Act of 1978 Pub. L. No. 95 563 (1978).
4
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As this nation's space programs mature to become an integral part of human
activity on earth, all of the incentives provided by patent and trade secret law will
routinely be used to stimulate private investment in space research and development
ventures. In this transition period, NASA has adopted policies specifically designed to
facilitate the experimental use of space by private entreprenelm. I hope this
presentation will prove helpful to those interested in those current NASA policies.

Appendix A
Seetion 305, NASA Act of 1958, as amended.

PROPERTY RIGHTS IN INVENTIONS
Sec. 30S(a) Whenever any invenrion is made in the performance of any work under
any contract of the Administrarion, and the Administrator determines that(1) the person who made the invention was employed or assigned to
perform research, development, or exploration work and the invention
is related to the work he was employed or assigned to perform, or that
it was within the scope of his employment duties, whether or not it
was made during working hOlm, or with a contribution by the
Government of the use of Government facilities, equipment,
materials, allocated funds, information proprietary to the
Government, or services of Government employees during working
hours; or
(2) the person who made the invention was not employed or assigned
to perform research, development, or exploration work. but the
invention is nevertheless related to the contract, or to the work or
duties he was employed or assigned to perform, and was made during
working hours, or with a contribution from the Government of the
son refened to in clause (1),
such invention shall be the exclusive propeny of the United States, and if such invention
is patentable a patent therefor shall be issued to the United States upon application
made by the Administrator, unless the Administrator waives all or any part of the rights
of the United States to such invention in conformity with the provisions of subsection (f)
of this section.
(h) Each contract entered intO by the Administrator with any party for the
performance of any work shall COntain effective provisions under which such party shall
furnish promptly to the Administrator a written repon containing full and complete
technical information concerning any invention, discovery, improvement, or innovation
which may be made in the performance of any such work.
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(c) No patent may be issued to any applicant other than the Administrator for any
invention which appears to the Commissioner of Patents to have significant utility in the
conduct of aeronautical and space activities unless the applicant ftles with the
Commissioner. with the application or within thirty days after request therefor by the
Commissioner. a written statement executed under oath setting forth the full facts
concerning the circumstances under which such invention was made and stating the
relationship (if any) of such invention to the performance of any work under any
contract of the Administration. Copies of each such statement and the application to
which it relates shall be transmitted forthwith by the Commissioner to the
Administrator.
(d) Upon any application as to which any such statement has been transmitted to
the Administrator. the Commissioner may. if the invention is patentable. issue a patent
to the applicant unless the Administrator. within ninety days after receipt of such
application and statement. requests that such patent be issued to him on behalf of the
United States. If. within such time. the Administrator ftles such a request with the
Commissioner. the Commissioner shall transmit notice thereof to the applicant. and
shall issue such patent to the Administrator unless the applicant within thirty days after
receipt of such notice requests a hearing before a Board of Patent Interferences on the
question whether the Administrator is entitled under this section to receive such patent.
The Board may hear and determine. in accordance with rules and procedures established
for interference cases. the question so presented. and its determination shall be subject
to appeal by the applicant or by the Administrator to the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals in accordance with procedures governing appeals from decisions of the Board of
Patent Interferences in other proceedings.
(e) Whenever any patent has been issued to any applicant in conformity with
subsection (d). and the Administrator thereafter has reason to believe that the statement
filed by the applicant in connection therewith contained any false representation of any
material fact. the Administrator within five years after the date of issuance of such
patent may file with the Commissioner a request fur the transfer to the Administrator of
title to such patent on the records of the Commissioner. Notice of any such request shall
be transmitted by the Commissioner to the owner of record of such patent. and title to
such patent shall be so transferred to the Administrator unless within thirty days after
receipt of such notice such owner of record requests a hearing before a Board of Patent
Interferences on the question whether any such false representation was contained in
such statement. Such question shall be heard and determined. and determination.
thereof shall be subject to review. in the manner prescribed by subsection (d) for
questions arising thereunder. No request made by the Administrator under this
subsection for the violation of any criminal statue. shall be barred by any failure of the
Administrator to make a request under subsection (d) for the issuance of such patent to
him. or by any notice previously given by the Administrator stating that he had no
objection to the issuance of such patent to the applicant therefor.
(f) Under such regulations in conformity with this subsection as the Administrator
shall prescribe. he may waive all or any pan of the rights of the United States under this
section with respect to any invention or class of inventions made or which may be made
by any person or class of persons in the performance of any work required by any
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contract of the Administration if the Administrator determines that the interests of the
United States will be served thereby. Any such waiver may be made upon such terms
and under such conditions as the Administrator shall determine to be required for the
protection of the interests of the United States. Each such waiver made with respect to
any invention shall be subject to the reservation by the Administrator of an irrevocable,
nonexclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license for the practice of such invention
throughout the world by or on behalf of the United States or any foreign government
pursuant to any treaty or agreement with the United States. Each proposal for any waiver
under this subsection shall be referred to an Inventions and Contributions Board which
shall be established by the Administrator within the Administration. Such Board shall
accord to each interested parry an opportunity for hearing, and shall transmit to the
Administrator irs findings of fact with respect to such proposal and irs recommendations
for action to be taken with respect thereto.
(g) The Administrator shall determine, and promulgate regulations specifying the
terms and conditions upon which licenses will be granted by the Administration for the
practice by any person (other than an agency of the United States) of any invention for
which the Administrator holds a patent on behalf of the United States.
(h) The Administrator is authorized to take all suitable and necessary steps to
protect any invention or discovety to which he has title, and to require that contractors
or persons who retain title to inventions or discoveries under this section protect the
inventions or discoveries to which the Administration has or may acquire a license of
use.
(i) The Administration shall be considered a defense agency of the United States
for the purpose of chapter 17 of title 35 of the United States Code.
As used in this section(1) the term "person" means any individual, partnership,
corporation, association. institution, or other entity;

m

(2) the term "contract" means any actual or proposed contract,
agreement, understanding. or other arrangement. and includes any
assignment. substitution of parties, or subcontract executed or entered
into thereunder; and
(3) the term "made," when used in relation to any invention. means
the conception or fl!St actual reduction to practice of such invention.

Appendix B
NASA Patent and Data Policy for Shuttle Services Provided to non- U.S. Government
Users. 14 CFR§ 1214. 104:
(a) NASA will not acquire tights to inventions. patents or proprietary data
privately funded by a user. or arising out of activities for which a user has reimbursed
NASA under the policies set forth herein. However. in certain instances in which the
NASA Administration has determined that activities may have a significant impact on
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the public health, safety or welfare, NASA may obtain assurances from the user that the
results will be made available to the public on terms and conditions reasonable under
the circumstances.
(h) The user will be required to furnish NASA with sufficient information to verify
peaceful purposes and to insure Shuttle safety and NASA's and the U.S. Government's
continued compliance with law and the Government's obligations.

Appendix C
Patent Indemnification Provisions of STS Launch Setvices Agreements.

6. Patent Infiingement Claims
a. The User agrees to reimburse NASA for a pro rata share of any cost incurred by
the Government as a result of an unlicensed use (infringement) of ptivately-owned U.S.
patents to the extent that any such costs are attributable to products, processes, or
articles of manufacture actually used by NASA in connection with the furnishing' of
setvices to the User under provisions of the Agreement. Such costs shall include, but are
not limited to, administrative and litigation cOsts, and setrlement.payments made by
NASA as a result of administrative consideration of claims against NASA for
infringement of such patents, as well as costs incurred by the U.S. Government in the
form of a judgment against the U. S. Government by a court of competent jurisdiction.
b. If the User is licensed under a privately-owned third party patent, and to the
extent that the launch and associated setvices furnished by NASA under this Agreement
constitutes a licensed use under the User's license and is not covered by a U.S.
Government license, any compensation for such use shall be handled directly by the
User with the third party licensor. In the event it is the decision of either the third party
licensor or the User, or both, that such use is not within the scope of the User's license,
then the use will be considered an unlicensed use and governed by the terms and
conditions of subparagraph 6.a. above.
c. The reimbursement by the User of costs associated with patent inftingement
settlements or judgements will be govemed solely by this Article. Therefore, except as
provided in subparagraph 6.a. above, the User shall have no liability to NASA with
respect to any third party claims against NASA of patent infringement by NASA in
connection with the furnishing of setvices to the User under the provisions of this
Agreement. Further, any costs reimbursable to NASA by the User under the provisions
of subparagraph 6.a. above shall be reduced pro rata by any amount actually paid to the
Government by a third party or to which the Government has a right to payment from a
third party as reimbursement or indemnification for any or all of the patent
infringement costs cited in subparagraph 6.a. above.
d. NASA will notify the User as promptly as possible of any patent infringement
claim asserted against the U.S. Government, whether by suit or otherwise, under which
the User might be liable for reimbursement of costs under subparagraph 6.a. above; in
particular, NASA will notify the User prior to any administrative settlement of a claim
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under subparagraph 6.a. above, and as promptly as possible after the institution of any
suit, and preferably before same, based on such a claim. With respect to costs
reimbursable by the User under subparagraph 6.a. above, NASA will, promptly after
paying any such costs, present the User with a statement itemizing in reasonable detail
such costs and identifying the applicable patents associated therewith. Within thirty
(30) days after receipt of the NASA settlement of such costs, the User shall have the
right to request a review of its correctness as provided for under Part II, Article VI,
subparagraph 4.c. (2), of this Agreement.
e. With respect to any suit against the U.S. Government based on a claim of
patent infringement, the costs for which the User would be liable under subparagraph
6.a. above, NASA agrees that, subject to law and regulations of the Department of
Justice, the User may, at its option, assume a major role in the defense of the suit. In the
event that the User exercises its option to assume such responsibility, NASA agrees to
provide to the User, at NASA's expense, such information and assistance as is available
to NASA. The User's right of election to assume a major role in the defense of such a
suit shall not in any way affect any other rights otherwise available to it under contract or
general principles of law; in particular, should the User not exercise such option, its
right to intervene in the suit, under applicable rules or procedures, shall in no way be
affected or diminished.

Appendix 0
NASA Patent and Data Policy for Foreign Users Who Have Made Substantial
Investment in the STS Program, 14 CFR§1214.204.
(a) When accommodating missions under this Subpart. i.e., experimental science
or experimental applications missions for ESA, ESA member states or Canada with no
near-term commercial implications, NASA will obtain for U.S. Governmental purposes
rights to inventions, patents and data resulting from such missions, subject to the user's
retention of the rights to fltst publication of the data for a specified period of time.
(b) The user will be required to furnish NASA with sufficient information to vetify
peaceful purposes and to insure Shuttle safety and NASA's and the U.S. Government's
continued compliance with law and the Government's obligations.
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Appendix E
Handling of User Provided Data and Data Derived from the Payload (provisions of STS
Launch Services Agreements)
ARTICLE III-HANDUNG OF USER PROVIDED DATA AND DATA DERIVED
FROM THE PAYLOAD
,
1. Technical Data Furnished to NASA by the User
a. All technical data furnished to NASA under this Agreement shall be provided
with unlimited rights (the right to use, duplicate, and disclose in any manner for any
purpose whatsoever), and without a resrricrive legend, except as provided pursuant to
Subparagraph b. below. It is the intent of the Parties that the designation of technical
data as a rrade secret shall be kept to a minimum in order to facilitate implementation of
this Agreement.
b. In the event any of the technical data required to be furnished to NASA under
this Agreement is considered a rrade secret (such as detailed design, manufactUring and
processing information) and the User desires to maintain rrade secret rights for such
data, the User shall inform NASA that the data is considered a rrade secret and shall
only provide such data to NASA upon the wrirren request of the NASA Technical
Manager. Any data so provided shall be marked with the following (and no other) notice
prior to submission to NASA:
NOTICE
This data is a rrade secret of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and is submitted in confidence to NASA under Launch Agreement
. It shall not, without
No. ___ on
permission of the User, be duplicated or used for any purpose other
than as necessary to carry out NASA's obligations under this
Agreement nor disclosed outside the United States Government,
except as needed for use by contractors in support of the Launch and
Associated Services to be provided under this Agreement and only
after such contractors have agreed in wriring to protect the data from
unauthorized use, duplication and disclosure. This notice shall be
marked on any reproduction of this data, in whole or in part.

2. Financial and Commercial Data
It is recognized that NASA may have access to certain financial and commercial
(business) data of the User, or his contractors, which may be considered confidential or
privileged, and which, if subsequendy disclosed to the public, could cause substantial
harm to the User's competitive position or impair NASA's ability to obtain necessary
information in the future. NASA will use its best efforts to protect the User's financial
and commercial data to the extent permitted under the law.
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3. Data Derivedfrom the Payload
NASA considers all data (including data reduction and analysis) obtained or
derived from tbe Payload as tbe result of activities for whicb tbe User has paid NASA
under tbis Agreement (except for McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company SSUS
performance data) to be property of tbe User, and, in order to protect trade secrets and
otber property rights of tbe User in sucb data, NASA will maintain sucb data in
confidence.

Appendix F
Gauses in tbe Joint Endeavor Agreement between NASA and McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company on Materials Processing in Space:
ARTICLE VIII - DATA RIGHTS
A. Data means recorded information, sucb as but not limited to WrItIngs,
drawings, recordings, and pictorial representations, regardless of form or tbe media on
whicb it may be recorded.
B. All data furnished to NASA pursuant to ARTICLE IX of tbis Agreement and
performance data relating to separation tests on NASA samples furnished pursuant to
ARTICLE I, paragraph E. hereof, shall be furnished witb unlimited rights (tbe right to
use, reproduce, disclose in any manner and for any purpose whatsoever), and witbout
restrictive legend. Recognizing tbat tbe requirements for, and tbe need for protection
of, data may cbange during different phases of tbis Agreement, NASA and MD.AC-St.
Louis may from time-to-time, upon mutual agreement, cbange tbe listing of data to be
furnished pursuant to ARTICLE II.
C. Otbertban as provided in paragraph B., above, NASA will use its best effort to
assure tbat any data required to befumished, or in fact furnished under tbis Agreement
will be used, reproduced, and disclosed by tbe Government only for tbe purpose of
carrying out its responsibilities under tbis Agreement. In tbe event tbe data qualifies as a
trade sectet and tbe originator of sucb data desires to maintain trade sectet rights
tberein, sucb data shall be marked witb tbe following (and no otber) notice and tbe
Government will tbereafter treat tbe data in accordance witb tbe Notice:
NOTICE
This data is a trade secret of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and is submitted in confidence
to NASA underJoint Endeavor No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
on
. It may be used,
reproduced and disclosed by NASA for tbe purpose of carrying out its
responsibilities tbereunder, witb tbe express limitation tbat it will not,
witbout permission of tbe originator, be disclosed outside tbe
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Government; excpet that, subject to reasonable notice to the
originator and agreement by recipient to protect this data from
unauthorized use and disclosure, it may be disclosed outside the
Government as needed for use by NASA contractors in carrying out
NASA's responsibilities under this Agreement. This Notice shall be
marked on any reproduction of this data, in whole or in part.
D. MDAC-St. Louis or any parry in privity therewith agree to furnish data first
produced in carrying out the responsibilities of ARTICLE II of this Agreement to
responsible parties or to NASA, and they further agree that NASA itself may furnish
such data to responsible parties, upon ten and conditions reasonable under the
circumstances, if the NASA Administrator or his/her designee determines such action is
necessary (i) because MDAC-St. Louis or any parry in privity therewith has not taken, or
is not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective steps to achieve commercial
utilization of the results demonstrated or to be demonstrated under this Agreement; (ii)
in response to a national emergency involving a serious threat to the public health and
upon a showing that (a) no competitive alternative to the subject matrer covered by the
data is reasonably available from other sources and (b) MDAC-St. Louis or its parties in
privity are not supplying the subject matter covered by the data in sufficient quantity
and at reasona!:>le prices to satisfy market needs, or (iii) to enable the practice of any
license rights to patents or inventions acquired by NASA pursuant to ARTICLE II,
paragraph B.l. of this Agreement. Any of the above determinations by NASA
Administrator or his/her designee shall be in accordance with the notice, hearing and
disputes requirements of ARTICLE XI, paragraph C. hereof.
ARTICLE IX - RELEASABLE IN1'ORMATION
It is recognized that from time-ro-time the parties may desire to release to the
public and appropriate governmental organizations information about the endeavor.
The parties agree to consult with each other prior to any such release except as specified
below. In the release of such information, the parties agree to exercise reasonable
discretion, considering the nature of this endeavor and the need to keep the public
informed.
A.

The contents of this agreement.

B.

Performance targets and objectives for the various C-F-E devices.

C.

Data showing the performance of the various C-F-E devices, both on
the ground in the space environment, but excluding data on specific
pharmaceutical products.

D.

Progress information on the correlation of analytical with
expetimental data, including comparisons of the !WO.
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E.

Overall system descriptions, including external dimensions, of the
C-F-E devices, but excluding design details.

F.

General information on potential applications of C-F-E tecbnology,
including researcb and medical applications whicb may benefit from
the technology, but excluding references to specific applications and
pharmaceutical products.

G.

Data as may be needed for interface verification, payload integration
and cbeckout.
ARTICLE X - RECORDS AND ASSOCIATED DATA

MDAC-St. Louis and NASA agree to maintain records, documents, and other
associated data penaining to the design, development, manufacture, test, integration,
and operation of experiments involved in· the C-F-E program. These records and
documents shall be of sufficient detail and completeness that, in the event of
determinations made under ARTICLE VIII or ARTICLE II or termination by one parry,
the other can continue the program if it so desires. Upon request the NASA JEM or a
mutually agreed designee shall have access to MDAC-St. Louis generated records at all
reasonable times during regular business hours. All data'reviewed under this Anicle
whicb qualifies as a trade secret shall be treated as trade secrets in accordance with
ARTICLE VIII, paragraph C. entitled "DATA RIGHTS." The records, documents and
other associated data identified above shall be preserved for a period of 7 years from the
date of termination of the C-F-E prorgram or its completion as contemplated herein,
whicbever comes first. The parties agree to maintain accounting records with a
distribution of total costs according to a mutually agreed upon classification of accounts.
ARTICLE XI - PROPERTY RIGHTS IN INVENTIONS
A. Except for the tights reserved by NASA in the separate agreement described in
ARTICLE I, paragraph E., in paragraph B. below, and those rights provided pursuant to
ARTICLE XXVII entitled "Terminations," MDAC-St. Louis and any party in privity
therewith shall retain all right, title and intj"rest to any invention conceived or first
actually reduced to practice in cartying out its responsibilities under this Agreement as
described in ARTICLE II of this Agreement.
B. With respect to any invention subject to paragraph A., above, the following
will apply:
1. NASA shall have a contingent royalty free license to practice or have practiced in
a space environment only, sucb inventions by or on behalf of the Government for any
Governmental purpose. The contingent royalty free license is a nonexclusive paid-up
license to all inventions contained in paragraph A., above, and all data and patents
necessary to practice or have practiced sucb inventions in space, whicb data will be
furnished to NASA, and will become effective if the NASA Administrator or his/her
designee determines sucb action is necessary, (i) because MDAC-St. Louis or any party in
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privity therewith has not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable time,
effective steps to achieve commercial utilization of the invention; or (il) in response to a
national emergency involving a serious threat to the public health and upon a showing
that (a) no competitive alternative to the subject matter covered by the patent is
reasonably available from other sources and (b) MDAC-St. louis or its parties in privity
are not supplying the subject matter covered by the patent in sufficient quantity and at
reasonable prices to satisfy market needs; or (iii) in the event of a unilateral termination
by MDAC-St. louis in accordance with ,;ffiTICLE XXVII, paragraph B.2.a.
2. If a determination is made by the NASA Administrator of his/her designee that
action is necessary as a result of (i) or (il) in paragraph B.l., above, NASA has the right
to require the granting of a license to responsible parties, upon terms and conditions
reasonable under the circumstances, or to so grant such a license itself, if in the
judgment of the NASA Administrator or his/her designee that MDAC-St. louis or its
parties in privity have not effectively taken steps or have been unsuccessful in licensing
to satisfy the requirements of (i) and (il), above.
C. Prior to the making of a determination by the NASA Administrator or his/her
designee under paragraph B., above, NASA's Associate Administrator, Office of Space
and Terrestrial Applications, shall give MDAC-St. louis sixty days written notice of
intention to make such determination and provide findings in suppott thereof and shall
afford MDAC·St. louis an opportUnity to be heard and offer evidence in suppott of its
position. Any determination will be subject to ARTICLE XXV, "DISPUTES."
D. MDAC-St. louis shall, at the request of NASA, provide NASA with a brief
description of any invention subject to paragraph A., above, and of any action taken to
obtain patent protection thereon, and of the final disposition of such action. Any brief
description so provided shall be subject to protection from disclosure under the
provisions of paragraph C. of ARTICLE VIII, "DATA RIGHTS" until a patent is issued
.
thereon or the patent application is otherwise made available to the public.
ARTICLE XII - PROCESS EXCLUSMTY
To promote necessary innovation, the parties agree to the following form of process
exclusivity. During the term of this Agreement, NASA will not enter into another joint
endeavor or international cooperative agreement to develop C·F-E technology or
demonstrate C-F-E devices in the low gravity environment of space nor fund or make
equipment available for such effotts except as otherwise provided in this ARTICLE XII.
The C-F-E device(s) as contemplated herein refers to device(s) which separate materials
electrophoretically in a medium continously flowing through a chamber, and does not
refer to other device(s) such as that which separate principally by a pH gradient
accompanying an electrical field, such as isoelecrric focusing .
.This agreement does not restrict NASA or others from conducting or funding
analytical and experimental research work or demonstrations for advancing the state-ofthe-art of continuous flow electrophoresis device(s) or process(es), where the work isnot
directly related to development of a commercial device or process and would not
otherwise compromise MDAC-St. louis' work with regard to commercialization of its CF-E device(s) and related process(es) work. Furrher, this agreement does not restrict
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NASA's activities in other areas of e1ectrokinectic separation, such as static or moving
wall electrophoresis, isoelectric focusing or isoachophoresis, nor does it preclude NASA
from selling flight time on the STS to other organizations on a fully reimbursable basis
in accordance with existing charge policies for any purpose.

Appendix G
NASA's Legal Position on the Applicability of §305 of the National Aeronautics and
Space Act to Joint Endeavors.
This responds to your request that I address the issue of whether "section 305 of the
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as amended [hereinafter "Space Act"]
applies to inventions made in the course of joint endeavors; for example, endeavors
undenaken in the Materials Processing in Space Program."
In this memorandum I will review the legislative histoty of section 305, discuss
NASA's interpretation and application of the section over the years, summarize the
experience gained, and state the conclusions to be drawn therefrom.
The basic legal issue is whether a "joint endeavor" is a contract of the
Administration for the performance of work within the intent of section 305, such that
any inventions made in the course of the endeavor are subject to the ownership
requirements of subsection 305(a).
For the purposes of this memorandum, a joint endeavor is defmed as follows:
A joint endeavor is an arrangement between NASA and a party or parties in which each
undertakes to contribute to or participate in a project of mutual benefit, and which
urually involves the use of equipment, facilities, services, personnel or information
made available by one or more of the panies for usc by the others. Such endeavors
do not involve the transfer of funds or title to propeny between the parries, and are not
considered a procurement or an assistance transaction within the purview ofP.1. 95-224. .
Services which may be involved do not constitute the employment of one of me party's
employees by the other.
In answer to the legal issue raised, it is concluded that a joint endeavor is not
subject to the legal constraints of section 305. This conclusion is based on the Space Act
and the long-Standing administrative interpretation of section 305 by NASA that there
are many arrangements which NASA may enter iOto, a joint endeavor being one such.
that are not contracts covered by subsection 305(a).

1. Section 305 ofthe SPace Act
The peninent language in the Space Act' dealing with the allocation of propeny
rights in inventions is as follows (emphasis added):

'42 U.S.C. §2451 et seq. (1976 and Supp. 1982): paxcicularly 42 U.S.C. §2457. For a ,e", of section 305.
j

see supra Appendix A.
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• Subsection 305(a) requires that [w]henever any invention is made "-in

the pet/ormance 0/any work under any contract 0/the Administration, and
the Administrator determines that -

(1) the person who made the invention was employed or assigned to
penorm research. development. or exploration work and the invention
is related to the work he was employed or assigned to penorm. or that
it was within the scope of his employment duties. whether or not it
was made during working hours. or with a contribution by the
Government of the use of Government facilities, equipment.
materials. allocated funds. information proprietary to the
Government, or services of Government employees during working
hours; or
(2) the person who made the invention was not employed or assigned
to petform research, development. or exploration work, but the
invention is nevertheless related to the contract, or to the work or
duties he was employed or assigned to penorm, or was made during
working hours. or with a contribution from the Government of the
son referred to in clause (1)"
such invention becomes the exclusive property of the United States
unless the Administrator waives rights thereto in conformity with the
.
provisions of subsection 305(£).

• Subsection 305(b) specifies that "[e]ach contract entered into by the
Administrator with any party for the pet/ormance 0/any work" is to contain
effective provisions for the reponing of inventions "which may be made in
the pet/ormance o/such work. "
• Section 3050) (2) defInes the term contract as meaning "any actual or
proposed contract, agreement, understanding. or other arrangement, or
subcontract ...
It is the meaning, interpretation and application of the phrase' 'in the penormance
of any work under any contract of the Administration" when considered in the context
of the whole statute, its legislative purpose and intent, and its long standing practical
interpretation by NASA. that determines whether a joint endeavor, which meets the
literal defInition of "contract" as set forth in subsection 3056) (2), comes under
subsection 305(a).

2. Legislative Purpose and Intent Behind Section 305

The legislative purpose and intent underlying section 305 is not set forth in the
Space Act;' however. the legislative history of section 305 does provide insight in this
l'Jbe Declaration of Purpose and Policy in section 102 of the Space Act does not address the disposition of
rights in inventions covered in section 305. See 42 U.S.c. 2451.
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regard. Although the legislative history of section 305 has been characterized as
"extremely thin" and not providing guidance, or as "very scanry, " requiring NASA to
use "its best judgment as to what Congress had in mind" with regard to the
interpretation of such difficult and complicated legislation,' a careful review of the
report of the· House-Senate Conference on the bilI,' and the transcripts of the floor

~See,

for example, the testimony ofJohn A.Johnson. General Counsel of NASA durmgHcanngs Before

a Suhcommittee

0/ the Select Committee on Small Business of the

United States Senate on The Effect of

Fedcrol Patent Policies on Competition, Monopoly, Economic Growth, and Smoi/ Bu!iness, 86th Cong., 1st
Sess., 255 and 267; and during Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Patents, Tnulemarks, and Copyrights,
ofthe Committee ofthe Judiciary, pursuant to S. Res. 55 on S. 1089 and S. 1176, 87th Cong.; 1st Sess .• Pan.
1. p. 161.
4House Rept. No. 2166; 85th Cong., 2nd Sess. Guly 15. 1958) at 22-24. An extensive discussion of the
events that led up to this conference report can be found in Appendix A of An Evaluation of the Patent

Policies of the National Aeront1lltics and Space Administration, Report of the Committee on Science and
Astronautics. U.s. House ofRepresentati"es, 89th Cong., 2ndSess. (1966). Some key events discussed are:
(a) The introduction of the original House and Senate bills (H.R. 1181 and S. 3609. on April 14. 1958)
COntaining no patent provisions.
(b) The subsequent hearings on S. 3609. during which the Deputy Secretary of Defense recommended
that no special patent provisions be included in the legislation, based on the expectation that the policies and
procedures of NASA (similar to those of DOD) would be applied by regulation.
(c) The reporting ofH.R. 12575 (replacing H.R. 1181) out of House committee (May 24. 1958).with a
section 407 entitled "Patent Rights," patterned after similar provisions of the Atomic Energy ACt.
(d) Theunanimouspassmg H.R. 12575 Oune 2.1958) with no debate or comment on section 407.
(e) The subsequent expressions of displeasure by indusuy and the private bar over section 407, primarily
because of its similarity with what they considered the restrictive and arbitrary provisions of the Atomic Energy

Act.

(£) The reporcing out by the Senate Committee O"une 11, 1958) of amended S. 3609 witlra new section
303. almost identical to section 407 ofH.R. 12575.
(g) The succ:essfuI £looramendm~nt by ~en.Johnson dwing debate on amended S. 3609 to have section303 deleted and the matter referred to conference.
(h) The subsequent appointment, by Rep. McCormack (Chairman of the Select Committee on
Asuonautics and Space Exploration) of a patent subcommittee (chaired by Rep. Natcher) to review the matter
prior to any House~Senate conference. This subcommittee recommended an approach which provided, inter
alia, that the Administrator would be entitled to ownership to inventions made under contract only when
certain findings (based on the relationship of the invention to the duties of the employee of the contractor
making the invention) were made; and as a separate matter would be authorized to waive ownership of
inventions to which the Administration was entitled in the national interest. Thus the report of the Natcher
subcommittee indicated an intent not to automatically veSt ownership in the Administration uncler all
contracrua1 situations (no matter how broadly defIned), as under the Atomic Energy Act. This report,
unpublished, is entitled •'Report o/The Patent Subcommittee, House Committee on A.stronautics and Space
Exploration re Section 407, H.R. 12575 .• '
(i) The adoption of the :final version of seCtion 305, coupled with favorable floor comment. While
worded and structured differently than section 407 appearing in the report of the Natcher subcommittee, it
contained many of the salient features recommended in the report. Thus, when the conference report refers to
the adoption of "entirely new patent provisions," it is in reference to the earlier draft of section 407 in H.R.
12575, and not in the rewrite of section 407 by the Natcher subcommittee. This is emphasized by the floor
statements of Rep. Keating, which follow the report of the Natcher subcommittee rather closely in explaining
the basis for new section 305.
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debate prior to its passage,' does reveal a consistent thread of legislative purpose and
intent underlying section 305.
The report of the conference, for example, after briefly serting forth the previous
House and Senate actions that led up to the need for conference on the issue, states:
"Operating on the theory that the Government's interests must be protected. but with
the concomitant purpose of protecting private interests and of keeping private incentive
and initiative at a high level, the Committee of Conference adopted entirely new patent
provisions. "6

The report then continues with a very brief explanation of Subsection 305(a),
indicating that inventions are to become the property of the United States' 'according to
a specified standard. " (Emphasis in report). 1ms standard is set forth in subparagraphs
(a) and (2) of subsection 305(a), and is based on a relationship of inventions made to
both the duties of the contractor employee performing under the contract and contract
requirements. 7
During floor discussion prior to fInal passage of the Space Act, Rep. McCormack
srated in his opening address:
The patent provisions of the House bill is the only part of the bill extensively revised by
the conferees. The Senate version carried a patent provision closely siJ;nilar to the

provision of the House bill. This was droppped by floor amendment just before passage
in the Senate to allow this section to go to conference. The review and redrafting were
wise. The select committee created a special subcommittee to study the matter, and after
talking with many experts in and out of Government arrived at a new version. drawing
upon Senate and House suggestions. The original patent provision was too closely
patterned after the stringen~ requirements of the Atomic Energy Act which are not fully
applicable to the space field. The substitute provision agreed to by the conferees protetts

'104Coog. Rec.13978 (1958).

&House Rept. No. 2166. at 22.
70n this point the report of the Natcher subcommittee (see note 4(h) above) States. by way of explanation
of its redraft of section 407(a):
The new version is not designed to be applicable to inventors or others directly
employed by the Agency as Government employees. The rights of Government
employees in such matters are al..teady set forth by Executive Order (B.D. 10096.]an. 23.
1950).

The report then continues with an explanation of subsection 407(b) by stating' 'This spells out two conditions
under which the Administrator is entitled to claim ownership in invention." The two conditions described are
essentially the same as subparagraphs (1) and (2) of subsection 305(a). and are analogous to the basic policy set
forth in paragraph 1. ofE.O. 10096. Thus, there appears to be an intent to establish a relationship whereby.
for the Administrator to be entitled to claim. ownership to invenuon rights. the contraCtor employee is to be
required to perform work for the Administration. indirectly through contract. in a manner analogous to the
direct requirement for employees of the agency to perform such wock.
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both the interests of the Government and- _affords enough flexibility to the Space
Administrator to let him meet needs for preserving inventions of the individuals and
companies whose effortS it is public policy to encourage. 8

Rep. Keating also commented rather extensively on the patent provisions. Included
in his summary of section 305 was the statement:
The conferees recognized that research and development in aeronautical and space
sciences will not be comparable. in most respectS. to that in the field of atomic energy,
and hence that there is no necessity for a Government monopoly of rights or interests in
all inventions and! or discoveries relating to space exploration.
And the patent provisions in this conference report do not automatically. as I
understand the Atomic Energy Act does, give all property rights in invencions to the
Govemment. 9

The above-noted comments from the conference report and statements made
during floor debate, viewed in light of drafting changes that culminated in the fInal
version of section 304, clearly suggest that there was a legislative intent not to follow the
restrictive and stringent approach taken in the fIeld of atomic energy, which approach
automatically created a "Government-monopoly" on inventions in the entire fIeld
based on some rather broad and generalized contractual relationships. 10 To the contrary,
the Congressional intent behind the redrafts that became section 305 was to loosen the
grip of government ownership of technology resulting from the space program. This was
accomplished by' incorporating the "standard" of subparagraphs (1) and (2) into
subsection 305(a) wherein the Government acquires rights to inventions only in
specified situations in which contractors and employees thereof are required to perform
work of an inventive nature for the Administration.
Thus, even though the legislative history lacks a detailed analysis of the various
provisions of section 305 and their interplay, two key points are evident from the
conference report and the floor statements, quoted above. First, there was an underlying
legislative purpose to maintain private incentive and initiative; and second, there was a
legislative intent that the restrictive provisions of the Atomic Energy Act, which
essentially preempt private ownership of patent rights in an entire fIeld of endeavor,

1104 Cong. Rec. 13978. 13986-13987 (1958). The provision dropped by floor amendment was section
303 (similar to section 407 in H.R. 12575) which was criticized as being too much like the restrictive and
arbitrary provisions of the Atomic Energy Act. Also, the statement that" -the stringent requirements in the
Atomic Energy Act-are not fully applicable to the space fie1d-" is one of the principal conclusions of the
report of the Natcher subcommittee.

"Supra note 8, at 13987-13988. Rep. Keating's statements, like those of Rep. McCormack, are markedly
consistent with. and supportive of, the conclusions and recommendations of the 'repon of the Natcher
subcommittee.
lone Natcher subcommittee, for example, noted in its repon (see note 4(h» that the original section
407, as it stood. tended to be "arbitrary and restrictive" and might "stifle interest and private endeavors in
the space research and development field."
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were not to be carried over to space activities. Accordingly, NASA has from the onset
adopted a liberal administration of section 305 and has made this known to Congress. 11
This is illustrated by the numerous examples discussed below.
3. NASA Interpretation and Application a/Section 305
Consistent with the pronouncement to liberally administer section 305, and in
harmony with the aforementioned legislative purpose and intent, NASA has over the
years taken a more restricted interpretation as to the type of contracts that are subject to
the title-taking constraints of subsection 305(a) than is literally suggested by the broadly
worded defmition of subsection 3056) (2) .12 Accordingly, it has been the long standing
official interpretation and administrative practice of NASA to limit the application of
subsection 305(a) to activities performed for NASA that have the potential for making
inventions." This is reflected in NASA's regulations and practices over the past twO
decades, as the following review illustrates. This review covers a number of arrangements
that NASA determined were not covered by subsection 305(a). a joint endeavor being
one such arrangement. In each instance the determination made by NASA, and relied

llTestimony of John S. Johnson, General Counsel of NASA, during HeaTings Before the Special
Subcommittee on Patents and Scientific Inventions ofthe Committee on Science andAeronautics, U.S. House
a/Representatives, on H.R. 1934 and H.R. 6030, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., at 17.
ll'fhere is no question as to the binding effect of a statutory definition ofa term. However. as observed by
authorities on statutory construction, such as the treatise of Sutherland Statutory Construction, Sec. 4707

(Sands, 4th ed, 1973) [hereinafter Sutherland];
Definitions are themselves ... written in words whose meaning, whether viewed
separately or in conjunction with the terms being defined and other language
comprising their context, may be determinable only through further practice of the
methods of interpretation."
... words of an act may be restricted by its subject in order to avoid repugnance with
other parts of the act (cite omitted) ... [and] [tJhe application of the words of a single
provision may be ... restricted to bring the meaning of the clause in question intO
conformity with the intention of the legislature . ..
UThe official interpretation reflected in the regulations and long standing practices of an administrative
agency charged with the duty of enforcing a statute has great weight in determining the operation of a statute.
Although not binding on a court, it is unlikely that such interpretation would be overturned unless found to
be clearly erroneous. Sutherland, Sec. 49o, (and cases cited therein); C.D. Sands, 4th ed. 1973; also 82
c.].S. Statutes, Sees. 358, 359 (and cases cited therein).
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on by the other pany, has had a direct effect on the vesting of property rights to
inventions made by that party.'.
a. Proposals Submitted to NASA
A literal interpretation of subsections 305(a) and 3050) (2), taken together, would
require the Government to take title to any privately funded inventions made in the
course of preparing a proposal (i.e., a "proposed contract") for submittal to NASA.
Such interpretation, however, is manifestly at odds with the legislative purpose of
section 305(a) to protect private interests and to maintain private incentive and
initiative. Thus, NASA took a restrIctlve interpretation of the phrase
"any ... proposed contract" appearing in subsection 3050) (2), and limited it to work
performed upon an understanding that a contract would be awarded, such as when a
written authorization is given to proceed with the work pending formalization and
execution of a contract. 15

b. Contracts/or Supplies, Construction and Utility Services
In developing NASA's procurement regulations, interpretations of section 305
were made to determine the types of contracts that were subject to subsection 305(a),
and therefore required the inclusion of a provision as specified in subsection
305(b) NASA concluded that the legislative intent was to apply section 305 only to
those types of contracts requiring the performance of inventive type work for NASA,

14The coUrtS are paniculady reluctant to overrule a long.Standing administrative interpretacion of a
statute where to do so would unsettle titles. or prejudice persons who have acquired contract or property rights
in reliance on such construction; see also 82 C.l.S. Statutes, Sec. 359 (1953) (and the cases cited therein).
Needless to say, a literal construction of subsection 305{a) and 3056) (2) at this time would have the effect of
unsettling a myriad of rights in any inventions that may have been made in those instances where NASA has
exercised reasonable judgment in making practical interpretations consistent with the legislative purpose (e.g ..
as has been done regarding the preparation of proposals, supp~y contracts, reimbursable launch service
agreements. and numerous joint endeavors).
HThe Assistant General Counsel for Patents memorandum dated June 23. 1959 to the General Counsel
on The Applicability of the "Property Rights in Inventions" Section of the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958 (Section 305) to inventions made in the performance of research and development work, the cost
of which is not charged to NASA.
Two significant points made in the memorandum are:
(a) It is inconceivable that the Congress would have intended that NASA could establish a relationship
with a party whereby all the inventions made by that party or its employees under the circumstances deflned in
Provisions (1) and (2) of subsection 305(a) would become the exclusive property of the Government merely by
NASA proposing to such party that it do work for the Administration"; and
(b) "In order not to work a complete1yincongruousresult,it is recommended that NASA interpret the
terms 'proposed contract,' as used in subsection 3050) (2) in defming 'contracts,' as relating back to work
done upon an understanding that a contract would be awarded."
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and so advised Congress." This interpretation is reflected in the NASA Procurement
Regulations, which limit the use of a patent rights clause that would invoke section 305
to specified types of contracts having a prospect of inventive work being performed.l1

c. Launch Service Agreements
NASA has provided launch services to non-NASA entltles during most of its
history. Many of the launches have been provided on a reimbursable basis for private
domestic concerns, wherein the launched spacecraft has been developed and owned by
the concern for whom NASA provided such services. In addition, there have been
numerous reimbursable launches for other U.S. Government agencies, foreign countries
and international organizations.

\i) The AT&T Launch Agreement
The fIrst launch service agreement was with American Telephone and Telegraph
(AT&T) Guly, 1961) to launch the experimental Telstar communication satellites. This
16That interpretation was made dear in the testimony of John A. Johnson, NASA General Counsel,
Quring Heanngs Before The Subcommittee on Patents anti Scientific Inllentions ofthe Committee on Science
and Astronautics ofthe U.S. House a/Representatives, on Public Law 85-568, 86th Congo 1st Sess. In answer
to a question by Rep. Fulton (pg. 14) regarding the distinction between research and development conuactS

and supply contraCts in the field of aeronautics and space, the General Counsel testified:
We did make that distinction. We have made it administratively and we werewithout
any published legislative history on this to help us because we simply could not believe.
in the context of this section. that every time we entered intO a contract for the supply of
some office supplies or something of that kind it was intended that this kind of patent
clause should enter into it. We have confined our patent clause to~we have a rather
elaborate formula in our regulations; but, to oversimplify it. it is basically a research and
development type contract. We felt. after all. that this was the only reasonable intention
we could read intO this section of the law; but the language is so broad that some of the
initial commentators on this section made it appear more horrible than it actually is in
practice.
In his response to the General Counsel's answer Rep. Fulton made this point that the "law is tOO broad"
and went on tocompliment the NASA, the Administiator, and the people who have been advising
him on making the distinction as to the type of contract th_at the patent prov-isions apply
to.
17'fhe NASA Procurement Regulations 41 C.F.R. § 18 (1981) requires the use of a section 305 patent
rights clause only in contracts which entail technical. scientific or engineering work of a kind performed in a
contraCt having as one of its purposes (1) the conduct of basic or applied research. (2) the design or
development. or manufacture for the fIrst time. of any machine. article of manufacr:uce, or composition of
matter to satisfy NASA's specifications or special requirements. (3) any process or technique for attaining a
NASA objective not readily attainable through the practice of a previously developed process or technique, or
(4) the testing or practice of a previously developed process or technique to determine whether the same is
suitable or could be made suitable for a NASA objective. This official interpretation was initially taken in 1959
(14 CFR 1201.101-2(0) (1982)), and is still followed (see NASA PR 9.107-4, revised Dec. 1976).
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agreement differed considerably from the typical research and development contract
entered into by NASA since the satellites were to be designed, built, funded and owned
by AT&T, and AT&T was also to reimburse NASA. for its "out of pocket launch costs."
Thus, the roles of the parties were reversed from the normal contractual situation in that
NASA was being paid to perform work for AT&T.
The agreement was made subject to section 305, and NASA took, and then waived
back, title to all inventions made by AT&T in the design' and development of the Telstar
satellite, but retained a worldwide, royalty free license for governmental purposes. In
addition, NASA acquired the right to grant licenses to others for the practice of such
inventions throughout the world for any purposes wharsoever upon such terms and
conditions as the Administrator may presctibe. This right to license others was
unrestricted as to both the parties to be licensed and the purposes for which the
inventions may be practiced.
The rationale for acquiring these rights under the AT&T agreement was the
existence of exceptional circumstances; that is, the desire to keep options open in an
uncenain area until such time as the Congress and the President acted on an approach to
be taken in establishing a communication satellite system."

18Statement of Mr. James B. Webb, Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Before the Committee on Science and Astronautics, House of Representatives. August 10, 1961. (NASA
NEWS RELEASE NO. 61-173). This consideration is seen as reflected in the following language taken from

Mr. Webb's statement:
The significance of the patent provisions agreed to by NASA and AT&T is that
whatever form of organization may be detennined to be in the public inter~ and

approved by the Federal Communications Commission for providing communication to
the public through satellite relays. that organization will be able to use inventions made
by AT&T while in this cooperative rdationship with NASA.
The patent provisions of the NASAl AT&T agreement were unique in many respects: (1) inventions
,. conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the perfonnance of work under or in anticipation of the
Agreement on or after May 18, 1961 were, by specific agreements of the parties, to "be regarded as being
made in the perfonnance of work under a contract ... within the meaning of section 305" of the Space Act;
(2) title to such inventions was waived in advance to AT&T but in addition to the usual rightS under section
305. NASA also retained the right to sublicense United States business throughout the world in the field of
communications satellites; and (3) with respect to inventions made by AT&T during the period of the contract
but unrelated to the contract save for being contemporaneously made and of similar use, the Government was
to receive a broad royalty-free license together with the right to require sublicenses. For a thorough analysis of
the AT&T arrangement, which has not been followed in any other instance. see Allnutt, Patent Policy for
Communications Satellites: A Unique Variation, 46 Marquette 1. Rev. 63 (1962).
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(ii) Subsequent Launch Agreements
The next launch service agreement where the applicability of section 305 was raised
was in 1964, when NASA negotiated an agreement with the Communications Satellite
Corporation (Comsat) to launch on a reimbursable basis, Comsat's privately funded and
owned satellites. In formulating a patent policy for this agreement note was made, and
consideration given, to the position previously taken by NASA with respect to
NASAl AT&T Telstar launch agreement. It was concluded, however, the reasons that
gave rise to the particular NASAl AT&T patent policy no longer existed. " It was
observed that while the NASA/Comsat launch agreement was a "contract for the
. performance of work" and hence could be construed to be covered by section 305,
under the specific terms of the agreement NASA was to perform the work for Comsat, as
contrasted wich the typical situation where the contractor performs work for NASA.'o In
other words the conventional roles were reversed under this type of agreement.
NASA made the interpretation that the launch service agreement with Comsat was
not subject to section 305 because no work was to be performed for NASA, and thus
there was to be no transfer of NASA funds to Comsat. However, to insure against a later
amendment of the agreement calling for the performance of work by the corporation for
NASA it was decided to include a section 305 patent clause in the agreement as a
precautionary measure. To this end, the clause began with the language "If and to the
extent that any work is performedfor NASA under this agreement .... "21 Thus, NASA
19Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters memorandum of February 3. 1964 to the General Counsel
on Recommended Patent Clause for the Cooperative Agreement Between NASA and the Communications
Satellite Corporation.
The memorandum notes that the position recommended therein for the Comsat agreement is quite
djfferenc from that previously taken in the AT&T agreement. It points out, however, that the rather marked
departUre (taken in the NASAl AT&T agreement) from standard NASA patent practices was essentially
prompted by two reasons neither of which is "effective today."
As to the flrst reason, it was pointed out that the need to insure freedom of action in the communication
satellite field pending a Congressional decision on a communications satellite system no longer existed in view·
of the establishnient of the Communications Satellite Corporation under the Communication Satellite Act of

1962.76 Stat. 421, 47U.S.C. 721(b) (1962).

The second reason dealt with the practical difficulty of determining whether AT&T inventions relating to
Telstar were made under the NASAl AT&T agreement or as a result of AT&T's independent research
programs. To avoid this difficulty, the Government under the NASAl AT&T agreement acquired rights to all
such inventions.
The memorandum took the position that NASA was not entitled to any rights to inventions made by
Comsat or its contractors since "if Congress intended for NASA to attempt to acquire patent rights in
inventions developed in the corporation funded research. either to insure royalty-free use of such inventions by
the Government. or as a means of assuring effective competition among the corporation's suppliers, there is
no doubt that such a prescription would have been included in the Act. ... .The view chat NASA is not
entitled to demand such an interest in the cooperative agreement is reinforced by the fact that the FCC and
not NASA is charged under the Act with the responsibility of insuring effetuve competition among the
corporation's contractors."
"Id.
11 Agreement Between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and Communications Satellite
Corporation for Satellite Launching and Associated Services to be Furnished by NASA In Connection with the
launching ofIntelsat II and Cenain Intdsat I Satellites, dated July 22, 1966, ARTICLE X - Property Rights in
Inventions.
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made the funher interpretation that, in addition inventive type work had to be
performed/or NASA in order for section 305 to apply."
The interpretation that a launch service agreement does not constitute a contract

for the performance of work for NASA, and hence not a contract subject to subsection
305(a), has been consistently followed since 1964.23 In fact, experience has shown over
the years that the standard launch service agreements have never required any work to be
performed/or NASA, and the above-mentioned precautionary section 305 patent rights
clause is no longer used.

4. Joint Endeavors
The above review illustrates a number of instances where NASA has made an
official interpretation and adopted administrative practices to support the position that
not all contracts are subject to subsection 305(a). Joint endeavors represent yet another
instance where NASA has made an interpretation that an agreement or arrangement
which literally meets the defInition of contract under subsection 305(j) (2) is not a
contract in the context of subsection 305(a).
With the development of advance facilities, such as wind tunnels, sensing and
communications satellites and a space transportation system, and the creation of high
technology, such as supercritical wing and ADP systems, NASA found it to be in its
interest, both national and international, to enter into arrangements whereunder NASA
would contribute the use of its facilities or technology to other parties in return for the
other parries agreeing to furnish their productS or services to carry out a program or
project of mutual interest. The parties then share the results and benefIts of the project.
Often these activities are carried out as a joint endeavor, as previously defmed.
Joint endeavors may vary as to the number of parries involved, the type and
amount of contributions made by the parties, as well as the technical nature of the
:UAs a further clarification of this interpretation of seCtion 305, ARTICLE II - Par. l.e. of the
NASAl Comsat Agreement (note 21) contained the following language:
·'c. The Corporation representS that it proposes to do the following, which will not, however, constitute
work performed under this Agreement.
(1) Provide for the design, development, and testing of all spacecraft.

(2)

Perform all spacecraft pre-launch testS ~t ETR.

(3)

l3The most recent interpretacion is found in paragraph 6(a) of NASA Management Instruction (NMI)
8610.8 of January 21. 1977 (14 CPR 1214.104(a) (1982» entitled Reimbursement for Shuttle Services
Provided to Non·U.S. Government Users:
"6. Patent and Data Rights

a. NASA will not acquire rights to inventions. patents or proprietary data privatc:1y funded by a user, or
arising out of activities for which a user has reimbursed NASA under the policies set fonh herem. However, in
certain instances in which the NASA Administrator has determined that activities may have a significant
impact on the public health, safety or welfare, NASA may obtain assurances from the user that the results will
be made available to the public on tenns and conditions reasonable under the circumstances. "
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endeavor undertaken. In general these activities and arrangements differ considerably
from a formal NASA contract and somewhat from those activities previously discussed in
that they are usually informal in nature, are sometimes bottomed on a best efforts basis,
do not involve the reimbursement or exchange of funds berween the parties, and are not
deemed as requiring employment of one party's employees or contractors by the other
party in making the contribution of facilities, equipment or services to the joint activiry.
NASA's fIrst interpretation as ro whether section 305 applied to a joint endeavor
occurred in April 1959, in response to an inquiry by a private company regarding an
arrangement whereby NASA would contribute one of its facilities for the testing of
privately developed equipment, and NASA and the owner of the equipment would
share the resulting test data?· The position was taken that, while such an arrangement
had the appearance of a contract with NASA, the fact that the company contributed
equipment to the joint endeavor would not mean the company assumed any obligations
to perform any work for NASA in the sense of subsection 305(a). Hence the
interpretation was made that subsection 305 (a) would not be applicable to any
inventions made by the company or its employees during the testing of the company's
equipment or any activities incident thereto. The interpretation was also made that
should any of the company's employees participate in the testing, and should they as a
result make an invention, the invention would not be covered by subsection 305(a)
because itwould not have resulted from the performance of any work/or NASA."
Subsequent to this initial interpretation, NASA has had many occasions to
detennine whether an arrangement or agreement structured as a joint endeavor was to
be considered a contract subject to subsection 305(a). The interpretation has been
consistent that, under joint endeavors neither party is assuming any obligations to
perform inventive rype work for the other, and accordingly each party retains rights to
any inventions that may be made in the coUtse of carrying out its activities that are
contributed to the effort. ,6 This interpretation and the resulting practices are illustrated
by the examples set forth below.

14Letter of April 6, 1959 from NASA General Counsel to Patent Counsel, General Electric Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio (April 6, 1959).

l'Id.

26This is not to say that NASA does not obtain rightS to inventions which may result from joint activities
under an endeavor. However, such rights are obtained by negotiation and agreement, and not by the
imposition of subseruon 305(a). Typically, when the resulting activities are of an inventive type, NASA
acquires at least a royalty. free license to practice. for governmental purposes, any inventions arising from such
results. On a case.by.case basis greater rights may be acquired to assure that the results of a joint endeavor are
made available to the public upon reasonable circumstances.
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(a) . Use o/NASA Facilities
Where NASA's contribution is the use of a ground-based facility, and the other
party furnishes equipment or services, NASA does not apply.section 305, but acquires
license rights to any inventions resulting from such use through negotiated provisions in
the agreement. 27
NASA has a similar policy where the contribution is the use of its orbiter to carry
the other parry's payload for testing, demonstration, or performing other operations or
analysis in space."
(b) Use o/Satellite Data and High Technology

Other joint endeavors in which NASA has not applied section 305, involve
activities wherein NASA's contribution is its satellite dara" or its high technology such
as supercritical wing technology in exchange for results of the analysis thereof. When the

2,7For example. NASA's policy for the use of its installation research facilities by individual researchers is
set fanh in the NASA Supplement for the Federal Personnel Manual. Chapter B.ll. issued September 29.
1977, which provides:
rights to any inventions conceived or first reduced to practice during, and resulting
from use of Government facilities should be stated in the agreement. Normally NASA
should obtain a royalty free license for the U.S. Government to practice the invention
for governmental purposes.

lSJ1lls policy is reflected, for example. in the Announcement of OpportUnity for Materials Processing
Investigations on Space Shuttle Missions (A.C. No. OA-77-3. Feb. 8, 1977) seeking investigations comprising
applied and basic research projects in branches of material sscience where the weightlessness and ultra high
vacuum obtainable in o!,bital flight can be exploited to unique advantage. It is_stated, in paragraph V .2.:
"For a Cooperative Project, NASA will obtain a royalty free license to practice for U.S.
governmental purposes any inventions and patents resulting from the experiment and
the right to use and disclose the resulting data for U.S. governmental purposes.
Z9'fypical arrangements where a significant NASA contribution is its satellite data are:
(a) "Agreement Between National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the GEOSAT Committee.
Inc. " for the purpose of demonstrating improved remote sensing techniques for mineral and petroleum
exploration;
(b) "Cooperative Agreement Between the California Deparunent of Water Resources and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration for an Application SYStems Verification and Transfer (ASVI) Project
Involving Irrigated Land Assessment For Water Management," to evaluate the utility of LANDSAT as a
source of data for use as input to water management models and decisions;
(c) "Cooperative Agreement Between The Appalachian Regional Commission and The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration For Appalachian Llneament Analysis" to conduct a joint project
involving LANDSAT-derived information for certain land use pucposes;and
(d) "Memorandum of Understanding Between NASA and the Agency (ESA) for LANDSAT Ground
Stations" wherein NASA provided LANDSAT data and ESA established a system for the reception. preprocessing, archiving and dissemination of such data.
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resulting activities are not of the, inventive nature, no patent provisions are included;

when it is anticipated that inventions may be made, a patent provision may be included
by negotiation."
(c) Contributions o/Technical Interface and Technical Monitonng Assistance

NASA also entered into a joint endeavor with the McDonnell Douglas Corporation
(and a similar one with the Boeing Company) whereunder McDonnell Douglas
developed at its expense a spin stabilized payload assist module (SUSS/PAM) for
launching payloads from the orbiter, and NASA provided technical interface and
monitoring assistance and services." Subsection 305(a) was not deemed applicable to
this joint endeavor, but under negotiated provisions NASA would acquire rights to
inventions made by McDonnell Douglas in developing the SUSS/PAM in event of
terminatioll for default."
(d) Cooperative Launch Activities

In addition, NASA has entered into arrangements whereby NASA launches, at no
cost to the other party, spacecraft and/ or experiments provided at no cost to NASA by
the other party, with the understanding that NASA and the other party are to share in
the results, usually by exchange and/ or publication of the information and data derived
from the resulting activity. Again, section 305 has not been deemed applicable to these
artangements, but a provision may be included, by negotiation, to acquire license rights
for governmental purposes if it is determined that the resulting activity is of an inventive

~us for example. in a model "Coop~tive Endeavor Agreement" under which NASA made cereain of
its scientific and technical data available under specified conditions and the recipient provided NASA with
reports of the result of applying such data to commercial aircraft, the following patent provision was included:

5. Patents

(a) NASA, acting on behalf of the U.S. Government, has flicd application for Letters Patent in the
United States and cereain foreign countries on an invention made by Richard T. Whitcomb and entitled.
Airfoil Shape for Flight at Subsonic Speeds. The supercritical aerodynamic technology furnished by NASA to
Lear Avia under this Agreement is based, in large part, upon the novel concepts, theories, fonnulae, and
technology encompassed by this invention. In recognition of these contributions offered by the Government,
Lear Avia agrees that should its application of such technology to commercial aircraft, as contemplated under
this Agreement, result in patentable modifications or improvements to the supetcritical aerodynamic
technology, Lear Avia will provide NASA with the disclosure of such inventions and grant to the U.S.
Government a nonexclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license to practice such inventions throughout the world
for government purposes.
Such agreements have been entered into with Lear Avia, Cessna, Beech. and Gates LearJet.
llAgreement of November 24, 1976, between McDonnell Douglas Corporation and NASA concerning
the design, manufacrure, [est and delivery of a spin stabilized payload assist module for launching spacecraft.
~lSupra

note 31, ARTICLE IX - Tenninacion for Default.
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nature. Other than such license rights, invention rights reside with the respective parties
(or their employees or contractors) of the joint endeavor."

(e) Contribution a/Major Hardware
Other NASA joint endeavors have involved activities where the various parties have
made significant hardware contributions to a common program. As in the previously
discussed joint endeavors, subsection 30S(a) has not been deemed applicable, and any
invention rights involved reside with the party (or its employees or contractors) who
contributed the hardware. License rights, for governmental purposes, are acquired ifit is
determined that the resulting activity is of an inventive nature."

33Examples of anangements of this type are:
(a) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The Federal Minister for Scientific Research of The
Federal Republic of Germany and The United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration" foe
Project HEllOS, having the general objective to provide new understanding of fundamental solar processes
and solar terrestrial relationships by the study of phenomena such as solar wind, magnetic and electric fields.

cosmic rays. and cosmic dust.
(b) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The United States National Aeronautics and Space

Administration and The Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs" for the Infrared Astronomical Satellite
to perform an all-sky survey of extraplanetary, galactic and extragalactic infrared sources.
(c) "Memorandum of Undemanding Between The United States National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and The European Space Agency for The International SoJar Polar! Out-Of-Ecliptic Mission"
to conduct coordinated obsenrations of the interplanetary medium and the Sun simultaneously in the
nonhem and southern hemispheres of the solar system.
(d) Letter agreement between NASA and The Cenue National d'Etudes Sparnales. France, selecting a
proposal entitled "Multipurpose French Cooperative Environment Tests to be Conducted on NASA !DEF, ,t
for participation in the NASA long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) Mission. The proposal was submitted
in response to the NASA Announcement of Opportunity AO-OAST-76-1. and has as a scientific objective the
investigation of the effect of long term space exposure on thin metal film and evaporated cathodes, optical
coatings, holographic gratings, thermal coatings, structural materials. and fiber optics.
(e) Letter agreement between NASA and the University of Sydney, Australia. selecting a proposal
entitled "Aggregation of Human Red Blood Cells," in response to NASA Announcement ofOpporrunity
AO-OA-77-3 (see note 28). The scientific objective of the proposed experiment is to observe the aggregation
ofhurnan red blood cells under conditions approaching zero gravity.
No patent provisions were included in examples (a) - (c), but examples (d) and (e) included the
following:
It is further undemood that should any inventions and patents result from this
project, NASA is granted a royalty-free license to practice such inventions and patents
for U.S. Government purposes. ,.
MRepresentative examples of joint endeavors involving contributions of major hardware are:
(a) "Memorandum of Undemanding BetWeen The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and
The European Space Research Organization for a Cooperative Programme Concerning Development.
Procurement and Use of a Space Laboratory In Conjunction With the Space Shuttle," wherein ESA and its
members developed the Spacelab (some of the subcontract research and development work performed by u.s.
companies) to be utilized with the NASA developed orbiter;
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5. Summary and Conclusions
It is clear from the foregoing that during its nearly two decade history NASA has
entered into numerous actual or proposed contracts, agreemenrs, understandings or
other arrangemenrs, all within the literal definition of "contract" of subsection 305 G)
(2), that were not deemed subject to subsection 305(a). In some instances they were for
the procurement of goods and services (supply contracrs using appropriate funds); in
other instances they were for launch services or the use of NASA facilities on either a
reimbursable or joint basis; and in still other instances they involved contributions of
hardware on a joint basis. The issue does not turn on whether the arrangement between
the parries falls within the literal definition of contract as defmed in subsection 305 G)
(2). Rather, the common basis for the decision not to consider these types of "contracts"
under subsection 305(a) was a determination,consistent with the legislative history,
purpose and intent, that they did not involve the performance of work of an inventive
type for the Administration in the context of subsection 305(a).
This determination is equally valid with respect to joint endeavors, wherein each
party performs, or has performed, work on irs own behalf in order to make contributions
to the common project. To the extent that any inventive activity is performed by a
party's employees or contractors, it is performed by or for that party for the purpose of
enabling that party to make contributions to the joint endeavor. That is, one party is not
performing, or not having performed, work for the other party, but rather, for irself.
Neither parry is empowered to direct, assign or require work of an inventive nature to be
performed by the employees or the contractor employees of the other party. Thus, a
joint endeavor is not different than the numerous other arrangements NASA has
determined not to be subject to subsection 305(a) in that it does not require the
performance of work of an inventive type for NASA.
In addition, there is nothing in the legislative history of section 305, nor of NASA' s
long-standing interpretation and administrative practices relating thereto, to suggest the
determination should be any different because the technology involved may fmd
commercial application, as may be the case for joint endeavors under the Materials
Processing in Space Program. If it is determined that the activity does not involve the
performance of work of an inventive type for NASA, subsection 305(a) is not applicable
notwithstanding the nature of the technology involved or irs commercial potential.

(b) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The National Aeronautics and Space Adminisuaoon and
The National Research Council of Canada For a Cooperative Program Concerning the Development and
Procurement of a Space Shuttle Attached Remote Manipulator System (RMS)." wherein Canada developed
the RMS to be employed on the NASA developed orbiter;
(c) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The European Space Agency and The United States

National Aeronautics and Space Administration," under which ESA is to develop major hardware to be
incorporated into the NASA developed telescope; and
(d) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The Deparunent of Communications of Canada and The
Centre National D'Erudes Spartrales of France and The National Aeronautics and Space Administration of
The United States of America," wherein Canada is to develop signiftcant hardware (some to be produced in
the U.S. under subcontract) to be used in and with a U.S. developed satellite.
No patent provisions were included in examples (a) - (d), above.
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Because joint endeavors are not conttacts under subsection 305 (a), any rightS to
inventions made in the course of a joint endeavor undenaken in the Materials Processing
in Space Program must be acquired by negotiation. It is recommended that at a
minimum NASA continue the established practice of acquiring a royalty-free license to
practice, for governmental purposes, all inventions made in the course of the resulting
activities of a joint endeavor undenaken in the Matetials Processing in Space Program.
Consideration may be given to acquiring license rights of the same scope to practice any
inventions specifically made in the course of any preparatory or background activities, to
the extent necessary to practice inventions made in the course of the resulting activities.

Beyond this, it will be necessary to consider each proposed joint endeavor case-by-case.
However, it is recommended that, consistent with the policy set fonh in NMI 8610.8
dealing with reimbursable launches," NASA obtain assurances, by way of directed
licensing rightS, that the results of any joint endeavor activity which may have a
significant impact on the public health, safety or welfare be made available to the pUblic
on terms and conditions reasonable under the circumstances.
It is therefore concluded that:
(a) NASA does enter into many types of arrangementS falling within
the literal defmition of conttact under subsection 3050) (2) that are
nOt conttacts in the context of subsection 305 (a);
(b) a joint enaeavor is an example of one type of arrangement that is
not a contract in the context of subsection 305(a);
(c) a joint endeavor under the Materials Processing in Space Program
is no different regarding the interpretation and application of
subsection 305 (a) than any other joint endeavor, and therefore is not a
conttact in the context of subsection 305(a); and
(d) the allocation of propeny rightS in inventions under any joint
endeavor is a matter of agreement between the parties that must be
specifically set fonh in the joint endeavor.

!'SuprtZ note 23.

. .~.

THE CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY INTERNATIONAl ORGANIZATIONS TO THE
FORMATION OF SPACE LAW

Michel Bourely'
Creating new rules of international law has always been the prerogative of States,
and it is they who are primarily responsible for applying them. However, the
development of international cooperation since the First and Second World Wars has
given the international organizations-themselves, admittedly, created by the will of
the various States-an increasingly important part to play in this legislative process. The
tendency is particularly evident with space law which, grafted onto the tree of
international law some 25 years ago, has now grown into a branch in its own right. I
The manner in which international organizations are involved in space law varies
widely. Fitst of all, they provide the framework in which sovereign States come together
to work out the new rules which will govern activities in space. This is the case with the
United Nations Organization. Secondly, organizations exist which issue rules to govern
space activities within their own sphere of competence. The prime example is the
International Telecommunications Union. Thirdly, certain international organizations
are set up for the primary purpose of undertaking activities in Space. These activities
may involve all areas covered by that term such as the European Space Agency,' or
closely defined areas such as telecommunications, where Intelsat and Inmarsat are good
examples.The purpose of this article is to throw a certain amount of light onto the first two
aspects of the role currently being played by international organizations where space law
is concerned. The third aspect, that of space activities actually being carried on by an
international organization, is not explored here, as it has more to do with the law of
international institutions than with space law. The domestic law of these organizations,

*Oocteur en droit; Legal Adviser, European Space Agency. The views expressed in this article are purely
personal and in no way commit the European Space Agency.
lWe shall not go intO the discussions that can arise from the mandatory force of the various rules which,
taken together, fonn what is known as "space law". They may be given or deprived of this mandatory force
depending on distinctions which arc: commonly made in international public law, and which stem from the
form in which the rules have been recorded. Thus. trcaties, conventions and agreements arc: looked on as
being binding on their signatories, while this is not true of declarations or resolutions. A discussion of this
kind would indeed be outSide the scope of the present study, since-it concerns space law in general and is not
germane to the contributions that the international organizations can make to its formation.

2M. G. Bourely. The Legal Status of the European Space Agency, in Proc. of the Twenty-Third
Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space 129. 129 (1980).
3See Matte. Institutional Ammgements for Space Activities: An Appraisal, 6 Annals Air and Space L.
439.448-51 (1981).
..
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however, does contribute to the application of space law, and their principles must be
respected. 4
Finally, it should be made clear that the term "international organizations" is
being used to mean those of an intergovernmental type. They are the only ones
recognized by the international community, and by the group of States that have set
them up. In the case of the United Nations Organization and its specialized agencies,
their membership includes virtually all States. This gives the texts they have submitted
for the approval of all States, or have adopted themselves, an unequalled degree of
authority. It seemed reasonable, however, for us also to mention various nongovemmental international organizations that have played or are still playing an active
role in creating space law - though their role cannot go beyond malcing
recommendations to the States or intergovernmental international organizations.
I. The United Nations Organization

The United Nations thus provided the cradle for space law, where it continues to
grow today. A brief historical outline is needed before we describe the machinety that
exists today, list the reSults of the work that has been done today, and assess its
importance.
A. The Beginnings o/Space Law in the United Nations

Though the idea of exploring and malcing use of outer space had occupied man's
mind since ancient times,' the launching of the fIrst artificial earth satellite (Spumik I)
by the Soviet Union on October 4, 1957, with all its political, military, scientifIc and
economic implications, forced the United States-like all the other countries of the
world-to set out as a matter of urgency the principles on which the carrying on of
activities in space should be based. In the political climate of the time, it was essential
that the fIrst of these principles should be the use of space for peaceful purposes.
One might have expected certain countries to have talcen the initiative in calling
international conferences devoted specially to an examination of the problems presented
by space activities, or that certain specialized international organizations might have
started to debate them. In any event, it was in the framework of the United Nations that
space law began to be formulated. This was wholly reasonable, since the UN's authority
is both universal in the geographical sense, and general from the political point of view.
Following an American proposal in January 1957-prior to the launching of
Sputnik I, but given fresh impetus by that event-the UN General Assembly

"It must also be added that the four international agreements concluded following the 1967 Space Treaty
have allowed for the possibility of intergovernmental international organizations stating that they accept the
rights and obligations given to State by these agreementS. At the present time the only organization to have
made such a declaration is the European Space Agency. This Declaration has been made in respect of the
agreement on the rescue of astronauts, the convention on international liability and the Convention on

registration.

'Pepin,Les Problemes}uridiques de I'espace, bibliography 1910-1950, Revue Frao~aise de Droit Aerien 4
(1959).
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recommended' the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of all armed forces
and all armaments, and the prohibition of cettain weapons of mass destruction.
Furthermore, the General Assembly urged on the countries concerned "the joint study
of an inspection system designed to ensure that the sending of objects through outer
space shall be exclusively for peaceful purposes. "
Early in 1958 the General Assembly was presented with proposals, from both the
USSR and United States, laying down basic rules that would apply to the peaceful use of
outer space. The Political Committee examined concurrendy two draft Resolutions
which aimed, among other things, at the setting up of a committee to study the
problems of space.
The American draft having been adopted on 13 December 1978,' the Committee
was formed; but only 13 members took part in its discussions, the countries of the
Eastern bloc having decided not to take their seats. The Committee met, nonetheless,
and at once set up two sub-committees (technical and legal). It prepared a report,
incorporating a plan of work, which was submitted to the 1959 General Assembly. The
General Assembly decided, on 12 December 19598 , to enlarge the Committee to a
membership of 24. This brought to an end the hostility of the socialist countries, and
made it possible for the Committee to operate normally, under the tide of "Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. ".
Two years of work were needed before the Committee achieved the adoption, by
the General Assembly, of a resolution entided "International Cooperation in the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space."I. This was supplemented and expanded twO years later
by a resolution entided "Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities of
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space"", which forms the cornerstone upon
which space law has been built.

B. The Committee on the Peaceful Uses ofOuter SPace
The Committee for the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS)
crucible in which, slowly and painfully, space law is being forged.

IS

thus the

'!l.N.G.A. Res. 1148/XII. 14 Nov. 1957.
'U.N.G.A. Res. 1348/XIII, 13 Dec. 1958.
·U.N.G.A. Res. 1472/XN, 12 Dec. 1959.

me acronym of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space is COPUOS. The French title is
Comite des utilisanons pacifiques de l' espace extra.atmospherique: CUPEEA.
"U.N.G.A. Res. 1721/XVI, 20 Dec. 1961.
"U.N.G.A. Res. 1962/XVIlI, 13 Dec. 1963.
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1. The Committee's Structure
Because of the constantly increasing number of members of the United Nations,
the Committee's strength has grown from 24 to 28 members in 1962,12 to 37 members
in 1973,13 and fInally was expanded to 47 members after the 1978 United Nations
Session." Another increase in membership has been authorized by Resolution
A/ Res /35/16 of December, 1981. However, it seems that the composition of-the
Committee, which now comprises 53 members and one non-member, has reached a size
beyond which any further increase would make achievement of solid results impossible,
particularly in view of the working methods of the Committee." It has become the
custom for the subcommittees to meet successively early in the year (in January /February
and April/May respetrively), while the full Committee sits only at the end of the fIrst
half of the year Gune/July). This makes it possible for reports and proposals to be
submitted to the Polirical Committee for their meering, and then to the UN General
Assembly during the second half of the year. Meetings are generally held in New York,
although there have been some in Europe (in Geneva or Vienna). A proposal currently
being discussed by the Committee is that it might be well for the two subcommittees to
meet simultaneously (rather than successively, as at present), so that the experts could
consult each other.'"
To help the Committee and its subsidiary bodies, in 1962 the UN Secretary
General established the Outer Space Affairs Division within the Department of Political
. and Security Council Affairs of the UN Secretariat. The purpose of this division is to
furnish technical and administrative back-up for both the Committee on the Peaceful
·.uses of Outer Space and its scientillc and technical subcommittee and working groups.
The legal subcommittee is serviced by the Legal Counsellor's department."
Furthermore, the Outer Space Affairs Division exercises cettain functions of an executive
kind, such as keeping a register of launchings. This division could well constirute the
embtyo for a UN specialized agency if the longstanding plan to set one up were one day
to come to fruition. IS

llU.N.G.A. Res. 1nl/XVI, 20 Dec:. 1961.
"U.N.G.A. Res. )182/XXVl]], 18 Dec. 1973.
"U.N.G.A. Res. 169B/XXXIl, 20 Dec. 1977.
l'For example. in October 1968, the scientific and technical subcommittee set up a working group on
direct broadcast satellites. The srudy of this topic has since been carried on in parallel by the twO
subcommittees.

16Report of the 22nd meeting of COPUOS, U.N. Doc. A/34/2. item Ill.
17Abdd·Ghani, The Outer Space Affairs Division, S. Doc. No. 57. 92d Cong., 1st sess. 235 (1971).

ls'fhis quescion will be studied by the United Nations Conference on Space (UNISPACE), to be hdd in
August 1982; the agenda will have an item entitled "Evaluation of the role of the United Nations in using
space techniques for the benefit of all countries, and examination of the need for strengthening this role and
of the opportunities offered for achieving this." See Report of the 22nd meeting of COPUOS, UN Doc.'
A/l4/20, item 99.
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2. Working Methods

The most interesting feature of the Outer Space Committee and of its two
subcommittees. is that their work is done entirely by the "consensus method""; a
decision·making process used solely by this UN Committee."
"Consensus" is one of the methods that allows a group of individuals or legal
entities. including States. to arrive at a decision without using a system of votes whicb
would require a simple or qualified majotity or unanimity. The fact that in this special
case there is no 'requirement on evety member of the Committee to take a defmite
action-i.e. to vote for or against-means that there is greater flexibility and makes it
possible to apply the maxim that "silence signifies consent." Similarly, reliance on the
tacit acquiescence of all the States makes it possible to avoid the expression of cettain
divergences of view that Committee members would have been obliged to voice if they
had been called upon to cast a vote. On the other hand. "consensus" carries with it the
risk of misunderstandings or reservations about the scope and interpretation of the text
in question. However. it is then the responsibility of the countries concerned to make
their reservations heard. and to have them recorded in the minutes of the meeting."
The consensus method is "a practice under whicb evety effott is made to acbieve
unanimous agreement; but if that cannot be done. those dissenting from the general
trend ...simply...make their position or reservations known and placed on the
record. "22
The decision to utilize consensus rather than formal voting was made after long and
difficult negotiations surrounding the establishment of the Committee. In Marcb. 1962.
the Chairman of the Committee announced that "through informal consultations. it
has been agreed among the members of the Committee that it will be the aim of all
members of the Committee and its subcommittees to conduct the Committee's work in
sucb a way that the Committee will be able to reacb agreement in its work without need .
for voting .. 'l3
The consensus method has made it possible for the five agreements whicb. at
present. form the "corpus" of space law to be drafted and adopted by the General
Assembly. prior to being opened for signature by the States. 24
In pra~ice. this method has led the Outer Space Committee and its subcommittees
to establish extremely flexible procedures for their discussions. Generally. after a formal
19Galloway, Consensus Decision.Making by the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space. 7J. Space L. 3 (1979).
lO'fhe rules of procedure of the other UN committees and conferences generally provide for the possibility
of deciding by majority vote even if the participantS in fact try to have decisions reached by a consensus.
llThis may even result in the recording of an interpretacion agreed by the committee. This was the case
with the recent agreement on the Moon. See Report of the 22nd meeting of COPUOS, UN Doc. A/34120.
items 62, 63 and 65.
"U.N.Jurid. Yb. 163·64 (1974).

2'See Galloway, Jupra note 19, at 5-7.

14Id. at 7.
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opening to the meeting during which delegations espouse statements of principle, it is
immediately decided to set up working groups for each of the questions outstanding."
These working groups, assisted in their discussions by interpreters and a secretariat,
sometimes establish "mini-groups" in which the real negotiations are undertaken,
supplemented and facilitated by informal consultations. In this way, texts may be drawn
up providing either alternative wordings or suggestions for the deletion of certain
passages. These suggestions are placed between brackets and eventually disappear as the
text moves up through the various levels.
The consensus method offers certain advantages." In the first place, it suits the
special nature of space law, since human activities in space necessarily transcend national
frontiers and thus oblige all nations to agree among themselves that these activities will
be carried on in a peaceful fashion and in the interests of mankind as a whole. Similarly,
space law can be evolved only by. taking a multidisciplinary approach, one in which
technical factors are intermingled with political, economic and cultural factors to
demand the legal formulation of a number of rules.
The method also takes account of considerations which deal with the vety structure
of the Committee, whose small membership, coupled with the personality of its
successive chairmen, have made possible rewarding human contacts and a harmonious
approach to the problems.
Finally, as a negotiating method, consensus leads to a tendency to form a shared
viewpoint, whereas voting implies that the opinion of the majority has triumphed over
that of the minority. This is a psychological aspect which is far from unimportant in a
serting such as the United Nations, where national susceptibilities are heightened.
It must be recognized, however, that this method does lead to unusually long
delays before concrete results can be achieved. It tenels to prolong discussion on
problems that have already been fully debated, and on which a solution can be reached
only through political compromise. Such compromises mean that solving problems of
space is dependent on factors outside the subject being discussed, so that a solution can
be obtained only if conditions are favorable elsewhere. Adoption of the Space Treaty of
1967, for example, is a direct consequence of the East/West detente of that time.
In all events, the time needed to arrive at a decision is measured in years. Many
topics have taken ten years of discussion in the Legal Subcommittee.'7 These questions
are thus carried over from the agenda of one meeting to that of the next, even though
the General Assembly may have requested the Committee to examine them .. as a
matter of priority. "
Obviously, the inctease in the membership of the Committee is bound to make it
more difficult to arrive at a consensus. The intervention (in the dialogue between the
USSR and the USA) of groups of countries based on geographical affmity (Europe),
political affmity (the non· aligned countries) or economic interests (the developing

l'During the 22nd meeting of COPUOS certain delegations suggested, that this practice should be
abandoned in the meetings of the two subcommittees, but the proposal does not seem to have met with a

particularly wann reception. See report of the 22nd meeting of COPUOS. U.N. Doc. AI 34/2. item 122.
16Galloway,.rupra note 19. at 11.
21In

particular, the agreement on liability and the agreement on the Moon.
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countries). groups which are far from homogeneous. makes the siruation immeasurably
complicated. One may even fear that this. taken together with the current deterioration
in East-West relarions. will prolong for many years the stalemate reached on the more
delicate matrers. such as remote sensing and the starus of the geostationary orbit.
Should it be concluded from this that the consensus method has served its rum.
and that the Committee should now agree to rum to a voting procedure so that it may
continue to make progress? The least one can say is that if such a proposal were to be
made it would give rise to fresh discussions. which would be a repeat of those that led to
the present method's adoption. In fact. a consensus would have to be found fIDt on
abandoning the method. and then on what method should take irs place. One may
doubt whether the effects of making such a change would justify the time and effort
necessary to achieve it. Additionally. use of a majority vote system would most likely
discourage members from continued participation in the Commirtee work.
In fact," it is not the decision-making machinety that is at fault; for what truly
matters is the objective being sought. ,. The Committee is a "crucible." a tool. Irs goal
to draft an international agreement which will evenrually be opened for signature by the
States. While the drafts recommended by the Committee' and the General Assembly do
carry a special political weight. no State is obligated to sign an agreement of which it
does not approve. Similarly. no State can be bound by an agreement which it has not
signed. Thus. the Committee should be a forum where all members can have a
meaningful voice in the drafting of an agreement. The consensus method facilitates the
Committee's taking account of the views of all members by encouraging unanimous
agreement. Unfortunately. the consensus method could be used to systematically
stonewall the work of the Committee. Such delay could lead some States to look for a
forum other than the United Nations in which to establish a system of legal rules for the
carrying on of space activities. We can srill hope thar under the pressure of technical
progress the need to come to a decision will inevitably generate the political will to
answer the problems. Certainly. in answering the problems. we must avoid giving up
the method ofvoting which has. so far. provided sound results."

3. The Committee's work qndachievements
An assessment of the work of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
must first include an account of the five international agreements that form the basis of
space law proper; and secondly, a list of questions that it is still discussing.'·
The most important text is the Treaty on the Principles Governing the Activities of
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space Including the Moon and Other

28See Galloway,supra note 19. at 11.
19M. G. BoUleIy, Towards a Conllention on the Legal Stattn of M4nned Spaceflights, in Proc. 22nd
Colloquium on the Law of Outet' Space 59 (1979).
3OFoc a report on the results achieved by COPUOS. see Hosenball. The UnitedNations Committee on the
Peaceful Uses a/Outer Space: Past Accomplishments and Future Chailenges, 7]. Space 1. 95 (1979). See also.
Matte, supra note 3. at440~43.
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Celestial Bodies. " This treaty, which reiterates the principles set out in Resolution 1721
(XVI) of 20 December 1961 and in Resolution 1962 (XVII) of 13 December 1962, was
signed in London, Moscow and Washington on 27 January 1967 and came into force on
10 October 1967. At the present time, 112 States have signed or acceded to the treaty.
Four funher texts, which might be described as "implementing texts". were
prepared on the basis of the Outer Space Treaty by COPUOS before they later took on
the status of international agreements.
The Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the
Return of Objects Launched into Outer space" was signed in London, Moscow, and
Washington on 22 April 1968 and came into force on 3 December 1968. At the present
time it has been signed or acceded to by 99 States.
The Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects"
was signed in London, Moscow and Washington on 29 March 1972 and came into force
on 9 October 1973. It has been signed or acceded to by 104 States.
The Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space" was
signed in New York on 14January 1975 and came into force on 15 September 1976. At
the present time, 38 States have signed or acceded to this convention.
The Agreement Governing the Activity of States on the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies" has been signed by 11 States.
The Committee's work is far from finished. It still must bring to a close discussions
started several years ago conceming three particularly thorny topics. Thus far, it has not
been possible to fInd a consensus."
The fIrst of these is direct television broadcasting by satellite. The legal
subcommittee, giving up the task of putting forward a draft text for an internarional
agreement, is trying to at least defIne principles for governing this activity which have
been accepted by all parties. It has still not been possible to achieve this aim because
there is no agreement on rwo fundamental issues: whether the State undertaking such
broadcasting should have to obtain the prior agteement of the other States, and whether
the State where the signals are received direct can exercise control over them.

~lTreaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (hereinafter "Outer Space Treaty), Jan. 27. 1967, 18 U.S.T.

2410, T.I.A.S. No. 6347, 610 U.N.T.S. 205 (effective Oct. 10, 1967).

'2Agreement on the Rescue of AstronautS, the Return of Astronauts and the Rerum of ObjectS Launched
Into Outer Space (hereinafter "Rescue and Return Agreement"), April 22, 1968, 19 U.S.T. 7570, T.LA.S.
No. 6599, 672 U.N.T.S, 119 (effective Dec. 3, 1968).

!!Convencion on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space ObjeCtS (hereinafter "Liability
Convention") March 29, 1972 24 U.S.T. 2389, T.I.A.S. No. 7762 (effective Oct. 9, 1973).
~Convention

on the Registration of ObjeCtS Launched intO Outer Space (hereinafter "Registration

Convention")January 14. 1975, T.I.A,S. No. 8480 (effective Sept. 15, 1976),

3'Draft Agreement Covering the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies,
U.N.G.A.O.R., 34th Sess, Supp. No. 20 (Doc, A/34/20).

ee Reporrofthe 27th meetmgofCOPUOS, A/35120. items. 48-64.

36S
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The second is remote sensing ofthe Earth by satellite, where despite efforts by barb
rbe technical and rbe legal subcommittees, and despite rbe fact rbat here too rbe latter
has abandoned rbe idea of putting forward rbe text of an international agreement, rbe
deftnition of generally accepted principles is still hampered by rbe impossibility of
reaching agreement on rbe matter of prior consent by rbe State whose territoty is being
observed. Furthermore, some States insist on being able to exercise conrrol over rbe
dissemination of data and information concerning rbeir resources, especially when rbis
dissemination works to rbe advantage of !bird States.
Defining or delimiting outer space has again become a burning issue since rbe
equatorial counrries have made known rbeir demands in respect to geostationary
."bits." These two matters are now being examined simultaneously by rbe legal
subcommittee, and have formed rbe subject of detailed proposals by rbe USSR which
are still being studied. The Scientiftc and Technical Subcommittee is conrributing to
rbis study, and lCAO has suggested taking part in rbe discussions.
To rbese rbree topics, which have been on rbe agenda of rbe Committee and its
subcommittees for several years, must be added a more recent subject which arose from
rbe fall ofrbe Soviet "Cosmos 954" satellite on Canadian soil on 4 January 1978. That
subject is rbe use ofnuclear sources ofenergy in outer space .. Basing itself on work done
by rbe Scientiftc and Technical Subcommittee, .rbe Legal Subcommittee is at present
considering wherber rbere is a need to supplement rbe existing provisions of
international law.
We should also mention rbat rbe Committee has recendy been faced wirb rbe
question ofspace transport systems and rbeir impact on rbe furore of space activity. The
Legal Subcommittee will rberefore have to work out legal principles on rbe use of space
transport systems, or even draft an agreement on rbe subject.
Finally, in view of rbe growing militarization of outer space, certain delegations
have asked rbe Committee to look into ways of ensuring rbat space is used solely for
peaceful purposes.
II. The Other International Organizations
In line wirb rbe distinction we drew earlier, we shall divide rbe international
organizations regarded as having made a conrribution to rbe formulation of space law
into two groups, rbe governmental and rbe non·governmental.

A. Intergovernmental Organizations

Certain specialized agencies of rbe United Nations act as a forum for working out
rbe rules of space law in areas matching rbeir particular sphere of activity.

31Declacation signed on 3 December 1976 at Bogota by a number of equatorial countries (Brazil,
Colombia, Congo. Ecuador, Indonesia, Kenya, Uganda, Zaire). For text in English, see 6]. Space 1. 193
(1978).
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1. Intemational Telecommunication Union (ITU)

Radio frequencies are obviously essential for carrying on space acrlVltles. the
development of which has made it necessary to set aside particular frequency bands. and
to divide these frequencies among the various users and to adopt detailed rules on how
they are to be used.
The ITU is the oldest of the UN specialized agencies. and was also the first to
produce legislation coveting activities in space." Its objective is to conttibute to
international cooperation for the improvement and rational use of telecommunications
of all kinds. to promote their efficient operation. and to harmonize the actions of
nations to this end. It allocates the frequencies in the radio spectrum and keeps a record
of frequency assignmenrs. Furthermore. it ensures that harmful interference between
radio communication stations in various countries is avoided or e1in:iinated.
The ITU has a General Assembly (the Plenipotentiary Conference) which meers
every five or six years to decide the organization's policy. In the intervals between these
conferences. a 36-member Administtative Council meers once a year. and executive
duties are carried out by a General Secretariat.
One of the prime functions of the ITU is to draw up regulations for radio
communications which. after approval. are annexed to the Convention. The drafting of
regulations is undertaken bY'administtative radio conferences. which are convened by
the Plenipotentiary Conference and which allocate frequencies to States for each of the
services using radio communications. These frequencies are subsequently assigued by
the various States (or their relevant administtative bodies) to the radio stations under
their jurisdiction. and notice of these assignments are then sent to the ITU which keeps a
register of them.
Also. the ITU has an International Frequency Registtation Board (IFRB). and an
International Radio Consultative Committee (generally known by its French initials. as
the CCIR) and an International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(similarly known as the CCIn).
In the case of space radiocommunications. the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses
of Outer Space had realized from 1959 onwards that there was in existence an
organization that was tailor-made for "dealing with the problems of allocating radio
frequencies for use in outer space" -the ITU.
An administrative radiocommunications conference. meeting in Geneva in 1959.
decided to first allocate special frequency bands for "Space" and "Space-Earth"
services. and second to call an extraordinary administtative radio conference to discuss
the problems of space radiocommunications. This conference was held in Geneva in
1963, and it revised the chart of frequency band allocations. It also adopted a resolution
on international cooperation and technical assisrance in the field of space
radiocommunications. and a further resolution on disttess frequencies that would also
be applicable to spacecraft. Finally. the conference adopted a resolution dealing with

~e

International Telecommunications Convention repeats and amends several conventions. the

earliest being- the one held in 1965. The last revision was carried OUt at Malaga-Torremolinos. and came into
force on 1January 1973. 28 U.S.T. 2495; T.I.A.S. 8572 (effective for the U.S. on April 7. 1976).
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the use of direct radio broadcasting satellites. All these decisions came into force on 1
January 1965.'9
With the continuous development of space activities, the start of commercial
telecommunications in this sphere,'· and the growing use of the geostationary orbit, it
was decided to hold a world administrative radio conference at Geneva in July 1971 to
reconsider the decisions of the 1963 conference. During this conference, it was
emphasized that space communications were a fmite natural resource, and that it was
therefore necessary to share them between countries, and distribute them between the
various services, making due allowance for the interests of all nations-not just those
who had the means of undertaking space activities.41
Among the amendments the Conference made to the radio regulations, special
atrention was given to direct broadcasting satellites, to earth sensing satellites, and to
the question of maritime communication satellites. It was also decided to reserve certain
frequencies for later allocation to the developing countries.
Among the many resolutions and recommendations adopted by the Conference,
special mention should be made of the ptinciple subscribed to in Resolution Spa 2·1,
which concedes to all States an equal right to the use of frequencies and to the use of
geostationary orbit. Conversely, no State has or acquires a permanent right to an orbit
merely from the fact of having put a satellite into orbit and having occupied certain
positions on that orbit. Finally, the Conference undertook to. work out defmitions for a
number of terms used in the carrying on of space activiries, such as "deep space",
"space station" and "space radiocommunications".'" The conference had also asked
that the study on the problem of the radiocommunications services be continued.
All the decisions of the 1971 Conference came into force on 1January 1973. When,
in September 1973, a Plenipotentiary Conference was summoned by the ITU
Administrative Council at Torremolinos for the main purpose of revising the ITU
Convention, a number of new provisions were adopted to clarify the ITU's role in space
telecommunications." We may note, in particular, the task allotted to the IFRB, under
the new article 10 of the Convention, of drawing up a list of stations put into
geostationary orbit. Also of note is the new article 33, under which "[i]n the use of
frequency bands for space radiocommunications, members shall take account of the fact
that the frequencies and the orbit of geostationary satellites are limited natural resources
which should be utilized effectively and economically, in order that access to the orbit
and frequencies may be equitable to the different countries or groups of countries,
according to their needs and to the technical means at their disposal, in conformity with
the provisions of the Radio Regulations. "
"ll U.S.T. 887; T.I.A.S.l603.
4OComsat was set up in the United States by the Communications Satellite Act of 31 August 1962. This
was the first step towards the creation of In/elsat, which has in its fInal fonn become an intergovernmental
organization.

41Final Acts of the World Administrative Radio Conference for Space Telecommunications (Geneva,
1971).

"Id.
4~Imemacional Telecommunication Convention ofOer. 2S, 1973. Malaga.Torremolious.supra note 38,
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Following this Plenipotentiary Conference. several administrative conferences have
been held. all of which dealt with questions affecting space telecommunications. They
include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

the world administrative conference on matitime broadcasting
services. in Geneva (April/June 1974);
the world administrative conference on the planning of satellite
broadcasting services. in Geneva Ganuary 1977);
the world administrative radio conference in Geneva
(September-December 1979);
a further world administrative radio conference. to be held
between the present and 1984 in order to examine the use of
geostationary orbit and the planning of services malting use of it.

The legal system set up by the lTU to govern space communications comprises
overall provisions. and provisions applying only to certain classes of radioelecrrical
service.
The basic idea is that all frequencies will have to be recorded in a main
international register of frequencies (the' 'Master Register' ') kept by the lFRB in order
to avoid "harmful interference" by other services. Although this tenn has not itself
been defmed. this does mean that the registered frequencies will enjoy a certain measure
of protection. Other countries will generally avoid using these frequencies. both in their
own interests and in the interest of cooperation with the other countries in the lTU.
This protection against harmful interference is granted only where the countries
wanting to assign a frequency to space communications comply with certain
coordination procedures. with the help of the lFRB. and carry out the fonnalities of
notification and registration in the "Main Register."
The sanctions against any countries that may break the rules. or cause harmful
interference. are very limited and difficult to enforce. An exception to this. however.
exists in the case of satellite broadcasting services. which are given absolute protection
against the later assigning of frequencies for other services.
One may note that the rules set up by the lTU offer technical solutions to twO
problems that the UN Outer Space Committee has been unable to setrle from the legal
and political viewpoint-that of direct satellite broadcasting (imposing the obligation to
reduce the inevitable spill-overs). and that of geostationary orbit (recognizing the right
of States to use this).

2. The United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
In carrying out its mission of serving education. science. and culture. UNESCO. a
UN specialized agency. was bound to take an interest in the role that satellites play in
this field as media for mass dissemination.
In liason with other international governmental organizations such as the lTU and
the United International Bureau for the Protection of Intellectual Property (BlRFI) 44

«This organizacion subsequently became the World Intellecrual Property Organization (WIPO).
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and non-governmental organizations such as the European Broadcasting Union (EBU),
UNESCO took a hand in producing two texts covering space activities.
The Convention Relating to the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals
Transmitted by Satellite, a text adopted by an international conference held in Brussels
in May 1974,4' stems from the realization that while the use of satellites for transmitting
programme-carrying signals is growing apace, both in terms of volume and of the area
covered, there are no worldwide rules to prevent acts of piracy against these signals.
The purpose of the Brussels Convention is to establish an international system to
prevent the distribution of program-carrying signals by a distributor for whom the signal
is not intended. This prohibition covers both distribution by satellite within the territory
of the signatory States and distribution from their tetritories towards other States. It is
for each of the signatory States, and for them alone, to decide what measures they
consider suitable to implement the Convention on their own tetritory.
One may note that the Convention is limited to the protection of programs
broadcast by satellite, and does not apply to a subsequent land broadcast. The
Convention further excludes from its field of application program-carrying signals
emitted by direct-broadcasting satellites. 46
The Declaration of Guiding Principles on the Use ofSatellite Broadcasting for the
Free Flow ofInformation, the Spread ofEducation and Greater Cultural Exchange" was
prepared during a large number of meetings organized by UNESCO, and was adopted
by the 27th General Conference in October/November 1972. It tries to reconcile the
principle of freedom of information with that of the sovereign right of the States, and it
would seem to lean more to the latter than to the former. This no doubt explains why
the Declaration was not adopted unanimously. 4.
3. Other Intergovernmental Organizations

Since the purpose of the present chapter is to chart the drafting of space law, there
is no need to mention here the many intergovernmental organizations that have an
interest in the carrying on of space activities which have a bearing on their special area of
competence. To name a few examples among the UN specialized agencies:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO);
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO);
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO);
the World Health Organization (WHO);
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO); and
the International Agency for Atomic Energy (IAEA).

"'Forten,see BIntJILeg. Mat. 1447 (1974).

46N, Matte, Aerospace Law 40 (1977).
47Foc text, see UNESCO Doc. 17 c/98 (14 Nov. 1972).
48N.

Matte,supra note 46 at 42.
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All these organizations make every effort to use space technology in carrying out
their projects or can provide technical assistance in studying the problems of space law.
They do not take part directly or on their own account in the process of dtafting space
law which we have been describing.·'
Other intergovernmental organizations exist, however, whose very raison d'ctre is
the carrying on of space activities. These include, for instance:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the International Telecommunication Satellite Organization
(Intelsat);
the International Maritime Satellite System (Inmarsat);
the International System and Organization of Space
Communication (Intersputnik);
the European Communications Satellite Organization
(Eutelsat) ;
the Arab Space Communications Organization (ASCO); and
the European Space Agency (ESA).

The legal insttuments establishing these organizations specializing in the space
field must be counted among the texts that comprise space law. In these, however, the
institutional character predominates, so the creation of these organizations cannot be
looked upon as a contribution to the formulation of space law in the strict sense of the
word. The "space organizations" do, however, play an essential role in applying space
law.'o

B. Non-Governmental International Organizations
The contribution that non-govemmental organizations have made to the dtafting
of space law has come from a number of scientific bodies which bring together scienrists
of aU nationalities. Some of these bodies have even been the sponsors and promoters of
activiry in space; subsequently. they have been more or less officially associated with
progress in the exploration of space, and are still consulted by national and international
government bodies-in particular, by the United Nations.
We shall not be looking here at the status or activities of these "international
learned societies"; we shall indicate the spheres in which they have been-and still
are-able to make a direct contribution to the formulation of space law.
1. The International Council a/Scientific Unions (ICSU)

The primary purpose of the ICSU, set up in Brussels in 1919 under the title of
"International Council of Scientific Unions", is to facilitate and coordinate the work of
international scientific unions in the fields of the exact and natural sciences. It brings
4S1It should be remembered, for example, that WIPO, together with UNESCO, convened the conference

which adopted the Brussels Convention on 1974.
'oM. Boure1y. The European Space Agency's Contnoution to the Development a/Spoce Law, in Proc.
19th Colloquium on the Law ofOute! Space 21 (M. Schwartz ed. 1976).
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together on the one hand the international scientific unions in the various branches of
science, and on the other the national academies of science or scientific organizations, as
well as the national research councils.
It was the ICSU which was entrusted wich running the IGY, the International
Geophysical Year (1957-58), during which the fIrst artifIcial satellites were launched. In
1958 the ICSU set up a Committee on Space Research (COSPAR), which is made up of
representatives of worldwide scientific unions and specialized national science
organizations.
COSPAR has a number of working groups and plays a part in a variety of
international scientific programs in the various fIelds of application of space activities
(scientific research, meteorology, surveying, research into the atmosphere).
COSPAR collaborates closely with the United Nations Outer Space Committee,
where it enjoys observer starns. It has cooperated with the working groups set up by the
Committee on Remote Sensing, and has carried out a srudy on space technology applied
to environmental problems. It also took part in the preparatory work for the convention
on the registration of objects launched into outer space.

2. The International Astronautical Federation (lAP)
The International Astronautical Federation, founded in 1950, embraces the
national scientific societies of a large number of countries. It is concerned less with
science than with space techniques and applications. Its aim is to promote the
development of astronautics for peaceful purposes and to encourage international
cooperation in this sphere. The IAF collaborates closely with the UN Outer Space
Committee, on which it has observer starus.
In 1960 the Federation set up an Academy of Astronautics and the International
Institute ofSPace Law. The latter is made up of members elected on an individual basis
from among legal experts from all countries who have an interest in space law. Its
symposia, held at the same time as the Federation's annual congresses, provide these
legal experts with an opportunity to put forward their personal views on topical
problems and to compare them with the opinions of their colleagues. A growing
participation by members of the Outer Space Division of the UN Secretariat, and by
many delegates to the legal subcommittee of COPUOS, is evidence of the high level of
the papers read and of the ensuing discussions. Publication of the proceedings of the
symposia held over the past 24 years provides an indispensable source of documentation
on the subject for legal experts concerned with space law."

3. Miscellaneous Organizations
Certain narional or international organizations dealing with legal matters have set
up, on a basis of greater or lesser permanence, committees to deal specifically with space
law.
Such is the case, for example, with theInternational Law Association, whose Space
Law Committee undertakes studies on specifIc subjects such as the delimiting of space,
HA booklet on the work of the lISt is included in the Proceedings of the Twenty-Third Colloquium on
the Law of Outer Space, Tokyo, 1980. This booklet has also been published separately.
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satellite communications. registrations, direct broadcasting and so on, and submits
resolutions to the Association's General Assembly."
Several universities that have courses in space law organize occasional symposia or
colloquies which allow lawyers to develop their thinking on the subject. Among these,
we should mention in particular the existence of institutes specializing in air and space
law, which maintain close contact with the international organizations and provide
centers for study and research into space law. These include McGill University in
Montteal, the University of Cologne in the Federal Republic of Getmany, and the
University of Rome.

CONCLUSION
Having come to the end of a study which is far from claiming to have exhausted the
subject of the contribution that international organizations have made to the
fotmulation of space law, we can make a number of comments by way of a summary.
1. As in other branches of international public law, the drafting of international
agreements setting out the rules for the carcying on of space activities is a prime
responsibility of States.
2. In this creation of space law, the international organizations-where they are
intergovernmental-playa twofold role:
a)
they provide the framework within which this drafting of space law takes
place-the United Nations and, in more specialized areas, the
International Telecommunication Union and UNESCO;
b)
they are themselves sources of regulations making up space law, since
they publish resolutions and recommendations or fottnulate declarations
which become part of the corpus of space law, with a less binding effect
than the agreements.
3. However, international organizations- intergovernmental or otherwise-do
make a far from negligible contribution at two levels to the drafting of space law:
a)
by carcying on activities in outer space, since by this vety fact they
fottnulate the objectives for their programs and draw conclusions from
what they have done before;
b)
by giving advice or making recommendations during the process of
drawing up legal rules, within the limits of their area of competence and
their own mission.

,

4. This aspect of the contribution made by international organizations can be seen
in the setting up of more or less fottnal links with the States or between themselves;
these links may, for instance, take the fottn of the granting of observer status in the UN
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, where the organizations can get a
direct hearing from those who are actually engaged in the drafting of space law.
5. The international organizations, whether or not they are intergovemmental, are
subject to space law in the same way as States and the natural and juridical persons
under their jurisdictions. This may be:
a)
indirect, via the member States (and this is most commonly the case), or

'IN. Mane, supra note 46, at 17.
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b)

direct, when under the actual provisions of a particular international
space agreement an international organization signs a declaration in
which it accepts the tights and responsibilities arising from the agreement
in question. This is, however, open only to intergovernmental
organizations.
6. Making an organization like this directly subject to an international agreement
represents a major innovation in international public law.
However, the abiliry to make a declaration of acceptance concerns only the
organizations which themselves undertake space activities, not those that have recourse
to space services provided by a State or by another organization. This explains why, in
the present state of space law and bearing in mind the subject areas covered by the
existing space agreements, there is only one organization-the European Space
Agency-that has signed declarations to make itself bound by the agreements on rescue,
liabiliry and registration. When space law has been extended to include texts governing
the use of space systems-and not just the provisions of these systems-these texts
(laying down the principles governing broadcasting or remote sensing) will undoubtedly
give rise in turn to the signing of declarations of acceptance by organizations whose
activities lead them.ro use space techniques for carrying out their mission.
7. When they undertake activities in space in compliance with the rules laid down
by the international agreements the intergovernmental international organizations have
to take implementing measures in accordance with their own domestic rules
. (agreements, resolutions or regulations). These measures cannot, of course, have the
sarne effect as general international agreements, and they cannot be applied outside the
circle of the members of the organizations, or of the States or entities which are linked to
'
the organization by an agreement.
8. Nonetheless, these measures constirute precedents, and contribute towards the
building up of an international usage and custom, which adds to the corpus of space

law.
Thus the international organizations-mainly those with an intergovernmental
starus-can be seen both as active in the formation of space law and as important
components in its development. This is a welcome realization; it is wholly in the spirit of
the principles set out in the Outer Space Treary, under which the exploration and use of
outer space inevitably involves international cooperation.

THE PROBLEM OF DEFINITION AND DEUMITATION OF OUTER SPACE"

HEQIZHI'
One of the prominent issues relative to the legal status of outer space is its
definition and delimitation with the air space, which has been the subject of debates in
the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and other forums of
space law ever since the ushering in of the space era. Agreement on this problem appears
not yet to be in sight.
l.

The tettO "outer space" as a concept of space science has existed for a long period
of time. It is generally used to refer to the whole space beyond the earth's atmosphere.
In international law, some wtiters in the early fifties began to use the tettO "outer
space" to denote the entire space beyond state sovereignty, no matter whether it starts
from within or above the atmosphere. Meanwhile some other tettOs were also adopted to
refer to the same concept, such as cosmic space'
extraterritorial space" ... interstellar
space" and "upper space", and so on. It was only afrer the United Nations General
Assembly unanimously passed the resolutions on establishing the Ad Hoc Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space in 1958 and the present Committee on Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) as a pettOanent body in 1959, that the tettO "outer
space" began to appear frequently and to be used officially.
Though "outer space" has become a commonly used tettO in international law and
space science, it nonetheless lacks a definition accepted by all. Due to divergent views,
the subject has undergone intettOittent and drawn-out discussions in the COPUOS and
its two subsidiary bodies, the Legal Sub-Committee and the Scientific and Technical
Committee. As early as in 1959, the problem of the deftnition and delimitation of outer
space was raised in the United Nations Ad Hoc Outer Space Committee. In 1962, the
Legal Sub-Committee established by the COPUOS put this issue on its agenda, but the
discussion was repeatedly postponed until 1967. At that time the Legal Sub-Committee
in compliance wi.th the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2222 (XXI) of
December 19, 1966, requestiog the COPUOS to begin the study on the issue relative to
the deftnition of outer space, gave a more detailed discussion and, as a result, sent a
questionnaire to the Scientiftc and Technical Committee, asking the latter to give its
views on the selection of scientiftc and technical criteria of the defmition of outer space.
After an exchange of views, the Scientific and Technical Committee came to the
conclusion that at present it would be impossible to identify scientific and technical
criteria that permit a precise and lasting deftnition of outer space and expressed that it
'I

I.

II

-Legal Adviser, Deparunent ofTreacies and Law, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Beijing, China; Member of
Council, Chinese Society of International Law; Member of IISL. The views expressed herein are those of the
author. and do not necessarily represent those of any organization with which he is connected .

.. -This presentation is an abbreviated version with slight modifications of an anicle by the autho,r which
was published in Chinese in the "Chinese Year Book of Imemacionallaw. 1982, Beijing. China." It is

printed here with the permission of the author and the Year Book.
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would continue its consideration on this issue at its future sessions. Thus the question of
defIning and delimitating outer space remains on the agenda of the COPUOS and its
Legal Sub-Committee to the present.
II.
Although some states and many learned authotities are unwilling to agree on a
precise demarcation line as to the upward extent of state sovereignry in space, the
ptinciple that each state should retain its sovereign right over the aitspace above its
territories has been established by the theory and practices of modern international law .
Article I of the 1944 Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation 1 provides that
"[T]he contracting States recognize that every State has complete and exclusive
sovereignry over the airspace above its territory." Article II of the Convention on the
Law of the Sea adopted by the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
in 1982,' also provides that the sovereignry of a coastal state "extends to the aitspace
over the territocial sea." Insofar as national legislation is concerned, more than flfry
counrries have made analogous regulations. In juridical writings, the principle of state
sovereignry over its airspace was treated and confirmed in one way or another in nearly
all works of air and space law.
As regards the legal status of outer space that stretches above the aitspace of the
earth, the Treary on Ptinciples Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and
Use of Outer Space Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (hereinafter referred
to as the Outer Space Treary) of 1967,' though giving no defInition of outer space, lays
down clearly the ptinciples that outer space shall be free for exploration and uses by all
States on a basis of equaliry and shall not be subject to national appropriation. Thus the
Treary denies that territorial sovereignry could be automatically extended by the
underlying state beyond its aitspace into the far reaches of outer space. Many articles in
the Treary are related to these principles.
Paragraph 2 of Article I provides that "[Oluter space, including the moon and
other celestial bodies, shall be free for exploration and use by all states without
discrimination of any kind, on a basis of equaliry and in accordance with international
law, and there shall be free access to all areas of celestial bodies." Paragtaph 3 of the said
Article also stipulates "there should be freedom of scientifIc investigation". Closely
related to freedom of uses, Article II stipulates that" [Oluter space, including the moon
and other celestial bodies is not subject to national appropriation by claim of
sovereignry, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means. " In a certain sense
Article II is a kind of restriction to the ptinciple of freedom of uses. It rejects the
proposition. that outer space should be regarded as res nullius, so that it could be
claimed for ownership through effective occupation. On this basis, some international
IConvention on International Civil Aviation, Chicago, Dec. 7. 1944,61 Stat. 1180. T.I.A.S. No. 1591;
15 U.N.T.S. 295.
l130 countries voted in favor of and 4 against the Convention. There were 17 abstentions.

3Treaty on Principles Governing Activities of States in The Exploration and Use ofOute! Space, Including
the Moon and Celestial Bodies. Jan. 27. 1967. 18 U.S.T. 2410. T.I.A.S. No. 6347. 610 D.N.T.S. 205. Article
V.
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lawyers hold that by prohibiting appropriation of outer space the Treaty confirms that
outer space should be accepted as res communis omnium. This is reflected in paragraph
1 of Article 1. It provides that the exploration and uses of outer space "shall be carried
out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of
economic and scientific development, and shall be the province of all mankind. ,. In this
regard, the Agreement Governing the Activities on the Moon and Other Celesrial
Bodies of States adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1979,- further lays
down in paragraph 1 of Article XI. that "the moon and its naruraI resources are the
common heritage of mankind." Paragraph 5 of the same Article further provides that:
"[SJtates parties to this Agreement undenake to establish an international regime,
including appropriate procedures,' to govern the exploitation of the natural resources of
the moon as such exploitation is about to become feasible. "
There are some other articles in the Outer Space Treaty related to the above said
principles. Article VIII provides that a launching state shall retain jurisdiction and
control over an object and personnel in it which was launched into outer space. This
provision on the one hand embodies the principle that outer space is free for uses by
confirming the ownership of the launching state over the object launched into outer
space, but on the other hand it denies national sovereignty over outer space by rejecting
the jurisdiction and control of other states over the object in question. Similarly. Article
VI and Article VII. which provide that a launching state should bear international
responsibility for the damage resulring from its activities in outer space, can also be
taken as an extension of the principle offreedom of uses and exploration in outer space.
Apart from that, the provision of Article III on "observing international law including
the Charter of the United Nations" and Article IX on paying "due regard to the
corresponding interests of all other states parties to the Treaty," as well as Article IV on
undenaking not to place in orbit around the earth any object carrying nuclear weapons,
and providing that the moon and other celestial bodies shall be used by all states parties
to the Treaty exclusively for peaceful purposes can also be interpreted as a kind of
restriction to the principle of freedom of uses.
The main purpose of the provision that the uses of outer space "should be in the
interests of all peoples irrespective of the degree of its economic and scientific
development" enunciated in the preamble of the "Outer Space Treaty" and the
provisions of paragraph 1 of Anicle I. should be to safeguard the interests of the
developing countries. But the above mentioned provisions are only worded in general
terms to express the wish of the developing countries. As to what kind of activities are in
the interests of all states and who will determine which activities are for the benefit of all
states, the Treaty does not mention. So after the conclusion of the Outer Space Treaty,
the question of how to elaborate in more clear terms the relevant instruments such as
Direct Television Broadcasting by Satellite, Remote Sensing of the Natural Resources of
the Earth. and the like, so as to ensure to common interests of the developing countries
and all other states, will be an imponant problem facing the developing countries.

~Agreement Governing the Activities of the States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies.
U.N.G.A.O.R., 345os,. 5upp. No. 20 (Doc. A/34/20).
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III.
A number of proposals have been put forward in the literature of space law for
detennining the altitude boundary of state sovereignty. Among them were: the
proposal to fIX the altitude at a height up to which aircraft can ascend; the idea to limit
airspace in tenns of atmosphere resulting in the emergence of various criteria relative to
the boundary of air-filled space; the suggestion of a line to be established at a point
where aerodynamic lift yields to centrifugal force; the proposal that sovereignty should
extend as far upwards as the subjacent state could exercise effective control; the
approach by analogy to the law of sea in regulating a contiguous area (mesospace) with
the right of free transit to and from outer space; and so on.
But a more sensible approach would seem to be the suggestion that national
airspace is limited by the least possible altitude of orbital flight. By this approach, all
satellites launched into orbits up to now are in outer space and outside the realm of state
sovereignty. As regards the demarcation line berween outer space and airspace, the view
was expressed that it is more urgent to establish the lower limit of outer space while the
question of upper limit of airspace might be left aside for the time being. ", However,
the generally held view seems to be that the whole space beyond earth is divided into
rwo rather than three areas-that is, airspace and outer space. So the lower boundary
line of the outer space must automatically be the upper limit of the airspace. As to the
question of transit of space objects in airspace to orbits or returning to the territoty of the
launching state, it could be settled in some other way, for example, by general
agreen:ient that no space object launched from the territoty of any state may enter the
airspace of another state without the consent of the latter, and that such consent should
not be withheld if prior notice and the assurance that no harm or prejudice will be
caused by the said space object in transit have been given to the latter state.

IV.
With the growing importance of the use of geostationary orbit coupled with the
technological advance of the space age, the issue of the legal status of the geostationary
orbit has been brought to the fore, and calls for new attention and consideration of the
question of definition and delimitation of outer space. As is well known, claims were
advanced by the equatotial states in the Bogota Declaration of 1976' to sovereign rights
over those segments of the geostationary orbit superjacent to their respective territories.
This issue was brought before COPUOS and its Legal Sub- Committee. As a result, the
United Nations General Assembly in its Resolution 1961 (XXXII) of December 20,
1977, accepted the recommendation of COPUOS by changing the original wording of
the item to read: "questions relating to the defmition andlor delimitation of outer
space and outer space activities, also bearing in mind questions relating to the
geostationary orbit. " This item linked the issue of defmition and delimitation of outer
space with the issue of geostationary orbit and has been one of the problems raising
vehement debate in COPUOS and its Legal Sub-Committee.
'Cj Kopal, The Question a/Defining OuterSp""e, 8]. Space 1. 170·71 (1980).

5for an English translation, see 6]. Space L. 193 (1978),
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From the deliberations in recent years in the above mentioned organizations, the
trend seems to be that a number of countries have favored the view that proper
arrangement should be made of the use of geostationary orbit on the basis of equiry and
fairness within the framework of the Outer Space Treary. The equatorial states, while
claiming sovereign rights in general over segments of the geostationary orbit above their
territories, have been stressing that in formulating the defInition and delimitation of
outer space, the special interests of the equatorial states must be taken into account. The
representative of Colombia stated what Colombia were opposed to was the placing of
any object at a fIXed position at any height above its territory without its prior consent. 7
Colombia, Brazil and Kenya' all expressed their willingness to consider the altitude of
90 or 100 kilometers as the lower boundary of outer space, provided the issue of
geostationary orbit would also be solved, taking due account of their special interest in
this orbit. Among the developing countries, Egypt expressed the view that "a serious
consideration of the allocation of the geostationary orbit is required, instead of the
present system of 'fIrst come, fIrst served' ".' India stated that "[A]ccess to the
geostationary orbit must be based on equiry and justice and on due regard for the
geographical position, population and special needs of each country" .'0 The Philippines
added that "a legal regime of a sui generis character should be established for the
geostationary orbit that not only would safeguard its use, but would also ensure its
utilization for the benefIt of all countries, in particular the developing countries. "11
Finally, Brazil stated that "Appropriate criteria must be found for guaranteeing
positions on the geostationary orbit, with the interests of the Equatorial States receiving
due weight. "12
As to the relation between the definition of outer space and the issue of the
geostationary orbit of the earth, the Soviet Uuion at the 1981 Session of the Legal SubCommittee suggested" that the two questions be divided into two agenda items, or into
two sub-items under one agenda item for consideration, with the item on the deflOition
and! or delimitation of outer space receiving prioriry consideration in a working group
set up in the Sub-Committee. The United States, United Kingdom, and some other
states gave good response to the former suggestion but dissented from the view of
setting up a working group to give prioriry consideration to the problem of defmition
and! or delimitation of outer space. The equatorial countries also proposed that a
working group be established to give prioriry consideration to this agenda item as
existed, but were opposed to the suggestion to divide the existing agenda item into two

'U.N. Doc. AlAe. IOl/C. 2ISR.l", p. 6.
'U.N. Doc. A/AC. IOl/C. 2ISR.ll6, p. 4; SR.l", pp. ,and 10.
'U.N. Doc. AlAe. IOl/PY 219, p. 68.
"U.N. Doc. AI AC. IOS/C. 2ISR.ll6, p.l.
"U.N. Doc; AI AC. IOl/PY. 221, p. ,.
"U.N. Doc. AI AC. IOl/C. 2ISR.l", p. j.
"U.N. Doc. AI AC. IOj/e. 2ISR.lj4, pp. 2·3.
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agenda items or twO sub-items, stressing that without a solution to the question of the
geostationary orbit, there could be no defmition andlor delimitation of outer space.

V.
A consideration of the documents of the sessions of the COPUOS and the Legal
Sub-Committee makes it possible to identify three groups of views put fotward by
member states of the Committee:
1. Those favoting the "spatial approach" insist that the concept of outer space has
to be defined and that airspace and outer space have to be distinguished by establishing
a spatial demarcation boundary line.
2. Those preferring the "functional approach" insist that the legal regimes in space
can only be associated with the character of activities under regulation; if it is a
spacecraft carrying on space activities, then outer space law should be applied; on the
other hand, an aircraft carrying on air activities should be subject to air law. The entire
space is an inalienable whole, and it is undesirable to delimit outer space and airspace.
3. Time is still not ripe to defme outer space and determining its boundary and the
question needs further study along with the development of space technology.
Developments in recent years show that a growing number of spatialists have
tended to accept the lowest height of the artificial satellite orbit flight as the lower
boundary of outer space. At the 1975 Session of COPUOS, Italy proposed'· the altitude
of 90 kilometers above sea level as the upper limit of airspace. In 1976, Argentina,
Belgium and Italy" lent support to a demarcation line of 100 kilometers. After the
equatotial states claimed sovereign rights over the segments of the geostationary orbit
above their respective territories, this trend has become even stronger. At the 1979
Session of the Legal Sub-Committee, the Soviet Union submitted a working paper,"
proposing that the region above 100-110 kilometers altitude from sea level of the earth
is outer space, and that this definition should be established in a treaty form, while the
space objects of states should retain the right to pass through the airspace of other states
when their purpose is to reach orbit or return to earth in the territory of the launching
state. However, the above view has met with objections from some other states, mainly
the United States, United Kingdom, and Japan. They regard the proposal of 100-110
kilometers as a demarcation line as arbitrary and request not to push for a definition that
might later be found inappropriate.
In view of the controversy over the definition and delimitation of outer space, there
seems to be little possibility in the near future to reach consensus on the proper solution
to this issue. Nevertheless, it is generally recognized that outer space and airspace are
two different concepts, and distinction should be drawn between them in theory. To
stress that the entire space constitutes an inalianable whole without making distinction
between airspace and outer space would lead to the denial of the principle of state
sovereignty over airspace. On the other hand, it would seem still premature to establish

1429 Yb. of the United Nations 1975. p. 87.

"30 id. 1976, p. 65.
"U.N. Doc. A/AC.105/C.2/L.121.
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a clear demarcation line between tbem. In a statement made at tbe 1981 Session of tbe
Legal Sub-Committee, tbe Chinese delegate made tbe following remarks on tbis
problem:
"The Chinese Delegation favored the formulation of a deftnition of outer space which
would be acceptable to all, so that the legal status of outer space could then be
distinguished from that of airspace. A defmicion would help greacly towards the
safeguarding the _territorial air sovereignty of states and promoting the further
development of outer space law. However, the choice of a suitable altitude for the

boundary not only raised complex scientific and technological questions. but was also a
highly political and legal issue involving the sovereignty and security of states. Due
regard had to be paid to the latter two factors, panicularly as far as the developing
countries were concerned. also to the present state of outer space tedUlology and

activities. the physical features of the space above the earth and the reasonable needs of
outer space exploration. Serious studies and patient consultations were needed. Any
hurried decision would be unhelpful. "17

VI.
To sum up, tbe problem of defInition and delimitation of outer space is a
complicated one involving scientific, technological, security, political and legal
questions. In tbe development of tbe past tbirty years, tbe legal regime of outer space·
has taken shape. The principles tbat tbe exploration and use of outer space shall be
carried out for tbe benefIt and in tbe interests of all countties and tbat outer space shall
be free for explorations and use by all states and not subject to national appropriation
are laid down in tbe Outer Space Treaty. Altbough agreement has not yet been reached
on tbe deflfiition and delimitation of outer space, more and more countries are inclined
to tbe view tbat tbis impottant issue must be duly solved in order to define tbe scope of
tbe legal regime of outer space. In seeking a solution to tbe question of deflfiition and
delimitation of outer space, tbe use of tbe geostationary orbit of tbe eartb should also be
considered, so tbat proper arrangement could be made on tbe basis of equity and justice
to guarantee tbe legitimate rights of all states and in particular tbe developing countries
and equatorial countries.

"U.N. Doc. AI AC. lOl/C. 2/SR. 355. p. 3.

ASTRONAUTS AND SEAMEN-A LEGAL COMPARISON

HamIlton DeSaussure*
In many respects, the astronauts of today are the modem equivalent of the ancient
mariners. Like the marioers of old, they live in a cooped-up environment for significant
periods of time, isolated from land-based communities, totally dependent upon the
cooperation and assistance of fellow crewmen, and constandy under the shadow of
tragedy from an essentially hostile environment. On the other hand, the airman,
although his occupation is a hazardous one, does not actually live on-board his aircraft
but spends the larger part of each day within the framework of normal community
living. How the law will develop as to the legal characterization of astronauts depends
largely upon whether the courts, legislatures, and, international conferences cast them
in the role of a special breed of employees, as seamen have been treated, or merely as
ordinary employees working in a new environment, as airmen generally have been
treated.
This article briefly reviews how seamen are treated in maritime law, why they are so
treated, and to what degree the same justification for their special treatment might
extend to the astronaut. First, it is necessary to consider who is an astronaut. who is a
seaman, and, for that matrer, who is an airman, even though he has no special status.
At present, there is no precise legal meaning for the word "astronaut." It is not
defIned in the Outer Space Treaty (1967),1 the Astronaut Agreement (1968), 1 the
Liability Convention (1973),' or the Registration Convention (1976).'
Unfortunately, the four principal space treaties do not make a clear distinction
between an astronaut and other persons on board. It can be inferred that, as a
minimum, an astronaut must be one who has a mission to perform in space. The Outer
Space Treaty refers alternatively to astronauts, personnel of a space object, and state
representatives on the moon.' The tide and preamble to the Astronaut Agreement uses
the term "astronauts," but the operative portions of the agreement refer only to

~Professoc of Law , University of Akron School

of Law .

lTreaty on Principles Governing Activities of Scates in The Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including
the Moon and Celestial Bodies, Jan. 27, 1967, 18 U ,S.T. 2410, T.I.A.S.No. 6347 ,Article V [hereinafter cited
as Outer Space Treaty].

.

%Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts. the Return of Astronauts and The Rerum of ObjectS Launched
intO Outer Space, April 22, 1968, 19 U.S.T. 7570, T.I.A.S. No. 6599 [hereinafter cited as Astronaut

Agreement] .
3Imemational Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, March 29, 1972, 24 U.S.T. 2389, T.I.A.S.
No. 7762 [hereinafter cited as Liability Convention].
4Registration of ObjectS Launched into Outer Space,]anuary 14,1975, 28 U.S.T. 695. T.I.A.S. No. 8480
[hereinafter cited as Registration Convention].
'Outer Space Treaty,Juprt1 note 1.
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spacecraft personnel. 6 The Liability Convention never once refers to astronauts, only to
persons on board and to foreign nationals participating in the operation of the
spacecraft. The recent Moon Treaty, not yet in force in any state, generally uses the
terms "personnel of a spacecraft." "persons," or "astronauts" when referring to
human activity in relation to the moon.' For the purpose of safeguarding life and
health, however, all persons on the moon are regarded as astronaurs within the meaning
of Article V of the Outer Space Treaty and as personnel of a spacecraft within the
meaning of the Astronaut Agreement.
Legal writers are not in agreement as to how broadly the term "astronaut" should
be constrUed. "Astronaut" is not defined in the latest edition of Black's Law
Dicctionary, and there is no case law as to its meaning.' Manfred Lachs, member of the
International Court ofJustice, has written that all persons on board the space vehicle
should share a common legal status as astronauts regardless of the functions that they
may perform. He added, however, that when the day arrives when passengers are
carried, greater clarification will be necessary.' Dr. V.S. Vereshcherin, Vice President of
lntercosmos, Moscow, agrees that international space law should provide an equal status
to all persons on board, whether servicemen or civilians, regardless of their specific
function.When regular space journeys occur, Dr. V,reshchetin believes that there might
be a need to create a special legal status for 'passengers. ,. Dr. Stephen Gorove, Director
of Graduate Studies, University of Mississippi, takes a similar view. He believes that the
term "astronaut" includes all personnel of a spacecraft, i.e. all persons assigned to and
accompanying the spacecraft, such as scientists and physicians. 11
The NASA Act of 1958 as amended does not define the term "astronaut. "12 Also,
the term is not given specific meaning in either the implementing regulations of NASA
or in Space Transponation System User Handbook published by NASA." NASA
regulations, however, do define who is a mission specialist and who is a payload
specialist. A mission specialist is a career NASA astronaut who is skilled in the
operations of STS systems related to payload operations and who is thoroughly familiar
with the operational requirements and objectives of the payload with which the mission

6Astronaut Agreement,.Iupra note 2.
'Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, Agreement Governing the Activities of

the Scates on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Camm. Print. 96th Cong. 2d. Sess. (1980) [hereinafter
cited as Moon Treaty].

'Black's lAw Dictionary (5th. ed. 1979).
'M. Lachs, The Uzw ojOuter Sp""e 71 (1972),

I°Vereshchetin. Legol StatUI o/International Space Crews, 3 Annals ofAir and Space L. 559 (1978).
I1S. Gorove. Studies in Space Law: Its Chdlenges andProspects 98 (1977).
IZNational Aeronautic and Space Act of 1958,42 U.S.c. § 2451·77 (1976).
HN.A.S.A., Space Transportation System User Handbook (1977) [hereinafter cited as STS Handbook].
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specialist will fly.14 A payload specialist is an individual selected to operate assigned
payload elements on a specific STS flight or mission." A payload specialist mayor may
not be an astronaut. The STS Handbook lists the commander, the pilot, the mission
specialist, and the payload specialist as part of the flight crew complement of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter. 16 Commanders, pilots, and mission specialists, but not payload
specialists, must be flight qualified.
From its regulation, it is clear that NASA does not consider payload specialists as a
. class to be astronauts, although mission specialists who are astronauts may be used in
this category. Payload specialists can be non-flight qualified private employees of
companies entering contractual arrangements with NASA. This makes the astronaut
class a very restricted one indeed. It is not likely that either the courts, legislatures, or
diplomats themselves will be so restrictive in defining who is an astronaut or in
considering what are an astronaut's rights and duties. Astronauts will not always be
individuals employed by NASA, the Defense Department, or some other United States
Government agency; moreover, astronauts will not always be flight qualified. It is
likely that the courts and Congress will seek out parallels to seamen and to airmen in
working out a definition of who is an astronaut.
The tight to seaman status is broadly determined. Although the determination of
who qualifies as i. seaman will ultimately depend on the particular convention, statute,
or regulation that is being considered, the trend has been toward enlarging rather than
restricting the scope of the term. The Shipowner's Liabiliry Convention applies to all
persons employed on board any vessel, other than a ship of war, registered in a territory
for which the Convention is in force and ordinarily engaged in maritime navigation."
-The general definition of a seaman contained iri the United States Code is a person who
is employed or engaged to serve in any capaciry on board a vesseL" Some judicial
decisions have also stressed the employment relationship of the persons serving on
board, extending the seaman classification even to on-board fISh packers:
As presently employed. a seaman is not a mariner in the full sense of the word, a person
who can "hand. reef and steer." Changing conditions and necessities for c,haoges
extended the term to include all persons employed in a vessel to assist in the main
purpose of the voyage. Clearly the main purpose of the voyage was to pack and salt
fish. I?

•
"Id. at 4-23; 14CFR§ 1214.301(e).
"STS Handbook at 4-23.24; 14 CFR§ 1214,301(.).

16STS Handbook at 4·23.
l1Shipowner's Liability (Sick and Injured) Convention, October 24, 1936, 54 Stat. 1693. T.S. 951 Art. I
[hereinafter cited as Shipowner's Liability Convention].
"46U.S.C. § 713 (1976).
'9'J'heZ-R-3, 18F. 2d 122, 123 (W.D. Wash. 1927).
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In granting seaman status, other courts have required only that a person has been
employed to serve in some capacity on board a vessel and has so served,2. and that his
duties have been maritime in character and have been rendered on a vessel in commerce
in navigable waters. Cooks, clerks, bartenders, musicians, hairdressers-all those
employees with shipboard duties have been held to be seamen under the Jones Act."
Considering the normal seaman to be one who performs services on board ship in
commerce in navigable waters, the comparison to astronaut status becomes more
comprehensible. Under this comparison, an astronaut would be a person who is
employed on a spacecraft in navigation underway and who is serving some purpose in
aid of the voyage. A scientist, geologist, or astronomer who was placed on board to
discharge one of the basic purposes for orbiting the spacecraft would be considered an
astronaut. On the contrary. a journalist, commentator, perhaps even a congressman, or

any ordinary passenger would be a person on board but not an astronaut.
Most astronauts are pilots and all are flight qualified. The space shuttle commander
and pilot need to be aircraft operators because of the shuttle characteristics." On its
return from orbit, it flies back through the airspace and lands in a manner similar to a
large commercial jet aircraft. Many persons besides pilots, however, are considered to be
airmen under FAA rules. The FAA rules provide that an airman is:
any individual who engages as the person in command or as pilot, mechanic or member
of the crew in the navigation of an aircraft while underway; and any individual who is
directly in charge of the inspection, maintenance, overhauling or repair of aircraft, and
any aircraft dispatcher.or air traffic conuol tower operaroc,l3

!fthe definition stopped after the words "while underway," it could be adopted as a
definition for current astronauts by changing the word aircraft to spacecraft. By adding
ground personnel-inspectors, repairmen, air traffic controllers, the definition becomes
too broad. Sp~cecraft maintenance crews and mission controllers are normally not
astronauts .
FAA rules define a flight crew member as a pilot, flight engineer, or flight
navigator assigned to duty in an aircraft in flight." It is flight crews, therefore, no
airmen in general, who resemble astronauts in the nature of their duties. Flight crews,
and all airmen, enjoy no special status in the eyes of the law. Their relation to their
employer is governed by either the workers' compensation laws or the normal common
law ptinciples of master and servant. Off duty, the airman, like any land-based worker,
is not the responsibility of his supervisor; the employer is liable to the airman only for
injuries or sickness sustained on duty, and only when these result from the employer's
own negligence or his agent's negligence. In any suit by the airman-employee, the
lOAntusV.

InteroceanS. S. Co .. 108F. 2d 185, 187 (6thCir. 1939) .

.1lG. Robinson,Handbook ofAdmiralty Law in the United States 280 (1939).
ll14 C.F.R. § 1214.703 (1981) deftnes "commander" and' 'pilot." The pilot is second in command.
"49 U.S.C. § 1301(7) (1976).
"14 C.F.R. § 1.1(1981).
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employer has the normal common law defenses of contributoty negligence, assumption
of the risk, or the fellow-servant rule. In most instances, however, the workers'
compensation laws, enacted by evety state, have provided an administrative substitute
for normal ton liability. Although the employer's liability under the workers'
compensation laws is absolute for on-duty injuries, the compensation under such laws is
far more modest than what a victim might receive under normal ton law. Also, there is
no liability under the workets' compensation laws for off-the-job accidents or for illness.
The seaman has a far more intimate relation with his ship than does the airman to
his aircraft; his ship is his home for the duration of the trip. The fine distinctions
between on and off duty and the determination of what is in the course of employment
have little relevance in maritime law. Maritime law has recognized the necessity to
depart from the normal rules governing master and servant relations and to provide the
seaman with a unique status with regard to his health and welfare. The astronauts, as
crewman, will resemble the aircraft crewmembers only during the brief transition phase
from outer space to earth landing. While in orbit or in navigation to another planet, the
astronaut's life will revolve around his spacecraft just as a seaman's does around his ship.
The status of astronauts as envoys of mankind was flfSt officially declared in UN
Resolution 1962, approved by the General Assembly on December 13, 1963. The last
paragraph of that resolution provides:
States shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind in outer space, and shall cender to
them all possible assistance in the event of accident, disuess, or emergency landing on
the territory of a foreign state or on the high seas. Astronauts who make such a landing

shall be safely and promp~y rerumecl to the State of registry of the space vehicle. l '

This same language with cenain minor drafting changes became the flfSt paragraph of
Article V of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967. Other than the right of all possible
assistance in the event of accident, distress, or emergency landing, what legal benefits
flow from being designated envoys of mankind have yet to unfold. The probability
remains that not all space voyagers, but only astronauts in particular, were meant to
receive preferential treatrn~nt. Although the precise status of astronauts will be
determined by the couns and the legislatures, this study reflects how seamen, as the
nearest counterparts to astronauts, have been the recipients of special protection.
As wards of the admiralty, seamen have always been regarded with parental
concern. Two quite distinct reasons are given by the couns to justify this preferential
treatment. One reason stems from the concept that seamen are uneducated.
irresponsible, and naive. The second reason is based on the precarious nature of their
work and on the need to promote their welfare to achieve national security and
economic health.
Nearly one hundred and sixty years ago, Justice Stoty, one of the most respected
admiralty judges of all time, referred to seamen as "generally poor and friendless, with
1' .• 'Declaration of Legal Principles Governing Activities of Scates in the Exploration and use of Outer
Space," submitted by Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space Resolution 1962 (XVIII) adopted by the
General Assembly on December 13, 1963 (1280th meeting), as recommended by First Committee A/5656,
draft resolution I.
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habits of gross indulgence, carelessness, and improvidence, who, as a class, were
remarkable for their rashness, thoughtlessness and improvidence." He further wrote:
"Seamen combine, in a singular manner the apparent anomalies of gallantry,
extravagance, profusion in expenditure, indifference to the future, credulity, which is
easily won, and confidence which is readily surprised."26 Obviously, this type of
characterization is not descriptive of the modem astronaut. It has been noted, however,
that neither do modem seamen, at least United States seamen, fit this anclent
description of the modem astronaut. The average United States seamen is now welleducated, well-paid, and well· represented by a powerful union. Yet his status as a ward
of the admiralty is unchanged. 27
The second line of reasoning underpinning the wardship theoty for the seaman
relates more significantly to the astronaut and to the development of a special status for
the astronaut:
."
"",.'.

There is the great public policy of preserving this important class of citizens for the
cOmlnercial service and maritime defense of the nation. Every act of legislation which
secures their healths. increase their comforts. and administers to their infIrmities; binds
them more strongly to their country; and the parental law. which relieves them in
sickness by fastening their interest to the ship is as wise a policy as it is just an
obligation,28

Special protection, wrote Justice Story, encouraged persons to take up the call of the sea
and to engage in perilous voyages with more energy and at lower wages.
There are, as of August 31, 1981, seventy-nine qualified astronauts on dury with
NASA.29 The need to encourage astronaut applications by promising special benefits is
not likely to arise until a space journey becomes as ordinary and as commonplace as a sea
voyage. Cenainly by the middle of the next century, in the lifetime of those already
born, space journeys should be as common as air flights and sea voyages are today. As
the population of spacefarers grows," so will the number of spaceflight crews orasttonauts
who will be needed to routinely rranspon personnel and cargo. Astronauts as a class will
perform the same duties relating to the carriage of goods and personnel to, from, and in
space that seamen now perform on the navigable waters of the world.
Since seamen are confined to their ships over long voyages, their health and welfare
are closely linked to the operation and management of the ship. When seamen become
sick, their duties must be performed by others. Sick seamen must be cared for as part of
the ship's complement until pon is reached, unless, of course, medical evacuation by air
or by sea is possible. A strong body of maritime law has developed to protect the seaman
who becomes disabled; it has no counterparr in the shore-based common law and falls
under the heading "maintenance and cure." The Supreme Coun has described
"Brown v. Lull, 4F. Cas. 407, 409 (C.C.D. Mass. 1836) (No. 2,018).
17H.

Baer.Admlt-dry Law ofthe Supreme Court 105-06 (3d ed., 1979).

~Harden v.

Gordon, 11 F. Cas. 480. 483 (C.C.D" Me. 1823) (No" 6,047).

19115·1Av. Week&Space Tech. 11 (1981).
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maintenance and CUTe as one of the most pervasive incidents or responsibility anciently
imposed on shipowners for rhe well-being of rheir crews. It was frrst recognized in a
Supreme Court decision in 1902. Justice Brown wrote: The law was settled rhat rhe
vessel and her owners are liable in case a seaman falls sick or is wounded in rhe service of
rhe ship to rhe extent of his maintenance and cure and to his wages, at least so long as
rhe voyage is continued."
Maintenance and cure has sometimes been compared to shore-based workers'
compensation laws because it places a liability on rhe ship owner for rhe welfare of rhe
seaman wirhout regard to any fault on rhe ship owner's part and is based solely on rhe
seaman's employment relationship. While workers' compensation is rhe exclusive land
remedy against an employer, maintenance and cure is not the exclusive maritime
remedy against an employer. The seaman may also sue his employer for negligence
under rhe Jones Act or for breach of duty for failing to provide a seaworrhy vessel.
AdditionalIy, rhe right to maintenance and cure is a charge on rhe vessel as well as on
rhe employer himself. The seaman can assen a maritime lien of rhe highest ptiority
against rhe vessel by a suit in rem while still suing rhe shipowner in personam.
Maintenance and cure is a product of rhe maritime law of alI nations. The
Shipowners' liability Convention provides rhat rhe shipowner shaII be liable for rhe
sickness, injuty, and dearh resulting rherefrom of all persons employed on board any
vessel, but not a warship, ordinarily engaged in maritime navigation." By national law,
however states may exempt rhe shipowner from liability for injury incuned rhat is not in .
the service of the ship or rhat is due to rhe willful misbehavior or intentional
concealment of illness by rhe seaman. The Convention also provides rhat rhe shipowner
is liable for rhe expenses of medical care and suppon until rhe sick or injured seaman
reaches maximum cure." The Supreme Court has held rhat rhe seaman who is injuted
while on shore leave or while returning to or leaving rhe ship is in rhe ship's service and
is entitled to maintenance and cure. Justice Rutledge has said, "It is rhe ship's business
which subjects rhe seaman to rhe risk anending hours of relaxation in strange
surroundings."33 The seaman's right to maintenance and-cure is absolute. unless it can
be shown rhat he intentionally concealed a disability or illness at rhe time he signed on.
In a case where a seaman was discovered to have active tuberculosis, rhe Supreme Coun
discussed rhe duration of rhe obligation of rhe shipowner: Maintenance and cure is
designed to provide a seaman wirh food and lodging when he becomes sick or injured in
rhe ship's service; and it extends beyond rhe period when he is incapacitated to do a
seaman's work and continues until he reaches maximum recovery .34

'''l'heOsceola. 189 U.S. 158. 17l (1903).

31Shipowner's Liability Convention,supra nore 17.

"Id., Art. 4(1).
"Aguilar v. Standard Oil Co .. 318 U.S. 724, 734 (1943).
"Vaugh v. Atkinson, 369 U.S. 527, 531 (1962).
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Seamen employed by the United States Government are not given the broad
remedies that are given seamen employed by private shipowners. The government
seaman is restricted to those rights held by a shore-based government employee. In
reviewing the statutory history regarding United States Government seamen, Chief
Justice Warren wrote: Congress thought of these employees more as Government
employees who happened to be seamen than seamen who by chance worked for the
Government." There was a strong dissent to this position by Justice Harlan who stated
that, normally, government seamen, in general, would be betrer off under general
maritime law than they would be under the rules and regulations for ordinary
government employees.'"
This raises the question whether there is any reason to consider as possible
precedent the maritime rule of maintenance and cure as long as astronauts remain
government employees. Certainly when seamen employed by the United States have no
maritime remedies, NASA astronauts will fare no better. The space frontier will not
long be the exclusive domain of astronauts in the military and civil service however. As
industrialization takes place and private enterprise brings its personnel and material into
this new environment, the number of astronauts who are not government employees
will measurably outdistance those who are, particularly if a broad scope is attached to
the meaning of "astronaut." The doctrine of maintenance and cure should apply
equally in space, where isolation and perils will be as prevalent as at sea.
The concept of providing for the welfare and health of those crews who regularly
sojourn in space and who live on-board spacecraft or space stations for considerable
periods of time justifies the need for a protective law on health and welfare. A simple
rule based upon the maritime analogy of placing the absolute duty of care and support
on the spacecraft owner and operator has many advantages. Such a rule could place at
the federal level all United States law on the subject and would abolish any common law
defenses of spacecraft owners and operators, such as assumption of risk, contributory
negligence, and the fellow-servant rule. A ruled based upon maritime principles would
also aid in providing a unified federal tule in place of the piecemeal legislation by the
various stateS and would also promote uniformity among sovereign spacefaring nations.
Additionally, it would place the risks on the party most able to bear them, the owner
and operator, and would allow insurance premiums to be calculated on the basis of each
space flight, rather than on the astronaut himself or his employer. Space travel will be
hazardous, voyages long and hardships endured, for the most part, as yet unimaginable.
Justice Stoty's remarks concerning seamen, in 1823, when referring to "the real public
policy of preserving this important class of citizens for the commercial service in
maritime defense of the nation", seem just as relevant to space crews.
Whether or not it was intended to give astronauts special protection by addressing
them as envoys of mankind or to equate them to seamen who deserve special
considerations, there is merit in providing astronauts with the right to a space borne
maintenance and cure remedy.

3'Amell v. United States. 384 U.S. 158, 163 (1966).

36Id. at 172· 74 (Harlan,]., dissenting).
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The seaman is the beneficiary of another remedy that is peculiar to maritime law:
the right to sue the shipowner if the seaman is injured because his ship is unseaworthy.
The obligation of the shipowner to furnish a seaworthy vessel for the crew extends not
only to the fitness of the ship itself, but to the appliances and equipment on board and
to the competence of the crewmembers." The shipowner's duty is an absolute one; the
seaman does not have to prove any negligence on the shipowner's part in order to
recover." This contrasts with the duty to provide an airworthy aircraft. No special body
of ton law has developed conceming airworthiness. The final responsibility for
airworthiness lies jointly with the FAA, which issues the Airworthiness cenificate, and
the owners and operators, who must comply with the FAA rules." The aircraft owner's
obligations, however, do not reach as far as the shipowner's. The aircraft owner's
liability for injuries resulting from the operation of an unsafe aircraft is predicated on
negligence, not on strict liability. 40 As long as the owner has taken all reasonable
measures, including pre-flight checks, to insure that his aircraft is airworthy, and has
secured the appropriate cenification, neither the pilot nor the owner bear responsibility
for accidents that might occur because of defects in the aircraft.
In addition, the shipowner's duty to the crew to furnish a vessel seaworthy in all
respects is nondelegable. 41 He cannot, by chartering the ship to another or by giving a
ponion of the trip over to the control of stevedores, escape the ultimate responsibility
for maintaining a safe vessel. 42 The fact that another seaman may have noticed the
unsafe condition on board the vessel but failed to correct it, or even that another seaman
may have created the unsafe condition, will not operate to relieve the shipowner of this
responsibility." Even a temporary unseaworthy condition, one that developed after the
vessel left pon, can make the shipowner liable for any damage that ensues. Nor can the
seaman be held to have assumed the risk when he uses some patently defective
equipment or anempts to do some obviously risky task. It has been held that his duty to
obey orders overrides the consent ordinarily implied from the knowledge of the
danger;"

~1G.

Gilmore&C. Black, The Law ofAdmiralty 65 (2d. ed. 1976) [hereinafcercited as G.r1more&BlackJ.

~82 M. Norris, The Law of the Seaman § 622, 625 (1970) [hereinafter cited as Noms]; see also. Carlisle
Packing Co. v. Sandanger, 259 U.S. 255. 259 (1922) (boat held unseaworthy where not provided with life

preservers).
39As

to the pilot's responsibility, see 14 C.F.R. § 91.29 (1981).

-klSee Wilson v. Colonial Air Transport 180 N.E. 212, 214 Mass. (1932) (for common carriers); see also 1
L. Kreindler, Aviation Accident Law § 4.01 (rev. ed. 1981) (for discourse on private carriers) .

• 1Nonis. suprlJ note 38, a[§ 622.

43Id.
«Mahnich v. Southern S. S. Co., 321 U.S. 96, 103 (1944).
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The liability of the shipowner can be mitigated, but not defeated, by showing that
the seaman-claimant was negligent in the manner in which he performed his duties or
handled ship equipment. In most jurisdictions, an aircrewman's own negligence that
contributed to or caused his injuries would rule out any tOrt recovery from his employer
or the pilot.
Why the duty for seaworthiness is imposed on the shipowner rather than on the
shipmaster is explained by Judge Augustus N. Hand: "A ship is an instrumentality full
of internal hazards, aggravated, if not created, by the uses to which she is put. It seems
to us that everything is to be said for holding her absolutely liable to her crew for injuries
arising from defects in her hull and equipment. ""
The shipmaster is not comparable to the aircraft pilot, who has the personal duty to
insure the safe condition of his aircraft before he takes it off the ground. Even though
the modem aircraft has become a complex machine, the pilot still must inspect it, run
through a pre-flight checklist, and conduct a warm-up before he is cleared to take off.
The shipmaster, however, must rely on the expertise of many different categories of
experts, including engineers, fIremen, electricians, matinearchitects, surveyors, and
inspectors to certify that the vessel is ready for launch or departure. The vessel inspection
laws of the United States have been described by Chief Justice Hughes as a maze of
legislation; without professional expertise on the vatious laws regarding this subject, it
would be extremely difficult for any person, regardless of competence, to be the sole
responsible officer for issuing frnal clearance. 4•
The complexity of the space shuttle is indicative of how future space transport craft
will be constructed, equipped, and operated. The shurtle, in diversity and
sophistication, seems more comparable to large ocean-going vessels than to the less
complex rransport aircraft. The dependence of the .shuttle on computers and pre-flight
programing as well as the state of its propulsion and life suppOrt systems requires a
vatiety of expertise no single commander could possibly possess.
Therefore, it seems that the responsibilities of the spacecraft commander resemble
more closely those of the ship captain than those of the aircraft commander. It will be
the spacecraft owner or charterer rather than the commander who plans the mission,
establishes its duration and routes, decides on the go or no-go launch mission,
determines the fItness of the craft for its intended mission, and determines the overall
safety of the flight. The commander will be responsible primarily for the operation,
navigation, and management of his spacecraft during the voyage. The internal hazards
to which Judge Hand referred will be ever present on space voyages, and it is the
spacecraft owner, like the shipowner, who should have the undeviating duty to maintain
his craft fIt, tight, and staunch in all respects. Spaceworthiness, like seaworthiness,
should be an absolute, nondelegable duty upon the owner, a duty not to be defeated by
the common law defenses of assumption of risk, contributory negligence, or the fellowservant rule. Maritime law rather than aviation law charts the berter course for
developing rules as to owner and operator liability and responsibility in space
operations.

"The A. H. A. Scandrecr, 87 F. 2d 708, 711 (2d err. 1937).

"1'. Pat Kellyv. Washington. 302 U.S. 1,4 (1937).
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The rights to maintenance and cure and to an indemnity for an unseaworthy vessel
are not rhe only remedies available to a seaman against his employer. In 1920, Congress
passed an amendment to rhe Seamans Act of 1915 to provide rhe seaman wirh a
common law remedy based on rhe negligence of his employer." This amendment
known as rhe Jones Act, gave rhe seaman rhe same rights against his employer as rhe
railway employee had against his employer. The amendment also provided rhe seaman
wirh a right to juty trial at his election. The railroad employee is covered by rhe Federal
Employers' Liability Act, so rhe provisions of rhat Act were made applicable to rhe
seaman.·8 It is beyond rhe purview of rhis study to go into rhe Jones Act or rhe Federal
Employers' Liability Act in detail; however, rhe effect of rhe Jones Act was to give rhe
seaman or his representative a rhirdground on which to base a remedy against rhe
negligent shipowner if the seaman was injured or killed.
Setting aside rhe issue of governmental immunity, rhe injured astronaut could
benefit from an extension of rhe Jones Act to cover astronauts as well as seamen.
Alternatively, separate legislation to give space crews essentially rhe same rights against
rheir employer as are given by rhe Federal Employers' Liability Act to railroad employees
would accomplish rhe same purpose. The astronaut, as mankind's envoy, could rhen
have rhe same favorable status granted to rhe seaman: rhe right to comprehensive healrh
and medical benefits (maintenance and cure), rhe right to a vehicle rhat is spaceworthy
(seaworthiness), and rhe right to hold his own employer-spacecraft owner liable for
negligence Gones Act).
The STS Handbook provides rhat the spacecraft commander is responsible for the
safety of personnel on board and has rhe aurhority to deviate from rhe flight plan to
preserve crew safety.·' When a person on board, and more particularly, for rhe purposes
of rhis section, a crewmember, becomes sick or injured, it will be rhe commander's duty
to determine what arrangements to make for his well-being. The question of adequate
medical care may present two distinct issues .. The first concerns the amount of medical
provisions rhat should be kept on board a space transpott. The second concerns rhe
rhreshold at which a commander, in rhe interest of his disabled crewman, should abott
rhe mission and return rhe disabled spaceman to earrh or request an intra-vehicular
space rescue.
Wirh rhe advent of space travel over a period of weeks or more, rules for rhe
protection of merchant seamen are impottant pre<edents for rhe determination of rules
for rhe protection of spacemen. Maritime law has never required rhe presence of a
licensed physician on board evety oceangoing vessel, but, as a matter of practice, most
pleasure liners do carty a doctor as part of rhe ship's complement.'· Aircraft flight
attendants are trained in emergency medical procedures."

"46 U.S.c. § 688 (1976).
"45 U.S.C.§§ 51, 53. 54, 56. 59 (1976).

4.9STSHandbook,supra note 13, at4~23.

"14 C.F.R. § 121.417 (1981).
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Merchant vessels undertaking prolonged voyages are required by statute to carry
medicine chests, and failure to have one on board subjects the shipmaster or owner to a
$500 fIne." Although no similar law exists as to spacecrafts, a spacecraft owner would be
negligent for failing to make corresponding medical supplies available.
When a mission in space should be aborted for the health and safety of a
crewmember, it poses a dilemma where an extended voyage is underway. Early mission
termination could involve the loss of millions of dollars in time and equipment. In the
early phases of spaceflight, the fmal decision to abort might rest either with the launch
authority at Kennedy or with Mission Control at Johnson. Once the manned spacecraft
voyage extends beyond low earth orbit, the shuttle commander's recommendation as to
the dangers involved and to the costs of an early return will be decisive. Here, maritime
decisions on unscheduled port call have precedential value.
As a general rule, a shipmaster has a duty to put into the nearest POrt when he has a
seriously injured or sick seaman on board. Justice Brown wrote that while the duty to
provide proper medical treatment for seamen falling ill in the service of the ship. is
imposed on the shipowners by all maritime nations, each case depends on its own facts:
[AJll that can be demanded of the master is the exercise of reasonable
judgement . ... He is not absolutely bound to put intO such palt if the cargo be such as
would be seriously injured by the delay. Even the claims of humanity must be weighed
in balance with the loss that W9u1d probably occur to the owners of the ship and cargo.
A seafaring life is a dangerous one, accidents of this kind are peculiarly liable to occur. ~3

Like the shipmaster, the astronaut in command could be confronted with the
choice of continuing the mission at some risk of the loss of expensive investigations or
explorations underway. When a space rescue service is inaugerated, intervehicular
transfers will somewhat alleviate the problem of what to do with seriously sick personnel
on board, but this will not totally solve the problem where the voyage is to a distant
planet or otherwise beyond the range of rescue vehicles. In the fmal analysis, the saving
of life, and not the preservation of equipment and cargo, should be the paramount
concern; the difficult determination will arise when the premature de-orbit to save one
life places the rest of the petsonnel on board in some jeopardy.
In 1980, NASA, for the fIrst time, promulgated a regulation dealing with astronaut
commander of the space transportation system.'· NASA cited in support of this
regulation the NASA Act relation to the security and plenary. powers 9f the
Administrators, sections of the criminal code relative to punitive sanctions for violating
NASA regulations, and Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty. The NASA regulation
provides that all personnel on board an STS flight are subject to the authority of the
commander and to this order." The STS commander's authority is absolute, and he

"46U.S.C. § 667 (1976).
"Thelroquo~,

194 U.S. 240, 243 (1904).

"14 C.F.R. § 1214.700 (1981).

"ld. § 1214.702-.704.
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may take whatever action he deems necessary to enforce order and discipline. to provide
for the safety and well-being of all personnel on board. and to protect the spacecraft and
its payload. The STS commander may use any reasonable and necessary means.
including the use of force. to fulfIll his responsibilities. His authoriry is not limited to
United States employees or to United States nationals. When necessary for the safety of
the STS and other personnel. the STS commander may subject any person on board to
restraint." In case the STS commander becomes incapacitated. the second in command.
the pilot will assume the duties of the commander.
The Federal Aviation Regulations (FARS) do not go into the same detail with
respect to the disciplinary authoriry of the aircraft commander. The regulations simply
provide that the pilot in command of an aircraft is directly responsible for, and is the
final authoriry as to, the operation of that aircraft." In an emergency the pilot in
command may deviate from the rules governing flight operations to the extent required.
The regulations also provide that no person may assault, threaten, intimidate, or
interfere with a crewmember in the performance of his duties aboard an aircraft being
operated." There is no specifrc provision concerning the disciplinary powers of the pilot
in command, but they can be implied from other provisions. For example, one provison
states that no pilot in command may allow any object to be dropped from his aircraft in
flight if that creates a hazard to persons or properry."
The powers of the aircraft commander are specially delineated in Chapter III of the
.Tokyo Convention, to which the United States is a parry. 6. The commander may impose
reasonable measures, including restraint, when necessary to protect the aircraft,
personnel, andproperry, to maintain discipline, or to maintain custody until
appropriate authorities on the ground can take custody. 61 The basic objective of the
Tokyo Convention is to prevent crimes on board and to forestall any threats to flight
safery. Although an agreement between the contracting parties, the Tokyo Convention
requires specifrc implementation by each country's own law. There has been no
statutory implementation in the United States, however, of the specifrc powers of the
aircraft commander. The Federal Aviation Act does make aircraft piracy punishable by
twenry years imprisonment, or more if death results from the act or attempt." The Act
also makes it a crime to interfere with flight crew members. Since neither the statutes
nor the FARS are specifrc on the aircraft commander's responsibilities, they must be
inferred from the powers given to him under the Tokyo Convention.

"1d. § 1214.702(d).
"14 C.F.R. § 9163(0) (1980).

"lti. § 591.8(0).
"1d. § 91.13.
6OConvenuon on Offenses and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft. September 14, 1963,
(1969). 20 U.S.T. 2941, T.I.A.S. 6768 [hereinafter cited as Tokyo Convention].

61Id.

at art.

6.

"49U.S.C. § 1472(n) (1) (1976 & Supp. III 1979).
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Maritime law provides the master with absolute authority on board ship. Shipping
articles contain the promise that the crew will be "obedient to the lawful commands of
the ... master, or of any person who shall lawfully succeed him and of their superior
officers in everything relating to the vessel .... ' '" In holding that under the Articles,
a crew may not strike,Justice Byrnes of the Supreme Court said:
Ever since men have gone to sea, the relationship of master to seamen }:las been entirely
different from that of employer to employee on land. The lives of passengers and crew as
well as the safety of ship and cargo are entrusted to the master' 5 care. Everyone and
everything depends on him. He must command and the crew must obey. Authorities
cannot be divided. 64

Quoting from an economic survey of the United States Merchant Marine, Justice
Byrnes inserted a footnote: "[W]hen a man puts foot on the deck of a ship, he becomes
part of a disciplined organism subject to the navigation laws of the United States. ".,
There are numerous provisions in the laws governing merchant seamen that provide
starutory sanctions for the master's authoriry over his crew. The master may place a
willfully disobedienr seaman in irons and if disobedience continues, may place him on
bread and water for four days at a time. 66 Any seaman who incites another to resist
lawful orders of the master or to neglect his proper dury on board may be punished by a
$1,000 fine or by five years ·ofimprisonment. Any revolt or murniy of seamen is a serious
offense punishable by a fine of $2,000 or by ten years imprisonment, or both. The
refusal by seamen to obey orders while on board their vessel can amount to mutiny."
The authoriry of a master over his crew has been compared to that of a parent over his
children. and the master has been referred to as standing in loco parentis.
In some ways the maintenance of discipline on board spacecraft can best be
analogized to the maintenance of discipline on board aircraft. In other respects, it is the
totalitarian authoriry of the sea captain that may have the most resemblance to the
authoriry of the aircraft commander. The Tokyo Convention deals explicitly with the
authority of the aircraft commander. 68 Although it spells out the' commander's
authoriry to enforce discipline on board, its major thrust is to provide security against
the passengers who harbor criminal intent. By contrast, the emphasis in the maritime
laws concerning the master's authoriry relates to his control of the crew, rather than to
his control of the passengers on board. The reason is partly historical. Seamen, as wards
of admiralry, were considered vagrant and irresponsible and in need of a stern hand
while the maritime passengers were considered more educated and respectable. In
contrast, aircraft crews have generally been regarded as, and in fact have been, highly"46 U.S.C. § 713 (1976).
"SoumemS. S. Co. v. NLRB. 316U.S. 31. 38 (1942).

6SId. at4S.
"46 U.S.c. § 701 (1976).
"18 U.S.C. § 2192 (1976).

6flSee supra note 60 and accompanying text.
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trained and motivated as well as self-disciplined. Most of the disciplinary problems on
board aircraft have come from the criminal or uninhibited, sometimes intoxicated,
elements among the passengers. A disruptive passenger. on board an aircraft is normally
far more dangerous than one on board ship.
.
For the immediate furure, STS commanders are not likely to encounter disciplinary
problems. Crew members will be highly trained and motivated, and the passengers, or
the payload specialists, will be carefully selected and will be retained for their roles
under NASA guidance. Disciplinary problems can be expected to occur when nonmission related passengers are carried, such as journalists, technical representatives of
contractors, and foreign obsetvers, and when the Shuttle becomes a space bus to
transport constrUction and repair personnel to work on space stations and orbital
factories.
As space missions take transport spacecraft farther from earth and require larger onboard maintenance and operational crews, the precedent of maritime law will become
increasingly important. When great distances separate the spacecraft from its home
port, it will not be as easy to offload the recalcittant or disorderly crewman or specailist
as it is for the aircraft to offload the offending air passenger by making an unscheduled
landing. Spacecraft crews that live together over extended periods of time provide a
greater potential for dissension and word disruption than do aircraft crews that have only
transitory relations with their fellow crewmen on board. Just as mariner finds liniited
diversion opportunities at sea to provide relief from the monotony of work, spacemen,
without even limited opportUniry for shore leave, may zmd time heavy on their hands.
Crew morale is an extremely important factor at sea and will be equally or more
important in space. The need for the absolute, undivided disciplinary authoriry of the
shipmaster, then, becomes a striking parallel to spell out in ,detail the fuII range of the
disciplinary authoriry vested in the spacecraft commander by NASA regulation. There
will have to be a starutory basis for command authority, authoriry which is not limited to
NASA spacecraft commanders, but to all in charge of any object in space. The Tokyo
Convention will have its application to spaceflight and so will the disciplinary laws and
regulations pertaining to the Merchant Marine.
This article has attempted to survey the law of asttonauts as it might develop along
parallel lines to the law of seamen. Quite obviously only time will reveal how and to
what degree the legal starus of astronauts will be assimilated to the legal starus of
seamen. Yet the problems of astronauts' safery and welfare over long periods of space
travel will inevitably bring forth a new body of law in this area. Because jurisprudence is
achieved by comparisons and analogies, it is the view here that this will lead decision
makers and legislators to draw extensively on the most beneficial treatment provided
seamen when shaping new law to protect astronauts in space.

EVENTS OF INTEREST
A. Past Events

(a) Reports on UNISPACE 82
1. UNISPACE 82 and Beyond
UNISPACE 82,' was born out of a desire to explore how the world-wide activities in
outer space, including international cooperation, could be developed to ensure that the
potential benefits from space science, technology and their applications would be truly
realized for all countries. There was a general feeling that the potential of space was
much greater than currently appreciated and utilized by most countries and that the
benefits were not shared as widely as they could be. It was also felt, in a sense, that one
should now move beyond widening the a1seady existing highways to building new
pathways in the wilderness.
The planning for the Conference was carried out by the 53-member United Nations
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) and its Scientific and
Technical Sub-Committee; these two were designated as the Preparatory Committee
and Advisory Committee, respectively, for the Conference.
The decision to hold the Conference was made after lengthy discussions lasting
several years. The drawing up of the agenda of the Conference was in itself a significant
part of the initial preparations-to the extent that the detailed agenda itself recognized,
and set a tone for the manner in which the Conference might address various issues.
While "legal" issues as such were not included, it was clearly stated that "the
Conference should not be limited to discussions of science and technology, but should
also consider the relevance to man and his environment." This was specifically stated to
counter a move to convert the Conference to an international scientific and technical
symposium, somewhat along the lines of the 1968 Conference on Space. The broad
scope of the Conference was further emphasized by stating that the agenda should be
broad enough to include all considerations set out and •• permit discussion of scientific,
technical, social, economic, organizational and other aspects as well as their
intertelationship. "
This is perhaps not the time to recount all the details of the extensive preparations
for the Conference, lasting well over two years, but some of the elements might be of
interest. The draft report of the Conference was to be based primarily on the national
papers submitted by various member states, reports of various specialized agencies and
the discussions within the Preparatory Committee. One important source of input for
preparations was the series of twelve background papers produced with the help of
about 200 scientists from around the world. These papers were edited and circulated to
all member-states and everyone else concerned with the Conference. It is significant to
note that among the many organizations and individuals who contributed to this vital
+ This report is based on an invited lecrure delivered by the author at the Congress of the International
Asuonaucical Federation (paris, Sept. 27, 1982) ..

lUnited Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (Vienna, Aug. 9-21,
1982).
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activiry, the IAF,' along with CaSPAR,' played a stellar role. Recognizing that the
value of these background papers goes beyond this Conference and that the interested
audience might be much larger than the participants in UNISPACE 82, an edited
version of these papers has been published in the form of a book entitled "The World in
Space"4.
A large number of regional and inter-regional seminars on Space Applicationsand the meaning of the Conference in this regard-were organized in several places
around the world. The agenda of UNISPACE 82 was addressed extensively in these
seminars, some of which were also able to discuss the earlier versions of the draft repon.
The repons of these seminars provided useful material for revising the draft repon and
some additional background information to the participants of the Conference. Several
other activities for public information and generation of a global interest in the issues of
the Conference were cartied out. These included essay and poster contests, space
exhibitions at the UN Headquarters, newsleners and a number of seminars and
meetings initiated by the Conference Secretariat and arranged by several interested
organizations.
The fmt version of the draft repon was prepared by the Secretary-General of the
Conference and presented to the Advisory Comminee at its meeting inJanuary 1982. In
preparing this draft an anempt was made by us to synthesize the views expressed in
various national papers, regional seminars and discussions in the 'preparatory
Committee, drawing upon the information and analysis contained in the background
papers and, of course, our own learning and understanding of the state of space science
and technology around the world and various effons and aspirations in this regard.
Taking into account the comments of the Advisory Committee and those of various
specialized agencies and organizations, a revised version of the draft repon was prepared
for consideration of the Preparatory Committee in March 1982. This was considered on a
paragraph-by-paragraph basis and a number of amendments were made. The fmal
version of the draft repott had 430 paragraphs out of which only fIfteen could not be
adopted by general consensus, and were therefore put in "square brackets". This draft,
as approved by the Preparatory Comminee, was circulated to all member-states and
others concerned in May 1982 and was the main topic of discussion at the Conference in
Vienna in the month of August 1982.' Those who participated in the Conference would
recall that the discussions were intense and the armosphere very dynamic. It is
noteworthy that the fmal repon of the Conference was adopted by agreement of all
concerned.' This result bodes well for the future of world-wide space activities and
international cooperation in this imponant, many facted adventure of man.
lIntemacional Ascronaucica1 Federation (lAF).
3Committee on Space Research (CaSPAR). International Council of Scientific Unions.
4The World in Space (Chipman ed., 1982).
'Draft Report of the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Queer
Space. U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 10113 (1982).

6R.eport of the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 101/10 (1982).
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Before dilating on the outcome of the Conference and its future significance, let
me touch on one of the important, perhaps peripheral, activities which took place
during the Conference-an activity which might come to have a wider relevance for the
future. These were connected with a series of "space demonstrations" that we had
organized with the cooperation of various countries and organizations. The purpose was
to highlight ways in which space technology is actually being applied in various
countries, in different social and physical settings and to attempt to bting to the
conference hall in Vienna varying images of humanity in different parts of the world as
it is being touched by space technology (e.g., scenes from village India, Indonesia and
Northern Canada). Several of the demonstrations were brought live to the conference
hall using a number of satellites and earth stations, and projected onto a large screen.
Included was an experiment in remote interpretation (with interpreters in New York)
and the operational use of satellite channels for transmission and translation' of
docume,nts. The implication is that in the space age large international conferences and
other professional and political dialogues can be held at many places around the world
which otherwise would have been unacceptable; further, that there could be, in
ptinciple, a substantial cost saving.
It is difficult to remain impartail in evaluting something, in the creation of which
one has played some modest role. It is therefore not surprising that I tend to agree with
the assessment of a friend that the document incorporating the conference repott' is
perhaps the best existing material, between two covets, dealing analytically with the
cutrent staros, social implications, and the future agenda of space activities, keeping in
mind the diversity of the current social and techno-economic situation on the planet. If
generally accepted as it is hoped it would be, this would be a rather remarkable
statement about a document produced by an international conference, where so many
different points of view need to be accommodated. The analysis of issues is followed up
with specific recommendations for studies and other action. The suggestions and
recommendations are addressed to countries themselves, to specialized agencies,
international organizations and the UN system itself. Among the numerous
recommendations in the report, the following are, in my view, of special importance:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Feasibility studies on the need and viability of operational international
satellite systems for meteorology, remote sensing and navigation.
A substantial programme for human resource development involving a
number of fellowships for indepth exposure of developing-country
personnel to space science, technology and applications.
Stimulation of greater cooperation amongst developing countries
through exchange of informacion and by encouraging use of equipment
developed in these countries.
Setting up of an international space informacion service.
Expanding and re-orienting the United Nations Programme on Space
Applications.
Strengthening and expanding the United Nations Outer Space Affairs
Division and, if the General Assembly so decides, converting it to a
Centre for Outer Space.
Giving appropriate attention and high priority to mechanisms for
responding to the grave concern of the international community about
an arms race in outer space.

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA).
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The report stresses the need and advantages of greater international cooperation
and, at the same time, emphasizes the importance of stimulating the growth of
indigenous nuclei and an autonomous technological base in developing countries.
While giving a rather balanced assessment of the state of space science and technology
and stressing the need for pursuing space science even in the developing countries, the
report rightly gives more attention to the earth-bound applications of space technology.
Considerable attention is devoted to actual means and mechanisms, including the
organizational elements, through which the full benefits of space could be realized and
shared more widely and equitably. This is a matter of great importance if space
technology is not to become, as many other technologies have in the past, a cause for
further widening of these disparities.
Unlike many recent world conferences, this one did not choose to recommend the
creation of a large new fund or a major new institution. Such simple symbols of having
done something big and important as a result of a large world conference are often
facades to hide the lack of agreement and understanding on substantive issues.
The Conference report is laced with suggestions and recommendations for various
types of studies. This arises from the fact that the Conference engaged in a searching
enquiry into a very complex question of finding ways to convert and bend this most
modem of technologies into becoming an appropriate means for enhancing the human
conditiclI;! in different parts of the world. There was also a concern that the introduction
of this technology should not lead to an increase in dependence; instead, it should
pro~ide ways of inter-linking people everywhere, giving voice to those who are never
heard, an initiative to the latent energies of large masses of humanity far away from
centres of action and influence. Suggestions for some of the major studies arise from a
concern that people around the world, after being introduced to, and possibly addicted
to, the applications of some of the experimental space systems in meteorology, remote
sensing and navigation should have some assurance that the services provided by such
systems would be available on a continuing basis. That is why it is vital to give due
importance to the recommendations about feasibility studies on the need and viability
of operational international systems for meteorology, remote sensing and navigation. As
of now there is no guarantee of any kind that data from such systems, or from more
appropriate systems to be developed in the future, would continue to be available at
affordable prices to all countries. If these studies fmally do result in the establishment of
operational international systems in these fields, it would be an important achievement
ofUNISPACE 82.
The recommendation about the setting up of an international space information
system, "initially consisting of a directoty of sources of information and data services",
is relatively easy to implement in terms of mechanics. However, the categorization of
relevant data, and even an appropriate index thereof, would require imaginative
handling, with due appreciation that often-times the need is for information,
equipment and methodologies which, on the face of it, may not have much to do with
satellites, launch vehicles, receiving stations or computarized processing equipment.
One will have to learn to assess the information needs from the point of view of the enduser and not suppliers of the most sophisticated hardware. The appreciation for what is
relevant can clearly come through a close working with the real life problems which
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might have a space-related component. Such an infonnation system within the UN
could play a very important catalytic role in development of true international
cooperation in space-impacted areas and perhaps even beyond these areas.
The report refers to the need for regional cooperation. A great deal already exists,
but there is a largely untapped scope for this, especially between developing countries.
The already existing initiatives in this regard are the Mrican Remote Sensing Council,
AFROSAT, ASEAN cooperation with regard to PALAPA utilization, the Asian Remote
Sensing Programme, proposals for a Latin American Remote Sensing Council and even a
space agency, and so on, and these should be more actively pursued. The European
Space Agency (ESA) provides an outstanding example of what regional cooperation in
space can yield. Perhaps the focus, in the case of developing countries, would have to be
somewhat wider than the merely technical and fmancial cooperation, but even this itself
would go far towards building islands of self-confidence in parts of the world where few
exist. Hopefully, the recommendations of the Conference in this regard would be
pursued vigorously both at the national and intemationallevel.
Increasing military uses of outer space was initially not a topic of the Conference
agenda. However, while consideting the need and means for enhancing international
cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space, it is natural that the artention of the
participants in the Preparatory Committee and the Conference would be drawn to the
already existing, and the potential for increased, non-peaceful uses of space. After a
great deal of discussion, the Conference agreed to express its grave concern over the
extension of an anns race into outer space and urged all nations to contribute actively to
the prevention of this. Attempts of a large majority of the countries to introduce
language to the effect that the testing and deployment of anti-satellite weapons should
be barmed and that the inviolability of all peaceful space activities must be guaranteed
did not fmd a general consensus. It is my personal belief that the development of
peaceful uses of space would ultimately suffer from increased military activities even
though some people point to the great spin-offs for civilian use which come from
military research. One should be fIned with despair at the general consensus in the
cUtrent world wisdom that society will bring forth its best creative energies and fmancial
support only for the design and production of systems meant for the destruction of parts
of it. One would have thought that a deep involvement with what space itself means in
tenns of knowledge and understanding would have led mankind away from such archaic
and tribal ways of looking at ourselves.
In this connection, I would like to end by recalling some personal reflections from
my keynote address at the AIAA Symposium in Aspen last year:
I share the excitement of those fIrst picrures of the whole earth taken from space and
believe that this was an act of communication of a ramer unique significance. I also
believe that space has an imPOnaflt role to play, in understanding the earth, the planers,
the universe, and our relationship to the whole of creation. Such space activity is a
necessary pan of being human. Space activity is of course not a separate "science" per
se; we have been engaged in this since the time we first looked at the star-studded sky
and started wondering about the meaning of it all. But I believe that through the
coming of the space age a potencial revolution has occured in human knowledge, which
in my view, goes beyond knowledge. perhaps even to "knowing". What concerns me
greatly is that this revolution has not sufficiently percolated into the folds and fabric of
our society even where the state of the technological and industrial development is the
highest. When one begins to have a feeling, even an understanding, not only for the
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possible origins of the solar system, but also the connections between the earth, the solar
system and the rest of the universe-how various dements were synthesized, the fact
that the stuff we are made of was at some time cooked in the middle of the same star.
from the same ingredients, that indeed there is a genealogical connection between
various segments of the universe, between things we call dead and those we call living,
not only between all people but everything around-one would have expected that
man's actions would begin to be controlled by aneW shared ethos.
Is this kind of hope just a romantic extension of a scientific mind given, as some
would accuse, to mystic rambling? I can't help feeling that somehow all this is centrally
related to the kind of questions humans have been asking for ages. I do not know of any
blue·bloocled-or for that matter red-blooded-religion which has not addressed the
personal question: who am I, what am I, where did I come from, where am I going?
But this new consciousness of common origin and destiny and our global connection
is something which has not been shared at a deep personal level by most of humanity.
This picture in its essentials is not meant only for scientists, or for societies in which most
of the science is done~ this should be the new back-drop against which man everywhere
should begin to defIne his meaning, his purpose. and his practical functions. Perhaps
man has been so successful in applying science, that he has not had the detachment
- required to appreciate the meaning behind our new knowledge. Perhaps the rate of
collation of this new awareness is by its very nature much slower than the rate at which
technological tools can be produced to solve some of the problems which have arisen
from yesterday's living and yesterday's action. These problems are. of coun;e, impOrtant
and we have demonstrated our technical virtuosity in dealing with their symptomatic
manifestations. Our solutions create new problems, demanding new solutions. and we
proceed every more vigorously in a direction set by urges of a parochial man, rather
oblivious to the beauty of the new countryside, with its flowers and its new possibilities.
We do not have the time to StOP and ponder whether. finally. the time has not come to
redefine our agendas, somewhat more consistent with the new vision that has come our
way. We have reached some sort of cross-roads during last 30 odd years, when we are
beginning to learn not only the way of doing things but have also touched the periphary
of a new understanding which should also impact the question of what is worth doing;
not only the "possibilities" of what can be done. but also the world of .. desirables"
ought to change. I say "ought to". but what is "ought to"? Clearly. one cannot
legislate that. But. somehow, we don't have this awareness percolating. No doubt we
are impressed and "wonder-struck" by what we fmd about the universe and its
working. as also by our great new abilities, amongst others, to see and communicate
with the whole world . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . but what is the human meaning behind
all this knowledge and what are the new responsibilities arising from these new
capabilities? Do these questions arise often enough when we go about the business of
taking real·life, practical. decisions?
I have talked, as have others, about the meaning of the understandings about the
large scale universe. and our place in the scheme of things. that view of the earth from
space in its meaningful loneliness, universal communication. abolition of distance,
redefinition of neighbourhoods. common origins and common destiny. a world ecology
encompassing life. people and things. I realize. of course, that these supposedly new
elements in our consciousness are not so new. Many of these concepts have been with us
through the holistic discoveries of the past-some of them pacts of the philosophic and
ethical frameworks of great religions. others resulting from the work of secular
philsophers. What is new is that for the flrst time, we have found and done things which
begin to "objectify" these concepts. The world of values and the worlld of science
(including its practical applications) begin to develop a deeper connection. I begin to see
the possibility of a new type of "religiosity" not based on dogma or revelation which
might begin to encompass the earth. I am impatient that this is taking so long-and
sometimes apprehensive that there might be an inherent difference in the natural time
constants for development in these two realms and we might end up losing the new
vision that is just beginning to emerge. Perhaps we scientists have a new role to play. But
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then most of us are so taken up with the intellecrual and practical adventure of what we
discover and create, and so impressed by our own technical virtuosity, that we either do
not have the time to step back and look at the implications of what we do. or we are too
embarrassed to talk of things which ace supposed to be in the curriculum of some other
department. Perhaps the real communicators of this vision will be others-those who
create the colour and character of society through stories and fables, poems and pictures.
How do we influence the art and poetry of our time and share the glimpses of beauty
and harmony that have come our way through our privileged pursuitS?

Of course, UNISPACE 82 did not have these questions on its agenda. However,
one suspects that during the period of its preparation, some of these thoughts did
surface more often than before, and that some of the discussions at the Conference were
illuminated by such a vision. Many of the recommendations of the Conference are in the
nature of a practical agenda, and, in my view consistent with the rather philosophic and
romantic ideas presented. The real work, of course, lies in the future, much of it in your
hands.
YtlshPd
Secretary-General, Second United Nations
Conference on the Exploration and
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.

2. The Second United Ntltions Conference on the Explortltion tlnd PetlCeful Uses of
Outer SptlCe (UNISPACE 82)
International special conferences convened on an tid hoc basis to consider specific
subjects have been of particular importance to poorer and weaker States of the third
world as instruments of foreign policy. The majority of numbers which they command
and the opportunity afforded by interactions within multilateral conferences to form
coalitions, have reinforced the importance of such fora. The concept of tid hoc
conferences also has a long histoty as a teaching, problem-solving, information-sharing
and conflict-resolving mechanism. During the last two decades, the United Nations has
convened over a dozen such tid hoc special conferences on various global issues,
including food, trade, industry, law, population, women, and science and technology.
Since the ftrst United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space held in 1968, six science and technology related tid hoc special conferences
have been held by the United Nations: The UN Conference on the Human
Environment (1972); the UN Conference on Human Setrlement (1976); the UN
Conference on Desertification (1977); UN Water Conference (1977); the UN
Conference on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (1978); and the UN
Conference on Science and Technology for Development (1979). The primary stated
purpose of these conferences was to bring these issues to world-wide attention in order to
srimulate the necessary political will to institute policies at the national, regional and
international levels that would alleviate the problems encompassed within each area
discussed. Depending on one's point of view and defInitions, these conferences
achieved varying degrees of success in terms of publicity, policy changes and
international cooperation to solve common problems.
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Much of the initiative for convening UNISPACE 82 also came-especially at the
outset-from the developing countries. In particular, these countries expressed a desire
to explore how the world-wide activities in outer space, including international
cooperation, would be developed to ensure that the potential benefits from space
science and technology and their applications, would be truly realized for all countries.
There was a general feeling that the potential for space was much greater than cUtrenciy
seen and utilized by most countries and that the benefits were not shared as widely as
they could be.
The growing involvement of all nations, developed and developing in the oncelimited sphere of outer space activities was reflected in the work ofUNISPACE at which
94 States participated.' In addition, representatives of several international
intergovemmental and nongovernmental organizations participated in the Conference.
The Conference provided a unique opportunity for the entire international
community to gather together to consider in great detail the complex issues of this new
global concern. It dealt with the entire gamut of space science and technology and their
applications from scientific, technical, political, economic, social and organizational
points of view and their interrelationships. Some countries felt that legal issues should
also be discussed. However, these issues were excluded from the agenda primarily at the
insistence of developed countries. Nevertheless, the Conference discussed legal
implications of cettain issues and the results of the discussions at the Conference provide
the backdrop against which legal issues will have to be considered in the future.
Similarly,. at the insistence of cettain developed countries, the agenda of the Conference
was limited to peaceful uses of outer space. The Conference, however, discussed at
length thernilitary implications of outer space, particularly during the general debate
when almost all countries expressed their concern on the growing military activities in
space.
The fIrst United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outei
Space was held in 1968. Its objective was "to assess the practical benefits to be derived
from space exploration and to fmd the practical means for the sharing of these benefits
by all countries". That Conference helped to create greater awareness among nations
about the possibilities and potential of space technology for peaceful applications. It
was, however, organized basically as a "scientific exposition" and uulike the second
conference, was not mandated to make any recommendations. UNISPACE 82 was
specifically requested to make recommendations and was not intended to be a scientific
symposium merely for the exchange of information as the fmt conference was.
The rapid progress since 1968 in the development of space technology, and
particularly the vast increase in actual and potential applications, led some countries to
suggest, in the mid-70's, the convening of a second conference. In the following years,
the desirability and need for such a conference was widely felt. The original preparations
for the conference began in 1976 when the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee of
the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space set up a working
group to consider this matter. On the basis of these considerations, the General
Intis conference was held at Vienna, August 9-21, 1982. See Report of the Second United Nations
Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 101110 (1982)

[hereinafter cited as UNISPACE ReportJ. A summary of recommenda.tions from the report appears in the
section of Current Documents, I. infra.
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Assembly of the United Nations convened the conference by its resolution 33/16 in
1978 and designated the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and its
Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee as the Preparatory Committee and Advisory
Committee, respectively, for the Conference.' The lengthy discussions, lasting several
years, conceming the holding of the Conference itself, the drawing up of the agenda
and other initial preparatory work set the tone for the manner in which the Conference
was to address the various issues and, accordingly, these discussions formed an'
impottant and integral part of the Conference proceedings.
Equally impottant were the various other preparatory work undertaken for the
Conference over the last few years through the' holding of several regional and
international meetings in various parts of the world, the preparation of a multitude of
background papets prepared by a team of over 200 space scientists and engineers from a
number of countries, the preparation of national papers for the Conference by over 60
countries, and the holding of several exhibitions and conducting public information
activities. All of these activities, not only provided a wealth of information and an
opportuniry for detailed discussion of space technology, but also clarified the various
issues facing the Conference and narrowed them down to a manageable extent so that
they could be dealt with successfully by the high level delegations that assembled at the
two-week Conference in Vienna.
The Conference had three broad goals: to assess the present and future state of
space benefits and technology, to consider their applications of space benefits and
technology, to consider their applications of space technology for economic and social
development and to address the question of international cooperative programmes
related to space and the role of the United Nations. While giving a rather balanced
assessment of the state of space science and technology, the Conference paid more
attention to the earth-bound applications of space technology. Considerable attention
was paid to actual means and mechanisms, including the organizational elements,
through which full benefits of space could be realized and shared more widely and
equitably.
The Conference paid particular attention to how developing countties could deri~e
greater benefits from space technology and recommended a number of concrete
measures, including cooperation among developing countties as a means of maximizing
gains. The Conference, while sttessing the need and advantages of greater international
cooperation, emphasized the impottance of the development of human resources, not
only in the context of technological development and utilization, but also as a necessiry
for developing an autonomous technological base in the developing countries.
In this connection, the Conference suggested exchange of information, and of
scientists and decision-makers, as a way of promoting such cooperation, as well as
building up an indigenous nuclei of experts to conceive and manage appropriate space
programmes in the respective countries. The Conference noted that cooperation among
developed countries, as well as developed and developing countries, have been very
productive and recommended that such cooperation should not only continue but be
intensified and suggested ways and means of doing so. The United Nations and its
specialized agencies were requested to play an important and catalytic role in this process
and were assigned various functions which would promote this objective.
2UNISPACERepon, at 107.
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On the matter of military implications of outer space, the stage was set for the
discussions of this matter when the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Javier
Perez de Cuellar, in opening the Conference, expressed grave concern and emphasized
the importance of this matter as follows:
I spoke earlier of one factor that marred the rosy picture of cooperation in space. Now
I wish to mention another one thac, like approach.ing storm douds. threatens to cut off

all rays of hope: this is the increasing and rapidly escalating militarization of outer
space . .. An arms race in space would increase the areas and the potencial for
confrontation, adding a new dimension to the human destruction that would stem from
it; it would 'also divert urgently needed resources from programmes of social and
economic development. We must oppose vigorously the increased militarization of
outer space. We have time ~ but very. little. AlmOSt daily we read of proposals and even
plans to increase the military component of space programmes. It is essential that the
foeces of reason and peace join together to counter what would be a frightening
escalation of the aons race,3

Similarly, Mr. Wilibald Pahr, Foreign Minister of Austria, on assuming the presidency
of the Conference, also emphasized the impottance of the matter when he stated:
For the flISt time in many yem the spectre of military confrontation in space is rising
before our eyes .... Much international concern has been raised by the pursuit of
research programs in the fidd of ano-satellite and ABM-technology, programs which
might lead to a costly and desrabilising arms race in an area which should exclusively
serve peaceful cooperation .. .. Steps for the militarization of outer space should not'
only be weighed against the risks of armed confrontation in outer space, but against the
profound changes such activities would also have on the development of peaceful uses of
outer space... At the moment we are cenainly at a crossroads between two options.
There is the option of peace security and cooperation. But there is also the dark option
of carrying hostilities beyond the confmement of the earth, to disrupt the free
interchange of science and applications and to plant all the seeds for destruction and
conflict in outer space. I trust that this Conference will raise a clear signal towards the
right direction. 4

The Conference caIled the extension of an arms race into outer space "a matter of
grave concern to the international community" and urged all States to adhere strictly to
the 1967 Outer Space Treaty.' The Treaty which barred nuclear weapons and weapons of
mass desttuction from outer space was formulated by the United Nations in 1967. Last
year, the General Assembly of the United Nations asked the Committee on
Disarmament based in Geneva to embark on negotiations to achieve agreement on a
draft treaty on the prohibition of stationing of any kind of weapons in outer space. The
military implications of outer space was indeed a matter that was foremost in the minds
of the participants at the Conference-both governmental and nongovernmental-and

3Id.

at 107-10.

'id.

at 138.

~Id. at

141.
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it was one of the issues on which the Conference had to have delicate and protracted
negotiations. As a result of these negotiations, the Conference made the following
recommendations:
1. The extension of an arms race into outer space is a matter of grave concern to the

international community. It is detrimental to humanity as a whole and therefore should
be prevented. All nations. in panicular those with major space capabilities. are urged to
contribute activdy to the goal of preventing an arms race in outer space and to refrain
from any aroon contrary to that aim.

2. The maintenance of peace and security in outer space is of great importance for
international peace and security. The prevention of an arms race and hostilities in outer
space is an essential condition for the promotion and continuanon of international
cooperation in the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes. In this
regard. the Conference wges all States to adhere to the Treaty on Principles Governing
the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon
and Other Celestial Bodies and strictly to observe its letter and spirit.
3. The Conference strongly recommends that the competent organs of the United
Nations, in particular the General Assembly, and also the Committee on Disarmament
when dealing with measures aimed at a preVention of an arms race in outer space, in
particular those mentioned in the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, give
appropriate attention and high priority to the grave concern expressed above. 6

Attempt of a large majority of countries to express a sentiment to ban the testing
and deployment of anti-satellite weapons and the inviolability of all peaceful activities
must be guaranteed did not find a general consensus. 7
Dealing with other matters, the Conference felt that the introduction of space
technology should not lead to an increase in dependence; instead, it should provide
ways of interlinking people everywhere. Internationalization of space activities was seen
asa way to pool scarce resources and encourage greater number of countries to actively
participate in deriving the benefits of space technology without being dependent. In
this connection, the Conference recommended that feasibility studies be undettaken on
the need and viability of operational systems for meteorology, remote sensing, and
navigation in order to guarantee the availability of services from such systems on a
continuous basis at affordable prices to all countries. If at least some of these studies lead
to the establishment of such international systems in the future, the Conference would
indeed have served its purpose.
The Conference, recognizing that the geostationary orbit is a unique natural
resource of vital importance to a variety of space applications, noted that "there is real
concern that some parts of the geostationary orbit are approaching saturation on certain
frequenty bands". The Conference noted that recent years have seen the explosive
growth io the use of the orbit, especially for communication satellites. To the extent that
this signifies increasing use of space technology for beneficial purposes, the Conference
felt that it should be welcomed. However, while the orbit is occupied largely by
developed countries' satellites and international systems, there are countries which have

'ld.
A manifestation of the Code of consensus may be found, for example, in the text of the Declaration of

7

the Group of 77 ,Doc. A/CONF. 101/5 (1982), reproduced in CurremDocuments, II,infra.
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not placed satellites in the orbit. Increasing concerns have been expressed that those
positions may not be available when they desire to use them, and assignments in cenain
frequency bands may become more difficult to obtain in the future due to congestion.
While notiog that technical advances are on the way which will probably pennit,
among other changes, a closer spacing of satellites and their satisfactory co-existence, the
Conference decided that it was "imperative" that studies and research to achieve this
objective be intensified, in order to ensute the most effective utilization of this orbit in
the interest of all countries, including the developing countries which have not yet used
it. The Conference funher recommended that it is "imperative that its use be properly
and justly regulated" .'
In this connection, the Conference noted that the' present system of registration
and coordination of geostationary satellites by the IW may need to be improved to
guarantee, in practice, for all countries, equitable access to the geostationary orbit and
the frequency bands allocated to space services. The Conference also noted that the orbit
is gening increasingly crowded with objects that have outlived their utiliry and that this
problem is likely to become more serious in the future. The IW was called on to
examine the feasibiliry of incotporatiog in its future regulations a stipulation that a
satellite owner is responsible for removing its satellites from the orbit when they are no
longer usable.
In dealing with the implications of remote sensing, the Conference pointed out
that a possible situation in which data are not available to the "sensed" State, but are
available for commercial and other fonns of exploitation by another country, has been a
cause for concern to a number of countries. The Conference, therefore, noted that it is
irnponant to reach agreement on ptiociples governing satellite remote sensing and
recommended that the cunent discussions on this issue in the United Nations
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space should be concluded expeditiously. In
this connection, the Conference recommended that the sensed State shall have timely
and nondiscriminatory access under reasonable conditions to the primary data obtained
by remote sensing from outer space which related to its territory.
Similarly, the Conference, while notiog that direct broadcasting satellites have
been used experimentally by a few countries and that they have particular usefulness for
rural areas, remote from ciry-based transmitting towers, recommended that it was now
time for countries to agree as soon as possible on legal principles governing the use of
such satellites. The Conference also called for an examination of the feasibiliry of
satellite space segments, owned internationally or regionally, for providing direct
broadcastiog television service. In this connection, it noted that INTELSAT may choose
to consider developing broadcastiog satellite systems which could be used
internationally for educational putposes.
The Conference called for similar regional and international cooperation in the
establishment of remote sensing and meteorological satellite systems and the operation
of regional data research centres as an attractive way particularly for developing countries
to derive the benefits of these technological advances without exorbitant investments or
duplication of national effons.

aUNISPACE Report at 141~42.
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In the same vein, the Conference made several recommendations concerning the
need for compatibility and complementarity between different satellite systems in order
to avoid frequent and costly changes in equipment and services. The Conference made
these recommendations while pointing out the need that they should in no way inhibit
new ideas, innovations or advances in technology or hinder technological self·reliance.
Recommendations were also made concerning space transponation and space
platform technologies. In particular, the Conference felt that these were programmes of
great magnitude that required renewed consideration of wider participation by the
international community in these activities. Studies were therefore called to examine the
implications for international cooperation of these new concepts of large.scaie space
systems. The Conference made recommendations on a variety of other maners dealing
with subjects such as space debris, protection of the near· earth environment, astronomy,
and the search for extraterrestrial intelligence.
It also addressed recommendations to the United Nations and its specialized
agencies concerning future activities to promote international cooperation. These
include the establishment of an International Space Information system, identification
of a series of technical and other studies to be carried out and the provision of technical
assistance through an expanded United Nations Space Applications Programme. These
activities, the Conference recommended, should be carried out mainly through
voluntary contributions of Member States and called upon States to contribute to these
activities generously in cash and in kind.
The Conference could not agree on a proposal concerning the establishment of a
United Nations Centre for Outer Space but did recommend that the General Assembly
of the United Nations decide on this marrero
These and other recommendations of the Conference were reflected in a repon
adopted by consensus at the Conference.' The repon lisrs nearly 135 major
recommendations and conclusions made by the Conference on a variety of subjectS. The
Secretary.General of the Conference has noted that the repon is perhaps the best
existing material between two covers dealing analytically with the current status, social
implications and the future agenda of space activities, keeping in mind the diversity of
the current social and technological situation on the planet. He stated that if generally
accepted, as he hoped it would be, this would be a rather remarkable statement about a
document produced by an international conference, where so many different points of
view needed to be accommodated.
In assessing the results of the Conference, the Secretary·General of the Conference,
Prof. Yash Pal in his concluding remark stated as follows:
I feel we have achieved a great deal. What is set out in our reports, is only a part though an important part - of our achievement. In addition, the Conference has created
a wide awareness - I hesitate to say a world-wide awareness - about capabilities of man in
space technology and its applications and of the potential this holds for our future. The
Conference has brought together scientists and statesmen, politicians and policy-makers
from almost a hundred countries who have, I hope, developed a better understanding of
the many multi-dimensional features of our subject and a great appreciation of each
other's point of view . .. .we have examined in some detail the problems of using space

'UNISPACE Report.
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in different ways for the good of all mankind . ... there is a whole new agenda here for
various countries, individually and jointly, to ensure that this new bappening in human
history will have meaning for the largest number of people. , . Of course, what we have
adopted today is not a blueprint for the uplift of humankind, nor even a moderately
exhaustive plan of action for furore space activities. It could not have been, because we
are still groping ... .It is for each country, individually and in cooperation, to decide itS
goals and to chart its own COUISe to achieve these goals . .. .recipes and guidelines are,
however. clarified in our reportS. And yet there are some common imperatives of the
space age. We have to move and prosper with each other and with our eanh. We can DO
longer live off each other nor can we merely exploit our earth . .. .We have to combine
our new technical virtuosity with a new awareness of our connectivity, with each other
and with our planet. To a small measure the work of this great Conference makes such
an attempt. to

In his closing statement, the President of the Conference, making an overall
assessment of the Conference, concluded that "personally, looking upon our
deliberations here and at fInal output-I am indeed grateful by what we have been able
to achieve. The recommendations for concrete action, though they may at flfSt seem
modest, are well thought-out steps that should set the pattern for a more cooperative
and equitable sharing of the benefIts from space" ."

N. Jasentuliyana
Executive Secretary ofUNISPACE 82,
and Chief of Section,
Outer Space Affairs Division,
United Nations

IOld. at 137.
111d. at 138.
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3. NGOs at UNISPACE 82
The Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space (UNISPACE 82) took place in Vienna, Austria, August 9-21, 1982.
The fact that some 120 nations participated in UNISPACE 82 is one measure of the
growing impact of space and the importance assigned this new technology since the [mt
UN space conference in 1968.
Nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) have been slow to realize the
implications for earthly welfare of our entry into outer space. UNISPACE offered an
opportunity to show the world as a whole and the NGO community in particular that in
addition to the technical, engineeting and legal aspects, the social, political and
economic implications of space have also become important and that there is a growing
need for international and national organizations to become aware of these new areas of
activity and to participate in them. It was for this reason that the Commirtee for NGOs
at Unispace 82 set up the extensive program ofNGO activities in Vienna.
The NGO Conference at Unispace took place over a full ten days covering a vety
wide range of topics. The program was divided into the following subject areas: impact
of space on development; bio-resources and environmental aspects of space; energy from
space; private sector participation in space; maintaining peace in space; future
developments in space; education and space; medical, legal and philosophical aspects of
space.
More than 120 speakers from around the world took part in the discussions which
maintained a high level from the vety outset. The [Ifst day was devoted to space and
development. The issues discussed by the various speakers, which included the leader of
the official Pakistani delegation, covered most of the questions that were central to the
Conference. These may best be summarized in the fottn of one central question: If space
is for all mankind, what institutional structures and methods can be created to ensure
that its benefits are disttibuted equitably? Not unnaturally in view of past and present
practice, the developing nations are concerned that they will be left behind in the
opening of this new frontier. Space exploration and development requires a hightechnology infrastructure and considerable funds-neither of which are present in most
third world nations today. They fear that either through design or default, space could
become a new area for economic imperialism. An understanding of this position is
central to understanding third world attitudes toward many specific space issues. For
example, questions concerning the allocation of geosynchronous orbital slots, and the
ownership and distribution of remotely sensed data. These and other such issues
received considerable attention on the [Ifst day, thus setting the tone for the conference
as a whole.
Energy is the overriding issue facing developing nations and two whole days were
devoted to an examination of solar power satellites and the possibility this concept offers
for unlimited energy from space. Dr. Peter Glaser, the otiginator of the idea, chaired
the sessions. Through the International Space Solar Energy Committee he had put
together a most impressive panel of experts from around the world. Although no work
on solar power satellites is presently being funded by the U. S. government, the topic
continues to receive considerable attention in other nations. Although the present
worldwide economic recession may have put back the day, it is widely believed that
despite the magnitude of their up-front costs and questions regarding their
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technological feasibility, solar power satellites are ioevitable io the not 'toO distant
future. It is important, therefore, that ioternational research continues io this area.
Experts from both East and West also met io small group discussions around the
twio questions of space and the environment, and space and bioresoutces. These, and
later panels on medical issues, were the most scientific discussions held during the
conference. They proved to be extremely valuable to the participants who were able to
address each other directly rather than read prepared papers to a wide audience.
The role of the private sector io space was the next subject to be discussed. From the
outset of planniog for the conference, it was felt that this was a subject of the greatest
importance for an ioternational audience, most of whom were unaware of the extent
that the private sector in the U.S. is becomiog iovolved io space. Dr. Klaus Heiss,
President of Space Transportation Company, Inc., which hopes to putchase and operate
a fIfth Shuttle, chaired the meetiog. It iocluded papers by representatives from other
groups such as Space Services, Inc. that was shottly to launch a private expendable
vehicle from Matagorda Island in Texas.
The discussions opened new vistas to the participants from the developiog nations
who quickly realized that these new ventures offered their nations alternative routes to
space development other than complete reliance upon the governments of other
nations. Not only would this mean cheaper access to space, but as later presentations
plainly showed, it could also mean the ownership of dedicated remote sensiog and
communication satellite systems. In his presentation, Dr. Norman Macleod, President
of Astec, a Washiogron-based company, quoted an all-up price of less than twenty
million dollars for a remote sensiog system with capabilities similar to the early Landsats.
The weekend was dedicated to an examioation of the military issues in space. This
subject had already become a cause ceJJbre io the governmental conference, which had
bogged down on the issue owiog to U.S. reluctance to discuss it. A small group ofNGQ
delegates had been active from the begioniog of the conference io purtiog together a
panel of major speakers for this event. They were most successful as fmally the panel
iocluded a U.S. Congressman (Rep. George Brown), the noted author Arthur C. Clarke,
and Dr. Bhupendra Jasani, writer and well-known analyst on military issues from SIPRI
(Stockholm International Peace Research Institute).
In the origioal planniog for the ,NGO Conference we had expected that this subject
could and would generate considerable controversy as it would not be an issue io the
governmental discussions. We were however mistaken. At the openiog ceremonies of
the government conference, the delegates were charged with the responsibility of
tackliog the question of space militarization as the most important issue faciog them. It
was quite evident by the response from successive speakers that not only were they as
delegates prepared to face the issue, but that they roundly condemned any attempt to
iotroduce armaments into space.' In any event, much of the controversial aspects that
otherwise might have attended NGQ discussions of the question had faded iota the
background by the time of the event. It was more a case ortalkiog to the converted than

lUe U.S. delegation srumbled badly here in holding, for cleven days, to the position that the Unispace
Conference had no right to discuss the military question. since it properly belonged under the UN Committee
on Disannament. Whatever the initial rationale behind this argument, it quickly lost any meaning and served
only to make the U.S. look as ifit were attempting to hide something.
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had been expected-itself an interesting and, indeed, hopeful commentary on an issue
that will surely become of greater public knowledge and concern in the near future.'
The second week of the NGO Conference commenced with an examination of
anticipated future developments in space. Papers included new concepts and advances
in communication and information satellite systems, launch vehicles, free-flying
plarforms and manned space stations. These were shon term; longer range possibilities
included lunar and asteroidal mining, space manufacturing facilities and climate control
capabilities by means of large orbiting mirror systems.
The following day was devoted to an outline of some innovative concepts by groups
already in existence. The audience was in many cases surprised to learn of operations
such as Peacesat, an educational and information distribution system utilizing ATS-1 to
link together eight South Pacific nations. They learned more about the intent ofIndia to
follow up its experience in linking 6,000 villages in an educational experiment with
ATS-6 by developing and orbiting their own educational and communication satellite
system for this purpose.
Three students outlined the establishment of an international student organization
(SEDS) devoted to space development. It will initially be headquartered at George
Washington University and hopes to have many branches and activities throughout the
world. The Chairman of the Foundation for Scientific Progress and Continual
Exploration (S.P.A.C.E.) recently established in Houston, Texas, told of the
foundation's program in international education. Students are brought from South
American countries to see the U.S. space program at work and then are offered
scholarships at selected U.S. universities on the understanding that they will return to
use their knowledge for the benefit of their native country. The Foundation's ulrimate
objective is to advance international cooperation by building an internationally manned
space station utilizing the external tank of the Shuttle.
The day devoted to the medical aspects of space saw Soviet and U. S. expens discuss
the !lIany vital issues facing man as he tentatively sets out to live in and explore this new
environment. It is evident that many advances have been made in this area and it was
heartening to see that the international scientific community is well prepared to pool irs
knowledge in this and other fields.
Legal and political aspecrs were next discussed. This is the subject of a separate
repon'; so no additional commentary will be made except to note that despite the
politeness of the speakers some of the issues under discussion appear almost intractable.
The closing day saw a presentation on the philosophical and spiritual aspects of
space by Dr. V,,'ant Merchant. The Universe about us has always had a deep impact on
man's thinking. It was fining, therefore, that this subject should be included in an
international conference devoted to the future of man in space. The final session
brought a discussion of the need for new educational effons in and about space. The
chairman ended the conference with an outline of the historical drivers pushing man
inexorably toward greater international cooperation. A process that would be greatly
aided by the establishment of an international space station, hopefully the next great
advance in our move into space.
2Sec, for example, the recent three.part series on the question in theNew York: Times, Ocr. 17·19, 1982.
?lSce, Events o/Interest, 4, infra.
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NGOs at Unispace 82 was the most extensive conference devoted to space issues
ever organized by private groups. Despite the small audience (a consequence of placing
the NGO meetings in a different location from the governmental conference), the NGO
Conference cleatly demonsttated that the economic, social and political implications of
space ate as important as the scientific and technical issues, and that the private sector
could bring together a group of expertS second to none. From the NGO viewpoint, the
conference showed that if the non-technical issues ate to be treated in the future with
the seriousness they deserve, an international organization must be created for this
purpose, with the scope and clout of COSPAR, IAF, and lISL. The eatly establishment
of such an organization was announced at the conference. It is to be hoped that it will
receive widespread support.
Dr. David C. Webb,
Chairman of the Committee for
NGO'satUNISPACE 82,
President of the Foundation for S.P .A. C.E.

4. NGO's at UNISPACE 82: Session on Legal and Political Aspects, Vienna, Aug. 19,
1982.*
One of the notable sessions of the NGO group at UNISPACE 82 was devoted to a
discussion of the legal and political aspects of space under the general chairmanship of
Edward R. Fincb Jr. The session - along with the other NGO sessions - was held in the
Messepalast.
Afrer opening the session, the chair introduced Mrs. Eilene M. Galloway, honorary
vice-president of the International Institute of Space Law and IAF delegate to
UNISPACE 82 who spoke on Perspectives in Space Law in the following teerns:
Space Law is both national and international, and it covers outer space both as a
geographic area and as functions perfonned in outer space. All the problems of space
law are multidisciplinary. so you have to consider the policics, economics. cultural
affairs, science, law and educational aspeCtS. Consequently, space law is not something
that is just OUt there in outer space orbiting around; it is something that is on the earm.
It involves people with problems on the eanh; it involves funding and institutions, rules
and regulations. I would like to give you the framework that has evolved in the last 25
years on space law, because space activities have brought about more international
peaceful space cooperation than any other activity. These patterns have developed in the
U.N., outside the U.N. and in national laws.
I will take up ftrst the patterns that have developed in the U.N. There are twO
Subcommittees under the Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS). One
is Legal. and the other one is Scientific and Technical. In addition, you have an Outer
Space Affairs Division, that is, the Secretariat [0 the COPUOS Committee and its two
Subcommittees. They meet every year and have formulated ftve treaties, four of which
are in force. These treaties began with the 1967 Outer Space Principles Treaty, which is

*The writer is grateful to Mr. Edward R. Finch Jr., a member of the Journal's Editorial_Board and
Advisers, for making available his brief, edited summary (not containing all the statements by distinguished
speakers and any floor discussions) of the proceedings of this session which fanned the basis of this repon. All
speakers stated that they spoke in their pet50nal capacities.
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like a chaner or a Ten Commandments. It sets up basic principles in various provisions
and is very foresighted in keeping space for peaceful purposes and not having harmful
results.

There are many hannful things that can happen to prevent you from having space
activities other than weapons or military activity. There can be all kinds of damage from
contamination or other kinds of harmful things tha~ can happen to the environment. I
think the main thing that happened with the 1967 Treaty was a process that was set in
motion which was far superior to that followed by the law of the sea, because we have

general provisions and if a problem arises that is not solved by the general provisions,
then you can go ahead and take that provision and make another treaty. You do not
have to do away with the 1967 Treaty because it does not solve every problem that you
have today. Furthermore. it covers not only the exploration of outer space, but the use of
outer space, and that does not mean uses that existed only in 1967.
The 1967 Treaty is in force and is the law of the land of many nations, and it covers all
uses, including direct: broadcast satellites and many other kinds of uses that you may
have. This was one of the very foresighted provisions. I think the most foresighted one
that did away with a lot of conflicts that might have developed is in Article II. Article II
says that outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to
national appropriation by claim of sovereignty by means of use or occupation or by any
other means. There has been great interest in this particular conference on the military
uses. There is an Article IV that bans weapons of mass destruction from orbiting or
being installed in oute! space, and it also provides that the moon shall be used
exclusively for peaceful purposes. But when it became evident that there were problems
about the treatment of astronauts and cosmonauts and the return of space objects if they
should fall to earth, we got another treaty by taking a provision of the 1967 Treaty and.
in 1968, we got the Treaty on the Rescue and Return of Astronauts and CosmonautS and
the Return of Space Objects.
.
Then in 1973 the COPUOS negotiated the Treaty on liability for Damage and this is
a very good illustration of the evolution-in fact, it is essential. You must know the factS
of science and technology about space in order to do anything with laws or rules or
regulations. Originally, we were told that if anything entered the atmosphere. it would
burn up completely. If that had been the case, we would not have had the necessity for
creating the Treaty on Liability for Damage, but it did happen that some of these
component parts did fall to earth and we got the Treaty on Damage to go as far as we
could go in reimbursing people for damage in case that happened.
Then in 1976. another provision of the 1967 Treaty was reviewed and we gOt the
Treaty .on Registration of Space Objects. It is very imponant to scientists and engineers
to know exactly what is up there at all times and what can be put up there in addition. It
was the practice of the United States and the Soviet Union to register their space vehicles
in the U.N. even before we had this Treaty.
Then we got the Moon Agreement, which was in 1979. It has not been signed or
ratified by many nations and it is not yet in force. It will go in force anytime for its
signatories. but it is in a somewhat different category than the other treaties.
The way in which these treaties were negotiated was by a process of consensus.
Consensus does not mean that you have always the least common denominator.
Consensus means that they really hammered OUt the provisions. They came to an
agreement. The Soviet Union and the United States, as well as many othercountcies, are
parties to these treaties. So, when the Soviet Cosmos 954 feU in Canada. the Soviet
Union, the United States and Canada were aware of these treaties and their provisions.
so that countries could deal with this type of problem.
In case of the consensus method. you have a procedure. If you can get an agreement
on the fust sentence, then you go to the next sentence and then maybe someone will
disagree and you put it in square bracketS. Anyone nation can disagree on this. The
U.N. Committee on Peaceful Uses has grown from 24 to 28 to 37 to 47 and it consists
now of 53 countries. You might think that it would be now more difficult to get
consens'.lS, but the addition of new members is not the only reason why we could not get
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a consensus on a DBS Treaty and remote sensing. Those are very hard~core issues on

which there are basic philosophical differences of governments so that it takes time. In
this particular business. jf you get bored or impatient. you should take on something
else. The consensus practice is very valuable. If you did not agree at the end of a year or
at a U.N. session, you would simply know what you had agreed on, or disagreed on, and
in the intervening year, you could work on the disagreements and do something about
them. So this is quite different from a vote, in which you require a unanimous consent
because the vote would mean that you ended it. The consensus would mean that you go
and discuss it funherfor another year.
At the present time at the U.N" there are four main pending issues (a) remote
sensing, (b) direct broadcast satellites, (c) the defInicion and/or delimitation of space
and the geostationary orbit, and (d) nuclear power for satellites.
We have other organizations that have developed simultaneously with these in the
United Nations. The evolution of space law has set up institutions to deal with specific
functions. We already have the International Telecommunication Union and the World
Meteorological Organization. Any organization that had a function simply took space
technology over, because it helped them to petfonn the function better. But then we
had to devise specific institutions for functions for which there was a worldwide
demand. There are a number of those. The International Telecommunication Satellite
Organization (INTEISAI) has 106 members and is responsible for worldwide and local
commercial communicatioJlSjother organizations are the lNMARSAT, which deals with
maritime navigation, the European Space Agency, Intersputnik, and ARABSAT and
EUTElSAT. We also have a number of bilateral and multilateral agreementS among
nations and space activities that have particularly promoted the growth of outer space
cooperative regionalism. So a separate study of that could emerge .
. One the subject of national laws for those of the United States, I should mention that
our fIrst law was the National Aeronautics Space Act of 1958, in which Congress
declared that space be for peaceful purposes for the benefit of mankind and also
provided for a program of international space cooperation. In 1962, Congress passed the
Communications Satellite Act. which makes a provision that areas of less economic
development should be covered by the local communications even though they did not
make a profit. Then in 1976, we passed the National Science and Technology Policies
Organizations and Priorities Act, in which space technology is one of the goals
mentioned, along with other goals in the whole field of technology.
Deep problems of equity-sharing and representation have been solved by INTElSAT
and INMARSAT. When one talks generally about information or developing countries
without differentiating between them, it is more difficult to get agreement. The Space
Law we have already is very foresighted and fortunately for the past 25 years we have
been able to concentrate on peaceful purposes.

Following Mrs. Galloway's presentation the chair asked her to moderate the
balance of the morning's session; she introduced Professor Krateros M. Ioannou, the
delegate of Greece to UNlSPACES2 ;who made the following observations:
I am speaking here today only in my individual capacity and not as a delegate from
Greece to UNISPACE 82. I would like to speak on what is actUally being done in the
field of space law creation. I agree with what Mrs. Galloway has JUSt said. The main
space law committee today is the U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
The Committee has changed. Compared to 1967 and the previous years to mat, we are
living in a different political environment. Countries were very eager to create the
necessary legal conditions for cooperation in the field of outer space activities. It was
under these conditions that COPUOS was particularly accelerated.
I understand that YOll would know the expression '. instant _cuStom," which was
suggested by some of our colleagues as a phoenomenon of space law where instant
custom needed some practice and some opinions. All of this was actUally done and
formulated within this General Assembly Committee, COPUOS.
t
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After the 1967 Treaty, we moved to some very specific problems. Suddenly, after four
treaties were drafted, signed, ratified and in force, something different emerged. The
1979 Moon Treacy is something different from the other treaties. but I do not think that
is the problem. There are many things which can not be easily accepted either by the

U.S. legislators or Soviet law makers. One of them is the "Common Heritage of
Mankind." which is open to interpretacion in the field of diplomacy and has been
transplanted intO the new treaty. If one reads the discussions on the Moon Treaty in
some of the congressional committees one may see one of the reasons why American
legislators have been so hesitant to accept that treaty. I assume similar ideas exist on the
Russian part, although their informacion is not open to the press. So right now the pace
of lawmaking in space has slowed because the overall international political
environment does not favor it. We have, in the Committee of Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space, some very interesting items which can go on for years. The Committee has had
enormous and endless discussions about words and phrases in the drafts of resolutions,
treaties and declarations on various principles.
A factor not so strong in the 1960's, when space law creation started. is the factor of
the Third World. Third World countries were originally not included in the making of
space law. The situation today is completely different. Decisions in the space law field
are influenced by what Third World countries are actUally desiring and trying to
promote within the Committee on Peaceful Uses for Outer Space. It is not enough now
to have the super powers accept or reject principles.- It is evident that the Third World
countries have some difficulties with several aspects of the drafting procedure which goes
on wi~ the Committee for Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
The consensus principle was created so that draft treaties would have no trouble
finally being accepted once the draft treaty left the committee and moved to the next
legal procedure. But the consensus principle is being endangered. The Third World
countries have tried over the years to include some ideas which would be tran,splanted
into principles within the consensus procedures, but to little avail. particularly in the
field of regulation ofDieect Broadcast Satellites. This is the procedure of taking the issue
out of the hands of the Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and putting the
issue direccly into the hands of the U.N. General Assembly. One can come out in the
GeneIal Assembly with principles and resolutions not acceptable to the Committee on
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. but acceptable to the majority of the U.N. General
Assembly, which, as we all know, is controlled by a majority ofThied World countries.
The first attempt, even as a hidden threat, was in the field of direct broadcasting by
satellite. The issue was pending in the Legal Subcommittee for some time, in one case,
ten or mace years. First, the issue was taken from the legal Subcommittee and brought
before the full Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, which is progress. It is now
pending before the next session of the General Assembly. I will not be astonished if the
flOal result is a resolution incorporating all that we worked on already. It will not be
what the COPUOS Subcommittee on Science and Technology wished.
Another problem is the principle of sovereignty. You can broadcast directly to an
individual country. In the future. transmissions from satellites could not be protected
for us. We want to be able to control the informacion broadcasted into our territory. The
Western position claims the right to freedom of information as a human right under
international protection. The argument arose that accessible infonnacion should be free
to all people, so everybody has a right to such information and this right .is guaranteed
under provisions and resolutions on human rights and in human right instruments; and
the right co receive, seek and impart any information is necessary for cultural
development. A return argument cites that Third World countries will not be protected
from commercial or non·commercial broadcasting alien to a country without controlling
these types of direct satellite broadcasting. This is the main problem toward which we
seem to beheading regarding the direct satellite broadcasting principles.
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Following Mr. Ioannou's remarks, Mrs. Galloway called upon Dr. Stephen Gorove,
from the I.A.F. Delegation to UNISPACE 82, a professor at the University of Mississippi
Law School, and chairman of the Editorial Board of The journal of Space Law who
subsequendy summed up his statements on "Major Legal Issues of the Geostationary
Orbit" in the following way:
The astonishing scientific and technological developments brought about in the wake
of man's entry into space have given increasing impetus to the utilization of the 50called geostationary orbit which is located at a distance of approximately 22,300 miles
(35,800 kilometers) above the earth's equator. The growing importance of this orbit has
been reflected in ~ multitude of uses by satellites for telecommunications, broadcasting
meteorological and other services.
If one takes a closer look at the geostationary orbit, it may be more (oueerly identified
as a three-dimensional corridor in which satellites move at different altitudes, speeds
and inclinations to the plane of the equator. While this corridor has its limitations of
physical size, the major concern has been the prevention of electromagnetic interference
with other satellites and other users of the radio spectrum. As a srudy prepared by the
UN Secretariat correctly observed: It was impossible to determine how many satellites
could occupy the geostationary orbit. It was, however, possible to determine whether a
specific satellite system, with all its physical parameters deftned would or would not
interfere with other systems.
The interrelationship between geostationary orbital positions and frequency
assignments has been recognized by the International Tdec;ommunication Union, a
specialized agency of the UN which deals. inter dia, with the coordination and
regulation of space tdecOminunication services and which characterizes both the orbit
and the spectrum as limited natural resources. While overcrowding of the orbit may not
become a problem for many years to come. or perhaps may not even occur due to
improved techniques, nonetheless, the increasing concern of less developed countries
with the possible preemption of the orbit by more developed nations has given rise to a
number of major issues.
One of the major issues relating to the use of the geostationary orbit is whether it
is or is not in outer space. This issue has been brought to the fore by the Bogota
Declaration of 1976 in which eight equatorial countries claimed sovereignty over
segments of the orbit lying above their national territories and also declared that
segments of the orbit over the high seas constituted the common heritage of mankind.
The fact that the claims had no generally acceptable legal or scientific foundation
became apparent from their rejection by an overwhelming number of countries in the
United Nations. As to this issue it may be pointed out that both international customary
law and treaty law appears to support the position that the geostationary orbit is located
in outer space and, as a result. relevant provisions of international space treaties are fully
applicable to it.
Insofar as international customary law is concerned it may be recalled that prior to the
recent claims of equatorial countries no formal objections have been made against the
orbiting of satellites by underlying states. This tacit negative behavior over almOSt twO
decades of spacial experiments appeared to indicate a general consensus that orbiting
satellites moved in outer space and not within an area subject to the sovereignty of the
underlying state. Thus while there has been no precise demarcation line between air
space and outer space the contention that segments of the geostationary orbit. many
thousands of miles above the altitude of satellites in low earth orbit. were parts of the
national territory of underlying states appeared to be in dear conflict with the newly
emerged international customary law of space.
As to treaty law, it may be pointed out that the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 was
negotiated out of a desire to lay down principles governing man's activities in outer
space. Inasmuch as these activities related mostly to eanh-orbiting satellite~. -in the
absence of any evidence to the contrary-it seems logical to assume that the drafters
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intended to apply the treaty provisions, including the freedom of exploration and use of
outer space, to all such activities, irrespective of whether the satellites moved in lower or
higher orbit. In view of the preceding considerations, it was of no surprise that the
claims of equatorial countries found little suPPOrt in the United Nations.

The second major issue which has been raised by some of the equatorial states is
whether Article II of the Outer Space Treaty prohibiting national appropriation of outer
space in fact bars th!! placing of satellites in geostationary orbit by individual countries.

Foe an adequate answer to this query, the concept of "appropriation" must be
scrutinized. In a legal sense and briefly put, the term refers to the exercise of exclusive
dominion and conuol (over an object capable of appropriation) with a sense of
permanence. While a state may exercise exclusive concrol over traditional objects, it is
not entirely clear that a satellite in geostationary orbit would be capable of occupying
the very same physical area without any aberration over a period of time. But even if this
were possible-in order to constitute a possible violation of Article II-such act would
have to be done with a "sense 6f permanence" and not on a temporary basis. While it
has been suggested that the keeping of a solar power satellite in orbit for a period of 30
yem would not constitute appropriation,in actuality 30 years would probably satisfy the
"sense of permanence" requirement, unless the geostationary orbit were regru-ded as a
natural resource, as characterized by the International Telecommunication Convention
of 1973 and claimed by the equatorial countries. The reason for this is that there is
authority to support the view that the ban of national appropriation of outer space does
not relate to resources. This position has been shared by UNCOPUOS, at least insofar as
natural resources of the moon and other celestial bodies were concerned. As a result, the
utilization of solar energy for transmission to earth by satellites would not fall under the
prohibition of Article II of the 1967 Treaty.
The third major issue that time permits me to touch upon in this presentation relates
to Arncle 33 of the International Telecommunication Convention which speaks about
"equitable access" both to the geostationary satellite orbit and the radio frequencies in
conformity with the Radio Regulations and according to the countries' "needs and the
technical facilities at their disposal". While this article willlike1y be considered at the
forthcoming Plenipotentiary Conference in Nairobi,-as it stands, it draws attention to
the significance of the phrase" equitable access" which was reiterated in Resolution 3 of
the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference. The meaning of "equitable access"
bas not been defrned but I believe any interpretation, or practical implementation of
the phrase. will have to consider the other vital criteria upon which such access is to
depend, namely, the countries' "needs" and their •'technical facilities. ,. It sbou~d also
be borne in mind that Arncle 33 also stipulates "efficient and C1:onomlC use" in
addition to "equitable access". Ultimately, what is or is not equitable access will have to
be determined on the basis of accepted criteria to be applied in each sitUation by an
accepted forum, in an agreed upon manner. This is a challenge that the international
community will have to face in the years to come.

Following Dr. Gorove's presentation, Mrs. Galloway gave the floor to Mr. Edward
R. Finch, a New York attorney. member of the U.S. Delegation to UNISPACE 82 and
Chairman for the Legal Aspects of the UNISPACE •82 discussions. Mr. Finch who wrote
a great deal on space law. wished to make a few comments about Dr. Gorove's remarks
and add a few more thoughts on the geostationary orbit. His recorded remarks were as
follows:
First, we have in outer space more than 1,000 satellites, panicularly in the
geostationary, which are junk. These are satellites whose useful life has been expended. I
was very pleased to see in the geostationary discussion in the U.N. book called The
World in Space, sold here in UNISPACE 'S2, that INTELSAT is removing from the
geostationary orbit irs satellites whose useful lives have been totally expanded. I think
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that makes a real contribution to the crowding problem both from the point of view of
the radio spectrum and physical spacing. whichDI'. Gorove so well covered.
It might be of interest to you that the American Bar Association, by its Aerospace Law
Committee, International Law Section, had a poll on the subject of the geostationary
crowding, and the questions and conclusions, in brief, were four-fold.
Fitst. that the claim of the equitorial countries, j. e., the Bogor2. claims to sovereignty
over the segments of the geostationary over their respective countries, is in direct
violation of the 1967 Treaty on Outer Space. which many of them have actually signed
and rarified. There are, to my knowledge, only four of them who did not sign and ratify
that treaty. These four fall into the category discussed this morning on customary
intemationa11aw.
The second conclusion that came out of the debates of that American Bar Association
Committee was that the attempt in Paragraph 3 of the Bogata Declaration co set fonh
"a legal status of the geostationary requiring previous and expressed authorization on
the pan of the concerned state" is an infringement of the basic freedom of outer
space-to which almost all of those countries have heretofore subscribed. And again, in
Paragraph 3 of Bogota Declaration, the phrase "not to condone ~cing satellites in
geostationary orbit" is a direct breach of the 1967 Treaty.
Finally. the geostationary orbit is included in outer space by co~on consensus and
practice of international law-that is, customary international law-which Dr. Gorolle
was just referring to, for more than ten years; and the. fact that the U.N. has not
established a deftnition of outer space does not support this entire attempt by a few
equatorial countries to directly breach the freedom of outer space and the 1967 Outer
Space Treaty.
Perhaps, I can take one more minute to discuss some issues and analogies to the use of
the geostationary orbit. The use of the LaGrange libration points, that is the 12 and LS,
the proposed location that Dr. -O'Neill of Princeton has marked out for the lunar
material catcher, is an issue that should be considered here. Here is an instance of
preferred positions in space, which might. if used by a single nation, be regarded as an
appropriation, in violation of Article 2 of the 1967 Outer Space Principles Treaty, about
which .Mrs. Gallowoy spoke. However, given international practice, with regard to the
use of earth orbits, it might be preferable to regard such de facto occupation not as a
violation of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, but rather a privilege, in return for which the
launching state might agree to submit to appropriate international regulations, such as
the ITU and the competent organizations serving with it and under it. In any event, the
contemplated use of these positions, such as by INTOSHAB, would not violate the
requirements of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, that the use be for the benefit and in the
interest of all counrries. It would certain.lr not be in derogation of the prescription of
national appropriation. Other orbitS for the global habitats and solar power satellites
whichDr. Gorove has mentioned, may become desirable (other than geostationary) and
hence could also be claimed as a valuable natural resource. For example, a space
manufacturing facility on which we have had ftve years of conferences at Princeton,
might be located in a one-to-one resonant orbit in the earth-moon system, and transfer
of material from the moon to the L2 point, as well as transfers of manufacrured productS
from the geostationary orbit. would be more economical than to and from the laGrange
libration points, L4 and LS. It also has been suggested that energy produced by sam
power satellites might be made more economical and more available to some countries if
positioned in northern and southern latitudes rather than in geostationary. For example,
consider the use of orbits, plus or minus 4S() to the plane of the eliptic, and to the
altitude of4,630 kilometers.
Last, I would like refer to a point thatMr.r. Galloway so often makes in the meetings
of the International Astronautical Federation for which she is an observer here at
UNISPACE '82. Her point is that science and law of outer space each have thresholds of
viability for each new process, and international space law and freedom of outer space
must not be impeded in its progress for the benefit of mankind by alleged claims. It also
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appears mat the United States and the U.S.S.R. are substantially in agreement that
international law does not recognize the geostationary claims of the eight equatorial
counuies that we have been discussing here.
The progress ,of outer space science and outer space international law must not be
impeded by any nation, whether a less developed country or not, seeking to advance its
own economic interest at the expense of all other nations, particularly where the 1967
Treaty stands as a guiding principle. A science law analysis by professionals on the
geostationary orbit indicates that with experience gained from the U.S. Gemini program
and from Apollo-Soyuz progress on control, guidance and Station.keeping, there will
be 00 need for many decades for new international regulations of the use of the limited
geostationary orbital slots. This assumes an energy demand growth factor of 5 %. and
spacing can be as close as 10-20 kilometers, which is now technically possible. This does
not assume what may happen beyond the year 2,000 with physical linkage of the
geostationary satellites which is possible with the present technology, to increase the
slots in the geostationary orbit. I thank you very much for letting the chairman make
these interventions.

Following Mr. Finch's remarks Mrs. Galloway called upon Mr. Daniel E. Cassidy,
Vice President of Marsh & Mclennan Aviation and Aerospace Services Co. in
Washington, D.C., who spoke on the subject entitled "Where Outer Space Begins-A
Private Sector View" in the following terms:
I would like co say at the beginning that free and unencumbered passage to and from

earth orbit, and while in eanh orbit, as is presently guaranteed under international
space law, has substantial appeal to the commercial world - essentially the nongovernment users of space. Space activities conducted for peaceful purposes have
enjoyed privileged and protected status up to this point in time without concern for the
consequences of violating sovereign rights of nations. Panicularly now, with increasing
opportunities for non-government activities in space, it must be assured that whatever
action may be taken with respect to defming outer space, such action will not discourage
or inhibit the aggressive use of space. I am addressing myself in particular to private
sector uses which will have a major affect on the commercialization of space.
The question of where outer space begins has proven to be a complex issue. It is
particularly complex from two aspects: First, there is substantial disagreement among
the various governmental representatives and legal scholars as to whether 'a precise
deflnition of outer space is needed at all. Secondly, there is no natural boundary which
can be used to defme outer space. The delimitation problem has been wrestled. with at
the United Nations Comminee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and its two
Subcommittees - the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee and the legal
Subcomminee. Many deflnitions have been advanced and none have proven to be
satisfactory. Some examples include: defining the atmosphere and its many layers troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere. ionosphere; using the maximum altitude
aircraft or balloons can fly at; where aerodynamic lift is exceeded by centrifigal force; the
lowest perigee of satellites; and the limits of the eanh' s gravitational effects. There have
been others. The conclusion is that at best any deflnition would be arbitrary.
Those who suppOrt establishing a deftnition, even though arbitrary. believe that the
existence of the international treaties covering outer space requires a precise defmition of
outer space to assure the proper application of the law. Their concern is that there now
exists legal ambiguities which must be resolved. The other side of the issue believes that
arbitrary deftnition could lead to complications because of the inability of most
countries to observe and control a designated boundary. In addition it is believed that
this could impede funher developments in space. This side also argues that. although
the absence of a deflnition of outer space might seem to leave a logical gap, no practical
difficulties have arisen from the absence of a defmition. Essentially. if something is not
broken, do not fIx it.
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From the commercial viewpoint, the conditions which would produce the least
and. therefore introduce the min£mum risk to any particular space operation
would be the most desirable. Presently, under the space treaties. it is resumed that non~
government activities can be conducted with authorization and continuing control by
the appropriate national government, free of foreign interference. There is minimum
concern for the parcicular altitude of the operational orbit, or what minimum perigee
might result during the mission - by design or otherwise. If it is a space activity it falls
under the space treaties and their provisions. which inter afia exclude national claims of
sovereignty. Also under the treaties. in the event of. for instance, an unplanned or
forced landing on foreign territory. persons involved in the space activity would be
returned to their country and objectS (including commercial satellites) would be
returned to the owner. Changing what specific space activities are protected could
introduce new risks of space operations. These risks could be real or perceived, and in
either case discourage use.
Space activities in the future promise to be sufficiently challenging to private
enterprises in view of the facts that new technologies will have to be devdoped, that the
cost of operating in space will be high and financial sources will have to be developed
and protected. Introducing unnecessary boundaries based on new territorial claims such
as claims which would essentially affect activities in low earth orbit (not necessarily
geostationary orbit) as well as opportunities for these new claims should be discouraged
if the net effect inhibits full use of space for peaceful purposes. For this reason it is
strongly suggested that the effects of delimitation be funher analyzed. Specifically, in
further deliberation by the COPUOS and its Subcommittees. more attention should be
given to what the consequences might be to non-government entities from a precise
definition of outer space. A definition which results in watering~down the effectiveness
of the space treaties could frustrate their underlying objective of encouraging broad
international use of space to assure that benefits are derived for mankind to the greatest extent possible.
Space is still the new frontier in more ways than physical boundaries. Just what furore
activities will be involved is anything but certain. However, as stated in the preamble of
the 1967 Outer Space Treaty the state parties expressed that they are "Inspired by the
great prospectS opening up before mankind as a result of man's entry intO outer space."
Much has been accomplished since 1967 as evidenced at UNISPACE 82. Much more will
be accomplished. If we have to change the rules, let us know why and what the effects
will be.
un~ertainty

Mr. Cassidy's presentation was followed by a lunch break after which Dr. Vladimir
Kapal, Deputy Chief of the U.N. Outer Space Affairs division was asked by the Chair to
serve as moderator for the afternoon session. Dr. Kapal started by pointing out that he
grew up understanding what a "moderator" means. Then he went on to state:
It means the moderator should himself be moderate. that he should try to do his best
that the audience be also moderate. because I see many'familiar faces with whom I have
been associated for so many years. I think our discussion will be very rebellious yet at the
same time useful and friendly. I would like to give. with your penrussioo, Mr.
Chairman, the floor to Mr. Bortzmeyer. the Deputy Secretary~Genera1 ofUNISPACE
'S2, who is here among us now. He has kindly accepted our invitation to come and
speak here because, first, he is the Deputy Secretary~General of this Conference. and.
second. he served as the Chairman of the United Nations Group of Experts on the work
and preparation of a study for the U.N. on the project of establishing the International
Satellite Monitoring Agency, submitted 00 June 10. 1982 to the Secrerary-Generii
(Doc. AI AC. 206/14). I think it is a great advantage to have him here with us and I
would like him to be kind enough to speak to us on the technical part of that program.
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In taking the floor Mr. Borfzmeyer, promised to be brief and went on to say:
I had the honor to chair a group of experts for the U.N. on the subject of the project
of establishing an International Satellite Monitoring Agency-for the purpose, among
others, of world peace and monitoring the disarmament and arms control agreements.
The scope included technical, legal and financial aspects. Just to highlight some of the
technical aspectS of this problem, let me randomly pick out a few of them, which. in my
view at least. should be kept in mind, when lateran, one discusses the legal aspects.
An International Satellite Monitoring Agency is a proposal that would basically do on
a U.N. global or world-wide level. for the benefit of Member States, a job that other
countries do with separate reconnaissance satellites. as presently being done by the two
outer space super powers, to enable them to keep some strategic bounds between the
two of them. The establishment of such an Agency requires fust, that a group of itS
Member States be able to provide some SOrt of technical input into it. You are aware of
the fact that the technology for reconnaissance satellites or types of observation satellites
is presently available. I wish to point out that this technology is in the process of
spreading out and being disseminated. like many of the technologies, the high-quality
electronic devices are needed for such satellites and are slowly being spread out among
other countries. It has been said that the deepest we have been in China has been by
reconnaissance satellites, which contained photos of the earth from space. France has
made a full study of a major reconnaissance satellite system and the Japanese defense
establishment has been playing with ideas of major observations for the Japanese
defense agency. The civilian observation technologies by satellites, the so-called remote
sense technology, disseminated throughout the world, established satellite space
segmentS as we call them: that is the American LANDSAT system, and the
corresponding system in the Soviet Union. The French are getting ready to launch. in
1984, a very much improved "Spot" civilian remote sensing satellite. I might say it is
almost on the borderline between what is useful for strategic purposes, as opposed to
civilian purposes. The European Space Agency has a remote sensing program which
could get intO Outer space in about 1987. All the countries, perhaps the majority, or
most countries, have monitoring programs of their own which are being implemented
right now or will be soon in orbit-China, India, Japan and others. Technology for
civilian satellites and monitoring satellites is spreading out whether we like it or not.
Reconnaissance technology has disseminated to a large extent. European countries are
in possession of it. the Japanese also, India is, China is. There is plenty of room for
reconnaissance function in Latin America. And fInally, many countries are associated
with the groundwork processing data from observation and monitoring satellites and
data is disseminated worldwide. Mrica, Latin America, Asia and remote places, Third
World places, can receive and process data from satellites now or in the near future from
remote sensing satellites. Therefore, I am confident almOSt any member country from
the international community would be able to fed he can be a piece of the stone of the
edifice at the Start of the edifice of an International Satellite Monitoring Agency.
I keep mentioning monitoring satellites because dearly if one is going to monitor
disannament agreements or arms control agreements, on an international basis, one has
to use satdlites having a performance that major powers use presently, to get
information on the other parts of the world. These reconnaissance satellites are not
essentially different from the civilian remote sensing satellites. They have more powerful
devices. But in essence, the devices are not much different, except in technology and
their state of scientific refmement for their reconnaissance purposes.
There is one big difference in terms of suategic utilization or peacekeeping utilization
which is very unique. When using telephoto lenses, the scope of the landscape explored
tends to decrease. If one runs into high resolution. one must accept a sharp reduction in
the breadth of the swath reach of the satellite camera sweep when it passes over the
eanh. A civilian orbit takes about 19 days to photo the whole surface of the eanh. For
the reconnaissance satellite to pinpoint details of one meter or 1ft meter in size would
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require hundreds of days. So this type of peacekeeping reconnaissance satellite has to be
maneuvered in some way to cover those pans of the world one is interested in at the
moment. One can not rely on indlfferent monitoring, for it could take hundreds of days
to get exactly what one wanted. These are some of the technological problems apart

from the organizational, operational and funding problems of an International Satellite
Monitoring Agency.

After Mr. Botsmeyer's presentation Mr. Finch made the following concluding
observations:
Fim. I want to call yOU! attention to a new non-profit private organization faoned in
the U.S. similar to· the proposed International Space Agency much discussed at

UNISPACE 'S2. This is called •'International Association for Space Cooperation. t, It is
incorporated in the State of New York and is in the process of funding. It is trying to set
up for the benefit of peaceful non-governmental organizations and others (including
the private sector) available information regarding research projects being carried out by
the diverse outer space research organizations throughout the world. Its purpose is
simply to stop duplication. However, a second purpose is to try to coordinate the times
of major meetings, conventions and functions of space-related, non-governmental
otganizations, because the majot meetings often conflict, thus creating problems for
every organization, as well as governments and specialists.
My second point is that in giving a great deal of thought to outer space, I have found
some basic economic truths of outer space, which are tied to the science and law of outer
space. Since our discussion here today was essentially a focus upon the legal, economic
and political problems of the peaceful uses of outer space, I would like to conclude by
listing the six elements that permeate the world legalities, politics and economics of
Outer space.
The world is becoming aware of the term' 'Ecospace," fU'St introduced internationally
in 1975 in Montreal, Canada at the President's Function of the American' Bar
Association. The basic Ecospace truths are as follows:
1. outer space peculiarly requires very long-range policy planning. A minimum Syear program is essentially in queer space planning. Otherwise, a tremendous waste of
money and time is the result;
2. Outer space is inherently international by nature;
3. Outer space holds an importanr solution ro the global resources conflict;
4. Outer space is the key factor for world peace, world informacion, world trade,
every natioo's economic development and every nation's national security;
5. The greater the number of nations participating in an outer space policy or project,
the greater the assurance of non-threat to any nation's national security, and the greater
its national popular suPPOrt and thus the greater its contribution to world peace.
6. Outer space is so big and so vast in economic cost and expense and so rich in
rewards that it has the same scope as the word infinity has to a scientist.
Pragmatic, materialistic, scientific benefits we now enjoy on earth have really come to
mankind because of the last 2S years of mankind in outer space. Many scientists have
wondered if Einstein and outer space are not really the true keepers of world peace, in
the biggest sense of the word.

The highly successful session was closed by the chair at 4 p.m.

Stephen Gorove
lAF delegate to
UNISPACE82
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5. UNISPACEFORUM organizedby COSPARandIAF, Vienna, Aug. 4·6, 1982*
The UNISP ACE FORUM which preceded che UNISPACE 82 conference was
organized at che initiative of Professor Yash Pal, che Secretary-General ofUNISPACE
82, by Prof.]. F. Demsse, che President of COSPAR and Prof. L. Perek, che President of
IAF. There were a total of 184 people from 42 countries participating in che FORUM.
Following che general introduction by Prof. Denisse a report was presented on che
COSPARf COSTED fUN Symposium on che Role and Impact of Space Research in
Developing countries, which was held in conjunction wich che COSPAR meeting in
Ottawa, in May 1982. The Forum chen concentrated on che discussion of a number of
subject areas which included che Relevance of Space science for Development, Remote
Sensing, Communications, Social and Economic Implications, Management of Space,
and Future Space Programs ofInterest to Developing Countries.
The session on che Relevance of Space Science for Development stressed che
impottance for developing countries of obtaining scientific and technical capacities and
che necessity of international cooperation. It listed well informed decision makers,
creation of enduring local competence and a minimization of che negative effects-as
some of che conditions for success.
The session on Remote Sensing covered two areas: first Meteorology, Climatology
and Oceanography and, second, Agticulture, Geology and Geodesy. Wich respect to che
frrst area, che systems characteristics were identifred and che importance of che
continnity and consistency of acceptable operational systems were stressed. It was also
pointed out chat long-term time series and data from different types of satellites were
essential for oceanographic and climate studies. As to che second area, che potentials
and limitations of space observations were discussed. In chis connection, it was pointed
out chat chere was a need to move toward a well coordinated multi-national remote
sensing system wich compatible and complementary satellite and ground components
and a long,term strategy had to be developed to confmo space and assure stability and
calibrations of instrumental performances so as to monitor the relatively slow but
important changes on che surface of che Earth which have a direct bearing on che quality
oflife.
The session on communications was also divided into two segments: one dealing
wich educational uses of Communications Satellites and che ocher focusing on
"Communications Satellites: Point to Point, 'Commercial Uses' ". The presentation on
che frrst topic noted about 41 projects running from lildia, lildonesia and China to che
U.S.A. and Canada and stressed che necessity of implementing new technology in
reaching remote areas wich che required educational materials. Coverage of che second
topic pointed to che remarkable technological development of satellite communications
achieved in che last 20 years and che general trends in space technology toward larger
spacecraft, smaller earch stations and digital transmission. The advantages of che
concept of clusters of satellites was emphasized along wich che possible system
confrgurations for various services. Attention was also focused on che implementation of
satellite communication system in the developing countries.

"For a morl!' detailed account of the FORUM . .see UNISPACE 82, Doc. A/CONF/BP/14 (8 August
1982).
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There were a number of major policy issues raised by AmbassadorP. jankowitsch in

his keynote paper addressed to the Social and Economic lihplications. Among them
were: the question whether countries advanced in space technology were ready to share
their knowledge and benefits with other countries; whether it was necessary and possible
to bring total international control over all space developments; whether it was possible
to control military developments in space; whether and in what manner could terrestrial
and space science and technology be combined for maximum benefits to all of
humaniry; and the issue of the impact of large· scale space industtialization on the
terrestrial environment.
The session on Management of Space was devoted to two distinct subjects:
Communications Frequencies and Interactions of Space Objects. The first one focused
on the role of the International Telecommunication Union, its bodies and regulatory
procedures while the second topic embraced discussions on possible interferences and
interactions between space objects of all types, and between space objects and the
environment with a view to provide an objective basis for possible measures restricting or
avoiding any possible harmful effects.
Finally, representatives of nine space agencies took part in a round table discussion
on Future Space Programs of Interest to Developing Countries. The session was
coordinated by Roy Gibson (U.K.), former Director General of ESA, and the agencies
on behalf of which repre,entations were made included Arabsat (Dr. Aii Ai.Mashat),
the Chinese Academy of Technology (prof jindong Sun), CNBS (Prof Pierre Morel),
DFVLR (Prof Hermann jordan), ESA (Mr. E. Mallett), the Indian Space Research
Organization (prof S. Dhawan) , the Space Research Institute (IKI) in Moscow
(Academician R. Z. Sagdeev) , NASA (Dr. Burton 1. Edelson), and NASDA (Dr.
Hiroshi Udal. The statements dealt with some of the planned activities of the respective
agencies and the ensuing brief discussion stressed, inter alia, the need to pay more
attention to educating the general public as to the real and practical benefits which
expenditure on space programs bring.

Stephen Gorove
lAP delegate to UNISPACE 82

6. The 25th Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, Paris, Sept. 27·0ct. 2, 1982
This Colloquium took place during the XXXII Congress of the International
Astronautical Federation in the Congress Building near Port Maillot in Paris.
The Colloquium was very well artended by lawyers from all parts of the world and
also by representatives of several international organizations, among them the United
Nations.
The four official subjects on the Colloquium's agenda were the following: Legal
Aspects of the Protection of the Earth and Outer Space Environment, Legal Aspects of
the Peaceful Use of Outer Space in the Light of Article IV of the 1967 Outer Space
Treary, Determination of Applicable Law to Living and Working in Space, and Legal
Aspects of Direct Broadcast Satellites. On these subjects so many papers were received
that it is not possible to discuss them all.
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Professor pepin was the Honorary President, whereas Professor Colliard acted as
President of the Colloquium as a whole. As such, he commented on the papers and
cllscussions after each session. Because of its quality this proved to be a great asset to our
sessions. After the opening' remarks of the President of the International Institute of
Space Law, Dr. Bourety chaired the fIrst session and Dr. Haanappet acted as Rapporteur.
The authors of the papers wtitten for this session gave a summary of their papers after
which a discussion followed. One of the papers that awoke a lot of interest was Dr.
Perek's (Czechoslovakia) paper on Traffic Rules in Space with vety realistic and practical
observations on collision avoidance, traffic separation, rules on inactive vehicles,
pollution prevention, identification, and so on. In the cllscussion Professor Cocca
(Argentina) backed these ideas and explained the Argentine doctrine on the subject
matter. Another subject on which reactions were received was the problem of debtis, a
topic on which several authors wrote a paper. In the discussion, Professor Gorove (USA)
stressed that current space law only knows the notion of "space object" and that it
would be important to determine whether a "space object" includes "space debris".
Dr. Majorsky (USSR) did not think that it would be necessary to defIne the term "space
debris" , there already being a defInition of' 'space object" . He observed that the Treaty
of 1967 was not interpreted and used to its full potential. Dr. Majorsky did not think in
terms of an international body but he stressed international cooperarion on all levels.
Dr. Okolie (USA) was of the opinion that when a space object desintegrates, it is debtis.
Dr. Finch (USA) considered that inactive space vehicles were not debris and that there
was an obligation to fe·orbit such vehicles, especially when they were in geostationary
orbit. In several papers the need of an Outer Space Agency was stressed. In this
connection, opinions expressed at UNISPACE 82 in Vienna were mentioned.
The synthesis of President Colliard (France) stressed that law in the fIeld of
environmental protection had still to be created and that the terms in the treaty dealing
with accident and damage did not cover debtis.
The second session was chaired by Dr. Kopal (UN) with Dr. BenkIJ (FRG) acting as
rapporteur. On this important subject there was a long list' of speakers, so that the
discussion and synthesis of Professor Colliard had to be adjourned until the fourth
session. The authors of papers gave their different views on the interpretation of Art. IV
of the Space Treaty of 1967. The session continued in a peaceful armosphere but
brought no new ideas, and controversial views were subdued. Only the paper of Mrs.
Golloway brought to the fore a constructive solution in proposing cooperation between
technicians and lawyers to see what could be done to prevent military developments in
space.
In general two views could be discerned: one preferring to regulate satellite
weapons (western countries), the other wishing to outlaw all weapons in outer space
(eastern countries). Moreover, it seemed to me that there has been more and more of a
tendency to interprete the term "peaceful uses" in the sense of "non-military" instead
of' 'non-aggressive". Several papers referred to the French proposal of 1978 to establish
an international agency for monitoring satellites (ISMA) , as a means of verifIcation.
Satellites as verification means are allowed under the SAn I Convention. Further
problems under discussion included weapons of mass destruction and free passage
through cosmic space. Dr. Majorsky remarked during the cllscussion that the views
expressed were theoretical and that no practical solutions were mentioned.
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Professor Colliard observed in his synthesis that Art. IV has a limited scope. First of
all, he said there are problems of definition and delicate problems of disarmament.
Then he pointed out that the fundamental text was not Art. IV but Art. III, that refers
to the Charter of the United Nations stressing the peaceful uses of outer space as a
principle, notwithstanding developments. Furthermore, he observed that the U.N.
General Assembly has passed Resolution 3969 in this connection and that nonmilitarization was to be preferred to demilitarization.
The third subject, less controversial and more of the future, contained a palet of
subjectS treating the applicable law on space activities, varying from a philosophical
approach to very down-to-earth observations on contractS relating to these activities and
to the law that could be applied to .them. On this respect, the liabiliry of private
companies working in space could cause problems. Also the term "common heritage of
mankind" was considered. Not all papers referred to the official subject "Living and
working in space" . However, the topic of the session was discussed in terms of the choice
of law applicable to activities in space, as well as the conflicts of law problems. The
substantive and conflictS comparison approaches were taken by the papers ofHaanappe/
and Dessausure, and Stems and Tennen, respectively. The topic of living and working
in space also extended to a discussion of local government for a space settlement, as well
as to the legal problems between settlements and the earth nations involved. The session
was chaired by Dr. Vereshchetin (U.S.S.R.) with Dr. Heere as rapporteur.
Professor Colliard emphasized in his synthesis the importance of the use of
telecommunications, the consent to allow flights above the territory of a state, and
contracts concluded between states. He stressed that the astronauts and cosmonauts do
not live in space but, at present, only stay there for a certain time. He noted several
problems that could occur,-seeing in general the .same classical problems in space as on
earth in this respect.
The fourth session on direct broadcast satellites was the last but certainly not the
least because of the subject's importance. The session was chaired by Mrs. Eilene
Galloway with Marcia Smith acting as rapporteur. Besides surveys on national legislation
on the subject several general topics were handled such as the use of geostationary orbit,
the lTV, Radio Conferences, and so forth. Reconciliation of views between countries
with particular interests will be necessary. Professor Christol (USA) in his paper singled
out what the common interests were. Dr. Finch (USA) referred to the discussions on this
subject in UNISPACE 82 and submitted that' 'Ecospace, the economics of outer space,
and rapid technological changes are now the prime facrors for developed and less
developed countries" in relation to DBS. After some observations from the participants
in the discussion, Professor Colliard gave a synthesis of the subject reflecring his great
knowledge of the topic.
Finally, it must be mentioned that on October 2, aRound Table of technicians and
lawyers was held on Energy from Outer Space .• Professors Gorove, Cocca andDiederiksVerschoor took part from the side of lawyers, each covering a different aspect of the
problem, such as W ARC Conferences, sovereignry and relevant treary provisions. The
discussion was very lively, but touched mainly on technical problems.
Dr. I.H. Ph. Diederiks-Verschoor
President, International Institute
of Space Law, IAF
'For a report on the Round Table,.see EventS ofImerest, 7, infra.
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7. Roundtable on Energy from Outer Space, IAF Congress, Paris, Oct. 2, 1982.
Under the auspices of the' 33rd International Astronautical Congress in Paris, a
roundtable on Energy from Outer Space: Problems of Technological Feasibility and
International Cooperation, was held in the Palais des Congres, Porte Maillot, on
October 21, 1982. This session was organized by the Scientific-Legal Liaison Committee,
a body jointly established by the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) and the
International Institute of Space Law (lISL). The Commirtee, the establishment of which
was once initiated by the late Professor John Cobb Cooper (USA), is composed of
members of both these institutions and its main task consists of studying problems of
common concern for both, scientists and lawyets.
It should be recalled that the IAA-IISL Scientific-Legal Liaison Committee, has so
far been the only international body in which scientific, technological and legal experts
get together in order to consider selected topics of the present or prospective space
activities. Such discussions permit a better understanding of problems which deserve
such a complex consideration from the part of different scientific and humanistic
disciplines. Headed by Professor Manfred Lochs, judge and formerly President of the
International Coutt ofJustice, who for many years has been orienting the interest of the
Committee to subjects of high significance, the Committee 'already succeeded in
convening as many as nine roundtables in the period of the past 15 years. Most of them
were prepared jointly by Mr. PietTe Contensou, formerly Director General of ONERA
(France) andDr. Vladimir Kopal, now Deputy Chief of the Outer Space Affairs Division
(United Nations), who served as organizing co-chairman of these sessions with Dr.
Michel Bourety from ESA as rapporteur.
The list of the roundtables accomplished up-to-date indicates what the scope of
interest of the Committee has been. The fIrst two sessions, held respectively in Belgrade
(Yugoslavia), 1967 and New York (USA), 1968, discussed the problems of a defInition
of outer space in the light of scientific factors important for defming outer space. Two
roundtables dealing with space activities which might have harmful effects on the
environment were held, the fIrst in Constance (FRG) in 1970, the second in Vienna
(Austria) in 1972. The following discussion of this type was convened to Amsterdam in
1974. Its subject read "Space Stations-present and future. Scientific and technological
opportunities; Identification of legal problems involved." Two roundtables, held
respectively in Prague (Czechoslovakia) in 1977 and Dubrovnik (Yugoslavia) in 1978,
were devoted to scientific and legal aspects of international cooperation in remote
sensing. In 1979 a session on "Scientific and Legal Aspects of Large Systems in Space:
Problems and Prospects" was held in Munich (FRG). Contributions submitted to these
roundtables were regularly included as Addenda in the respective volumes of
Proceedings of the Colloquia on the Law of Outer Space published by the International
Institute of Space Law of the International Astronautical Federation. Finally, the
roundtable in Paris followed in 1982. The remaining part of this report will be dedicated
to this session.
Cettainly, the Paris roundtable on problems of energy from outer space was not the
fIrst discussion on this attractive topic. As a matter of fact, this subject was also included
in the program of the panel discussions organized by a group of nongovernmental
organizations during the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and
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Peaceful Uses of Outer Space in Vienna, in August of the same year.' Moreover, many
other meetings held in previous years and an extensive list of publications on this subject
might be recalled here.
Nevertheless, the Paris roundtable had a specific character, for its aim was not only
that of outlining the main technological problems to be solved in order to make a solar
energy project feasible, as was usually the case of the foregoing meetings. In addition to
this aim, the roundtable was to identify the legal problems connected with establishing
solar power systems. Finally, an outlook on the main fields of international cooperation
to be developed for these purposes was to be given.
The organizers of the Paris roundtable succeeded in engaging a considerable list of
speakers on the subject. The name of Dr. Peter E. Glaser, President of the Solar Energy
Foundation (USA), whose pioneer efforts developed in this field are widely known, was
on the top of this list. In his paper called "Space industrialization-the context for
energy from space", he presented a comprehensive image of the state of the problem.
Dr. Glaser particularly emphasized that during the next few decades, space technology,
first developed to meet scientific goals, would be adapted and expanded to make
increasingly important contributions to the world' economy. Space industrialization
could provide valuable new services, productS, and processes on Earth and lead to
further expansion of human activities in space. In this connection, the speaker reminded
the audience that energy from space was especially promising. Broad-based technical
srudies and comprehensive societal, economic and environmental assessment during the
past had indicated that such a development could be of global benefit.
The speaker then described the technical scheme of SPS and recalled that the SPS
development would benefit from the experience gained in many other space-related
activities, as well as from the development of generic technologies. In concluding his
contribution, Dr. Glaser said: "The transition to renewable non-polluting energy
sources is inevitable, and the SPS is a major option for assuring a secure and continuous
supply of electricity on a global scale. Furthermore, the SPS is an integral part of the
evolution of technologies contributing to a growing and maturing space industry.
Energy from space is a worthy goal for expanding human activities in space with the
widest possible global benefits."
The second speaker was Rudolf C. Meiner from the European Space Research and
Technology Centre (Noordwijk, the Netherlands) who presented a paper called "The
Solar Power Satellite. A programme for development aid". From among many aspects
of SPS-technical and economic, environmental, societal, political and instirutionalhe qualified the larter. as the most difficult problems to solve. In contrast to the
development in space telecommunications the SPS was only a concept for which an
international organization was needed long before any hardware would be developed.
Hence, he suggested to initiate a gradual, phased approach which would allow a
relatively modest start and create increasing incentives for expansion, because of early
tangible results and a clearly understandable long range goal. After a more detailed
description of thtee phases suggested for the establishment of a full Solar Power Satellite
System, the speaker predicted that this large development and building program whose
cost was estimated by him in the range of 100 billion dollars, would create an

'For a report on the NGO 's at UNISPACE 82,.see, EventS ofInteresc, 3,in}TtI.
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industrial/economic boom like no other single project ever before. Such boom could be
shared by a very large number of nations and over a relatively long time period.
The third speaker, Professor Stephen Gorove from the University of Mississippi Law
Center (USA),stressed at the outset of his contribution that a careful analysis of all the
factors and ramifications, including the impact of SPS project on socio-economic, legal,
environmental, international and other considerations and an evaluation of alternative
courses of action and their likely effects was imperative before any rational decisions
could be made. Further in his paper he concentrated on legal implications of the use of
the geostationary orbit for purposes of SPS and presented a detailed analysis of all
relevant documents relating to the use Gsa as worked out in the last decade within the
framework of 1111. In particular, he suggested an interpretation of the role of the
forthcoming World Administrative Radio Conference which should "guarantee in
practice for all countries equitable access to the geostationary satellite orbit and the
frequency bands allocated to space services". Bearing in mind that the legal problems
associated with the use of GSO are not unique to SPS, the speaker at the same time
admitted that they could become unique in relation to the determination of priorities
with respect to types of uses, should be increasing demand on the use of this limited
resource call for a determination of such priorities. Future energy scarcity on earth,
should it arise, would place the use of SPS in a category of higher priority than some of
the other types of uses. In concluding, Professor Gorove reminded that among several
challenges the international community was facing was the determination of acceptable
ctiteria for defming "equitable access" and the development of new techniques for a
more efficient use of GSO and the radio frequency spectrum in order to alleviate
possible increasing pressures on their use.
Professor Aida Armando Cocca from the University of Cordoba (Argentina)
qualified in his paper SPS as a visionary and, at the same time, realistic concept. As he
said there ssemed to be no technical obstacles that could not be surmounted in the next
two decades or perhaps before. The speaker also attired most of its attention to the
problem of GSa and geosynchronous satellites saying that whether SPS were to be
deployed as a microwave, laser, or mirror system, it would affect some portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum. A microwave system would be the most problematic bacuse
communications of all sotts shared this pottion of the spectrum.
Turning to the legal aspects of the problem, Professor Cocca frrst made it clear that
there was no specific regulation of solar energy. The fust document on this subject
presented to the United Nations had been "International problems arising from the
exploitation of solar energy and other related energies" submitted by Argentina on 25
May 1976.2 He also recalled that already in 1976 he had proposed general principles on
solar energy and introduced the last amended text of those principles to the roundtable.
It was declared in this draft inter alia that the principle of the "common heritage of
mankind" was applicable to the Sun and its natural resources, as well as to all other
energy captured in outer space and transmitted to Earth (principle I); and that the
management of solar and related energies should be carried out through international
machinery with sufficient capacity to ensure its rational and equitable use (principle
XII).

'Doc. AI AC. lOS IL. 91 (1976.)
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Professor I.H.Ph. Diederiks-Verschoor from the University of Utrecht (The
Netherlands) presented a paper called "Legal aspects of solar power satellites-Impact
on the environment". First in this paper, she analyzed the risks that SPS operations
would imply for the human environment. In this light, she then examined what place
environment was occupying in the existing structure of international law , and whether
that structure was sufficiently geared to cope with the problem. Professor Diederiks
arrived at the conclusion that a tudimentary foundation for protection of the
environment existed, thanks mainly to the 1967 Space Treaty. On the other hand, the
fabric of that legal structure was very loosely knit, leaving many imponant gaps to be
filled. Parricularly unsatisfactory was the lack of any tule making it mandatory for States
to act in such a way as to preclude any possibility of contamination of the environment.
Another such aspect was the absence of adequate rules of liability and sanctions. With a
view to future SPS experiments serious thought should be given to the question whether
and in what way the siruation could be remedied or at least improved. Professor
Diederiks considered as the best solution "to lift issues affecting the environment
completely out of the current legal structure and to make a concened effon supponed
by as many States as possible to arrive at a special Convention or even Charter". In her
opinion, such an agreement would also have to include special safeguards that might be
required in connection with SPS operations, as well as well-defIned and compulsory
standards of behavior for States to ensure that any damage be reduced to an acceptable
level. In addition, a satisfactory defmition of "environment" and "damage", the laner
to replace that given in the Uability Convention, should be spelled out in the new
agreement. In this connection, the speaker recalled that a Study Group of the David
Davies Memorial Institute, which had previously prepared a Draft Code of rules on the
exploration and use of outer space, also drafted tules concerning changes in the
environment of the Earth.
The last speaker, Dr. Andre Lebeau (Etablissement Public de la Villette, Paris,
France) fIrst considered in his intervention the feasibility of SPS projects. Furthermore,
he analyzed the question of their economical competitiveness in comparison with other
methods of producing energy. The speaker said that the economic feasibility of SPS
would be a function of the dimensions of the system which again would raise the
question of accessibility to this system. In his opinion the economic feasibility of SPS was
incontenstable in the shon run, but it was not possible to say anything as to the long
tun.
In the discussion that followed after the presentation of papers, a number of
technical, economical and juridical issues were recalled. First of all, a very principal
question was raised by Wilbur L. Pritchard, President of Direct Broadcast Satellite
Corporation (USA), namely why it was necessary-given the absolute necessity of using
solar energy, its inexhaustibility and non-polluting nature-to collect it in the
geostationary orbit. In his opinion, it was technically much easier, undoubtedly cheaper
and politically not more difficult to collect the solar energy and distribute it terrestrially.
Also the environmental issues and coordination with communications and other
services, would be much easier.
Another question was raised by Dr. R.j.L. Morel from the North-Holland
Publishing Company (The Netherlands): Was it not true that the rich countries would
only invest in such higher investment projects when developing countries committed
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themselves to participation in a SPS project a pn'on"? He considered, however, such
commitment too high, adding that the developing countries would continue their
traditional solar projects which were difficult and expensive enough.
In answering these questions Dr. R. C. Meiner made it abundantly clear that it was
not possible to compare a small solar panel near the equator with the cost of SPS, but
rather, in the long run, the investments needed to assure a large part of the baseload
electric energy for the industrialized world in the 21st century, where the only
alternatives would be fIssion, breeder or fusion reactors.
In replying to another question by Dr. Morel, whether the sums to be invested in
an enormous space infrastructure for SPS would ever be made available, Dr. Meiner
emphasized that large infrastructures would have to be established in space for other
purposes, too, such as space manufacturing, service and maintenance of satellites and
hence SPS coUld evolve from an existing industrial base in space. He reminded that his
pap'er outlined a plan with a 'phases approach' in order to delay heavy investments as
long as possible.
In this part of the discussion Mr. P. Contensou (France) noted that one of the
drawbacks of SPS was the fact that the system itself was an energy consumer. He
wondered what the ratio between energy used for SPS and energy sent to Earth would
be.
As to legal aspects of the problem, Professor Carl Q. Christal from the University of
Southern California (USA) fIrst recalled that legal instruments were often behind, or'
even in conflict with the technological development. He evidenced this affIrmation by
an analysis of Article II of the 1967 Space Treaty and Article 11, para.' 2 of the 1969
Moon Agreement. Furthermore, he made it clear that the ITU Convention was based
not only on the principle of equitable and efficient use of natural resources but also on
distributing these resources on the basis of the needs and contributions of those having
the capability of using them. This principle would be also applied in case of SPS. Thus
the ITU Convention and, similarly, the W ARC resolutions allocaring frequencies and
positions in orbit to States, though not having the same legal nature as the space
treaties, were contradictoty to the principles of the 1967 Space Treaty and the 1979
Moon Agreement which prohibited any appropriation in space.
In his answer Professor Stephen Gorove expressed a different opinion relaring to
the interpretation of the 1967 Space Treaty: Article of that Treaty appeared to abolish
only the territorial and not the functional aspects of sovereignty which reappeared in
Articles VI, VII and VIII confirming the jurisdiction and control of States over objects
launched by them into outer space. On the other hand, the only appropriation
prohibited by Article II was that which was purely "national" and other forms of
appropriations were not excluded.
In this connection Professor Charles Ch. Okolie (USA) expressed the view.that
Article II was not disputed by SPS which did not imply any appropriation of outer space.
At the same time, he emphasized that all countries, whatever their capabilities of
participating in the establishment of SPS they might be, had an equal right to benefIt
from this achievement.
The roundtable discussion on energy from outer space held in Paris thus confIrmed
a high complexity of the problems involved. Much remains to be done before a project
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of this kind, feasible from technological, economical and political point of view, could
be staned. A close cooperation of all those wishing to work for its accomplishment is
necessary. The Paris Roundtable was a modest, but certainly not the least significant
contribution for this end.

Vladimir Kopa/
Deputy Chief, Outer Space Affairs
Divison, United Nation Secretariat

(b) Short Accounts
8. Seminar on the Applicability o/Space Science, ApriI19-23, 1982, Quito, Ecuador.

On the occasion of the Second U.N. Conference on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(UNISPACE 82) held in Vienna, member states of the United Nations were requested to
present national monographs regarding the starus of science and space technology in
different countries and its political and legal implications.
In one of the sections of the National Monograph of Chile it was established that
one of the" most feasible means to obtain a rational utilization of space technology was
the creation of a Latin American Space Agency. It was further stated that only through a
regional mechanism of effective cooperation could negotiations with developed
countries be carried out with better possibilities of success and could a more rational
channeling and a less costly technology be obtained.
Prior to UNISPACE 82, a preparatoty Seminar on the Applicability of Space
Sciences was held in Aptil of this year in Qnito, in which representatives of all Latin
American nations participated and Chile's proposal for the creation of a Latin American
Space Agency was approved by consensus.
In support of the establishment of such agency Mr. Raimundo Gonzalez of Chile
made the following observations:
The social and economical growth of the Latin-American countries should be based
on the use of their own capabilities and resources.
Latin America should use the best available tools to improve its condition at a faster
pace. Space technology is one of these tools. Buying it from developed space countries is
only justifiable as a step toward a more independent future. Therefore, self sufficiency
in this field should be established as a desirable and achievable objective.
Since Latin American countries, isolated from each other could not reach the ,. critical
mass" required for an effective lift-off toward said self reliance. the way out is to add up
the available human and material resources in a joint venture: A LATIN AMERICAN
SPACE AGENCY.
The ftrst objectives of the Latin American Space Agency should be those of
establishing the capabilities to utilize space technology applications. with the idea of
progressing toward gradual technical self reliance. The ftrst tasks. for instance, could be
those of designing ground SYStems to be integrated with building blocks purchased
abroad. and not turn-key systems. One important condition to be borne in mind is that
the: systems that be seleCted as the initial tasks of the agency should satisfy important
needs of the Latin American countries, so that the people of these nations realize the
advantages of using "space age" tools.
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The next step could be to establish goals such as the design and construction of the
building blocks of ground systems, so as to progress towards more difficult tasks such as
complete space segments.

One important collateral result of activities of this type is that work of people of
different Latin American countries toward common objectives will constitute a

pannership that may eventually lead to better expressions of the common destiny to
which we arc. guided by our "inheritance of race, creeds. language and other cultural
manifestations.

In the course of the seminar a body of principles, entailing the most significant
legal and political elements required to get the Agency underway, was examined by the
above mentioned parties. It was agreed that the Economic Commission for Latin
America (ECLA) would be entrusted with the preparation of a study regarding the
technical, institutional and fmancial feasibilities in connection with the creation of said
organ. To this effect, it was deemed imperative that ECLA be assisted by a Group of
Multidisciplinary Experts on the Subject.
Finally, the Chilean Delegation to UNISPACE 82 obtained the inclusion of new
paragraph (par. 353) in the fmal Report of the Conference, recommending the creation
of a regional cooperation mechanism and requesting the Organization of the United
Nations to promote this initiative.
Raimundo Gonzalez
First Secretary, Permanent Mission
of Chile to the United Nations

9. Space Law Session, International Law Association Conference, Aug. 29-Sept. 4,
1982, Montreal, Canada.
There were two reports on space law submitted during the 60th Conference of the
International Law Association which was held in Montreal from August 29 to September
4, 1982. The fIrst one dealt with the Moon Treaty and was prepared by the Chairman of
the Space Law Committee, Professor D. Goedhuis who summed up the discussion
following the presentation of his report in the following marmer:
1) The Conference, convinced that the Moon Treaty, COntaining a number of legal,
moral and political guidelines, can have a salutory effect on international space relations
and can contribute to a greater measure of international cooperation, stressed the
importance of States ratifying this Treaty without funher delay. The Conference
considered that the concern expressed by a number of American opponentS of the Treaty
on the possible harmful consequences which a ratification might have on American
conomic and se1:urity interests, were unjustified.
2) The Conference, noting the divergent opinions expressed in the U.N. Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space on the imPOrt of the principle of the "Common
Heritage of Mankind" contained in An. XI (1) of the Moon Treaty, decided to draw the
attention of the U.N. to the importance of working OUt legal norms aimed at the
implementation of this principle.
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3) The Conference, rejecting the arguments put forward by some jurists that under
the terms of the Moon Treaty a pre-emptive exploitation of the natural resources of the
Moon was not allowed, expressed the opinion that no moratorium on the exploitation of
these resources, prior to the establishment; of the international regime provided for in

the Treaty, existed.
4) The Conference, taking -note: of the dangerous escalation in the military uses of
outer space, an escalation which. if not halted, would likely lead to profound changes in

the strategic balance of the world decided to draw the attention to the Geneva
Committee on Disarmament (which at present is discussing means aimed at a
prevention of such escalation) to the importance of a strict observance of Art.
of the
Moon Treaty, which. in its ftrst paragraph, provides that the Moon shall be used by all
States Panies exclusively for peaceful purposes. l

m

The second report focused on the settlement of space law disputes and was
prepared by the Rapporteur of the Space Law Commirtee, Professor Bockstiegel who
summarized his statement in the following way:
The discussion on a Draft Convention on the Settlement of Space Law Disputes took
place on the basis of the respective printed report submitted by the Committee
Rapporteur, Prof. Bockstiegel. As suggested in that report, one decided not to enter yet
into details of drafting such a convention. but to concentrate first on achieving a

common opinion on major basic questions regarding such a convention. There was an

agreement that the convention should be open for adherence from states and
international governmental organizations only. hut that private enterprises active in
space activities might also be admitted access to respective courts and arbitral tribunals.
The choice provided to members of the convention in Resolution II was considered
essential in enabling as large as possible a number of states to sign and ratify such a
convention. a solution also accepted in the Law of the Sea Conferences. On the other
hand, there was also general agreement that, nevertheless. each state had to accept at
least one method fOf binding settlement, because otherwise such a convention would
only serve its purpose in a very limited sense. The convention woul~therefore,not allow
participating states only to accept recommendations or conciliation as means for the
settlement of disputes, since such means would not lead to a definite settlement of the
disputes in cases where one of the parties does not agree. Otherwise, ResolucionlI is self¥
explanatory.l

D. Goedhuis
Chairman, Space Law Commirree,
International Law Association

IOn the basis of the report on the Moon Treaty the conference approved Resolution I the text of which is

repdocued in CURRENT DOCUMENTS, VI. Infra.
lOn the basis of the report on the Settlement of Space Law Disputes, the conference adopted Resolution
II the text of which is reproduced in CURRENT DOCUMENTS, VI, infra.
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10. Direct Broadcast Satellite Conference, Washington, D.C., Sept. 20-21, 1982.

A major international conference on direct broadcast satellites was held in
Washington, D.C. on September 20 and 21, 1982. The Conference, entitled "DBS:
Prospects and OpportUnities," brought together leading business and government
representatives in the field of satellite communications from all over the world. It
represented the fmt time that officials of European and Japanese concerns joined their
American counterparts in addressing a: forum on DBS in the United States .
. . Co-sponsored by the Phillips Publishing Company and the law fum of Schnader,
Harrison, Segal & Lewis of Philadelphia and Washington, D.C., the Conference was
chaired by Delbert D. Smith, a partner in its Washington office.
The Conference faculty included spokesmen for each of the nine U.S. applicants
before the Federal Communications Commission for authority to operate DBS systems,
as well as representatives of international DBS operators, the fInancial, brokerage and
underwriters' communities, government agencies and equipment suppliers. The faculty
included, among others, such distinguished individuals as Peter Marshall, General
Manager and Deputy Chief Executive, Visnews, Ltd., London, England; Donald E.
Quinn, Vice President, New Business Development, R.C.A. Americom, Inc.; Rolf
Amim, Managing Director ofEurosatellite, Munich, Germany; Charles Akrich, Deputy
Director General in Charge of Space Affairs, Telediffusion de France, Montrouge,
France; Paul G. DemMing, Partner, Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, Washington,
D.C.; Marcel Mihaeloff, Chairman, Alpha Telecommunications and Technology, Ltd.,
Great Britain; Lars Anderson, TELE-X Project Manager, Swedish Space Corporation,
Stockholm; Brian Hughes, Senior Vice President, U.S. Aviation Underwriters, Inc.,
New York; Brian Stockwell, President, Coroon & Black IInspace, Inc., Washington,
D.C.; Tadihico Inada, Washington Representative of the National Space Development
Agency of Japan, Washington, D.C.; A. w: Brook, Assistant Vice President, Satellite
Planning, Western Union Telegraph Company; and Stephen A. Sharp, formerly
General Counsel and now a Commissioner on the FCC.
Paul G. DemMing
Partner, Schnader, Harrison,
Segal & Lewis, Washington, D.C.
11. Law Professors Workshop, St. Louis University, Dec. 10-11, 1982

A Law Professor Workshop on "The New International Economic Order" was held
at St. Louis University School of Law, Dec. 10-11, 1982, under the joint sponsorship of
the Standing Committee on Law and National Security and the International Law
Section of the American Bar Association. A part of this workshop dealt with the
"Sharing of Resources: The Common Heritage of Mankind" which was addressed by
Professors John Norton Moole of the University of Virginia and Stephen Gorove of the
University of Mississippi.Law Schools.
Stephen Gorove
President, Association of the
U.S. Members of the IISL
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12. Other Events

The National Space Club held its 1982 GovernmentlIndustry Conference on June
22-23 in Tyson's Corner, Virginia with the participation of NASA, DOD and NOAA
senior officials.- The 25th Anniversary of the launching of Sputnik was celebrated in
September 1982 in Moscow. Cosmonauts of the Intercosmos program and dignitaries
from socialist and nonsocialist countries were among the participants. Among the
attendees from the U.S. were Dr. Stark C. Draper, Fred Durant, Mrs. Eilene W.
Galloway, Ms. Mireille Gerard, and Professor. Stephen Gorove. The American
Astronautical Society held a meeting during October 1982 in Houston. Ronald F. Stowe
of Satellite Business Systems was a featured speaker.
Also in October 1982 legal expetts of the Intercosmos countries met for a
conference in Prague. The United Nations University and The Hague Academy of
International Law held a Workshop in November 1982 on the Settlement of Disputes
over New Natural Resources. Dr. Diederiks-Verschoor, Professor Stephen Gorove, N.
Jasentuliyana, Lubos Perek and Dr. Delbert D. Smith were among the speakers.
13. Brie/News

As a result of a ten-month review the President announced a national space policy
that is to set the direction of US space effotts for the next decade. . . STS-6 will
introduce the second Orbiter, Challenger... The first ESA/NASA joint Spacelab
mission is scheduled to take place in 1983 ... The 4th World Telecommunications
Exhibition will take place Oct. 26-Nov. 1, 1983 in Geneva, Switzerlaod.

B. Forthcoming Events
The Twenty-First Goddard Memorial Symposium will be held on March 24-25,
1983 in Greenbelt, Marylaod. Its theme will be Space Applications at the Crossroads.
The Association of the U.S. Members of the International Institute of Space Law is
expected to cosponsor a program on Space Telecommunications during the annual
meeting of the Americao Society of International Law on April 15, 1983, in
Washington, D. C. As in the past, a short business session willfollow the program.
The SocieteFraocaisede Droit Aeriao et Spatial will hold a program on •• Air, Space
aod Law" on April 14-5, 1983 in Paris, Fraoce.
The 1983 IISL Colloquium will be held in Budapest, Hungary, from Oct. 9 - Oct.
15, 1983, during the IAF Congress, the theme of which will be "International
Cooperation in Space." The subjects to be discussed will be: Telecommunications and
the Geostationary Orbit; Interrelationship Between Air aod Space Law; Responsibility
for Space Activities; and Legal Aspects ofInternational Cooperation in Space.

BOOK REVIEWS/NOTICES
Outer Space andLaw (in Russian), edited by P, I. Lukin and A, I. Rudev (U.S.S.R.
Academy of Sciences, Institute of State and Law, Moscow, 1980), pp. 140.
In the Soviet Union great attention is given to scientific development of legal
problems of outer space exploration. The publication of the book entitled "Outer Space
and Law" is a vivid ilItistration of this fact. The book is written by a group of lawyers,
experts on international law, including, E. G. Vasilevskaya, V. S. Vereshchetin, S. V.
Vinogradov, R. V. Dekanozov, E. P. Kamenetskaya, Y. M. Kolossov and is edited by P.
1. Lukin and A. I. Rudev. This work is devoted to the study of fundamental theoretical
problems of international space law not only of today but, also of those problems which
may arise in the future.
In the introduction by Professor Y. Kolossov who holds a doctorate in law, it is
stated that the use of space by states is directly connected with their political, economic
and scientific interests. Analyzing Art. I of the Treaty on Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space Including the Moon and
Other Celestial bodies the author writes that in international space law there exists not
just the freedom of space, as stated by many scientists, but a number of "freedoms"
beyond which there are limitations rather than absolute freedom. It is also stressed that
the pace of progress in science and technology in space exploration is supposed to bring
about quicker development and adoption of new international legal rules of space law.
The regnlating role of these rules will become more important on account of
indivisibility of outer space and on account of the really global character of many aspects
of space activity (Pp04-7) .
.:raking into consideration further extension of space exploration the chapter on
"Legal Contents of the Notion of Outer Space" is focusing attention on the importance
of the solution of one, probably, the most complicated problem of outer space
defInition. On the basis of an extensive analysis of publications of Soviet and foreign
scientists this work points out a different approach to the issue of outer space defInition
and the determination of its boundaries. It explains the reasons for the Soviet
standpoint on this issue and states that the border between airspace and outer space is to
be determined by an agreement and is to be set at a height of 100-110 kilometers above
sea level (pp. 44-45).
It is known that in the international law doctrine the question regarding the
juridical nature of outer space and celestial bodies as well as of their resources is
considered not to be sufficiently srudied. The merit of the work reviewed is that this gap
is, to a certain extent, bridged by the chapter on "The Juridical Nature of Outer Space,
Celestial Bodies and Their Resources". Having studied international legal acts the
author of this chapter draws the conclusion that the fundamental principles on which
the legal starus of outer space is based are the principles of nonappropriation and those
of common use. It is interesting to note the way in which the author puts the problem
concerning the difference between the juridical nature of the resources of celestial bodies
. and that of the celestial bodies themselves. The author comes to the conclusion that it is
reasonable to use the term "international territoty of common use" while defIning the
juridical nature of outer space and celestial bodies (pp. 46-61).
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The chapter entitled "International Space Legal Relations" reveals the meaning of
the notion "legal capacity" in international law. The author states that wrong
interpretation of this notion might result in the acknowledgement of juridical inequality
of states in international law from the standpoint of the ability of states to obtain rights
and duties by their actions. Regarding general problems of international law and
particular problems of international space law, the author analyzes the major aspects of
international space legal relations and properly stresses the idea that rights and duties of
international law subjects originate from the major principles and rules of general
international law , principles of international space law, as well as specific rules of space
law.
The section on "International Legal Regime of Joint Flights of Cosmonauts from
Different States" discusses the meaning of the notion "jurisdiction and control" and
"any personnel" (crew) which are used in Art. VIII of the Outer Space Treaty. The
author concludes that jurisdiction in international space law should mean rights and
powers of a state to exercise not only its judicial power but its legislative, and executive
powers as well over persons and objects while in outer space, including on celestial
bodies (p. 78).
Further development of space exploration will necessitate moving crews from space
vehicles belonging to one state to space vehicles of other states. In connection with this
there may arise a problem concerning determination of the state which is to exercise
jurisdiction and control over these crews. This will call for reaching an agreement about
the manner of exercising jurisdiction over cosmonauts-citizens of different states
(especially, in the event of creation in the future of permanent international settlements
in outer space). The obvious merit of this chapter is that it covers a wide range of
international legal problems arising out of joint flights of space crews of different states.
Among these problems are: exercising jurisdiction over cosmonauts who may have an
emergency landing on the territory of some other state, rendering mutual aid in space,
giving notice of dangerous phenomena, and so forth. Moreover, the author does not
only bring to light and analyze these problems but tries to solve them.
In the practical uses of outer space increasing importance is attached to manned
space stations in Earth orbit. Therefore, it is necessary to make an all-round scientific
investigation of international legal aspects of the use of such stations. These issues are
considered in the chapter dealing with the "International Legal Status of the Manned
Space Stations in Earth Orbit". The authors define the term" manned space stations in
Earth orbit", show the features of their international legal regulation depending on
their location in earth or circumlunar orbits or on the surface of the Moon. They also
focus attention on the legal problems associated with space shuttles and analyze the
term "jurisdiction and control" with regard to manned space stations in Earth orbit.
In the reviewed book the authors consider legal problems connected with
prevention of harmful influence of space activity over the Earth and outer space. The
section on "Space Activity and Protection of the Environment" is, in particular,
devoted to this subject. A number of international legal acts are analyzed in it. These
acts are considered to be a legal basis of international law and order in space and, at the
same time, they directly concern the protection of environment. Studying a wide range
of issues on this problem the authors come to the conclusion that in international space
law principles and rules aimed at prevention of the Earth and space contamination
resulting from space activity are still in the making.
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Most important and urgent problems are considered in the book with a thorough
analysis of the subject. Therefore, the book should be of great interest to the reader.

Dr. 1. Kotlyrov
Lawyer (U.S.S.R.)
History of the International Institute of Space Law, lAP, by Euge'ne Pepin
(American Instirute of Aeronautics and Astronautics), pp. 117, $5.00.
This fust published history of the International Instirute of Space Law (lISL) was
introduced at the 25th IISL Space Law Colloquium (Sep. 1983) in Paris-the home of its
author-as a tribute to him. Dr. Pepin was a co-founder and a past President of the
IISL. The History relates that the IISL parent organization, the International
Astronautical Federation (IAF), meeting at The Hague, sponsored the fust colloquium
on space legal problems in 1958. During that meenng a Resolution was adopted
recognizing that international agreements would be necessary to solve space legal
problems, and to such end an IAF Permanent Legal Committee was to be created "to
srudy all legal problems concerning space law;" further, the Resolution provided that
the UN Secretary-General should be advised thereof and of the IAF's "desire to
cooperate with any initiative" taken by the UN "in the area of Astronautics". In the
following' year, at the Second Colloquium,a Resolution was adopted resulting in the
creation of the IISL as a successor to the Permanent Legal Commirtee.
The History relates the aims, objectives, organization and management of the IISL.
Annexes of the History, contained in the booklet and appropriately incorporated by
reference, include the "Starutes" of the IISL, its Board of Directors membership, a
listing of past IISL Space Law colloqnia and of the subjects treated and papers presented,
a recital of awards made by IISL and of their recipients, and an alphabetical listing of the
IISL world-wide membership-including the address of each member.
Orders for the History should be addressed to the American Instirute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10104,
with a check payment of $6 which includes postage and handling.

Martin Menter
Vice President, IISL

The World in Space: A Survey of SPace Activities and Lrsues, edited by Ralph
Chipman. Prepared for UNISPACE '82. Published in cooperation with the United
Nations (prentice-Hall, 1982), pp. 689. $50.00.
At present the biggest success of the Second United Nations Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, held from 9-21 August 1982 in Vienna, Austria, has been
the documentation generated for and by the Conference. Part of the preparations for
UNISPACE '82 included Background Papers compiled by the UN Secretariat with the
assistance of international scientific organizations and individual scientists. With the
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editorial assistance of Mr. Ralph Chipman, the material has been revised to incorporate
new informarion and published as The World in Space with a table of contents and
index.
The topics covered correspond to. the agenda for UNISPACE '82. Part I consists of
four chapters constituting a general review of space science and technology, an
assessment of applications and a look at developments that are likely to occur in the next
decade. Parts II and III comprise five chapters examining the key issues before
UNISPACE '82, i.e. the social and economic implications of the use of space
technology. Part IV consists of three chapters on the activities of international
organizations concerned with space.
The book is a comprehensive and authoritative review of space activities and
international cooperarion in space. To complete the UNISPACE '82 documentation,
The World in SPace should be read along with Outer SPace: A Selective Bibliography,
UN Doc. STIUBISER.B/33 (1982), Report 0/ the Second United Nations Conference
on the Exploration and Peace/ul Uses 0/ Outer Space, UN Doc. A/CONF.101/10
(1982), and List 0/ Conclusions and Recommendations 0/ the Second United Nations
Conference on the Peace/ul Uses o/OuterSpace, UN Doc. A/CONF.lOlill (1982).
These publications will influence the legal discussions of outer space for years to come.
Amanda L. Moore
Treasurer, Association of the U. S. Members ofIISL
The United States and the Debate on the World "In/ormation Order" by J. F.
Guntheret. al. (Washington: U.S. Int'l Communication Agency, 1979), pp. 202.

This book makes a valuable contribution toward fuller understanding of the
implications for space law of the current debate on a world "information order."
Prominent American expens on internarional communications have produced this
overview of the context of the debate, its historical development in international fora,
and its primary issues and implicarions.
The "National Sovereignty" section analyzes the issues that most directly affect
space law. The discussion begins with the observation that proponents of a new
information order perceive the information environment of a country as an imponant
resource whose use the nation is entitled to control and supervise as an aspect of its
national sovereignty. Emerging satellite technology, including direct television
broadcasting, remote earth-sensing, and transborder flow of computer data can
circumvent a nation's" informational sovereignty" and has generated demands for laws
requiring ptior consent and regulation of its use.
The first issue which the authors analyze is whether" direct television broadcasting
by satellite from one country to another without the prior consent of the receiving state
is a violation of national sovereignty." It is pointed out that although direct broadcast
satellites (DBS) would represent a substantial technological escalation of international
broadcast capabilities, the United States opposes any present regulation of DBS as
inhibiting technological progress, interfering with a nation's sovereign right to
broadcast within its borders, and unnecessary in light of other remedies available to
nations who wish to block foreign satellite broadcasts. The discussion notes that despite
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the fact that DBS is not yet a technological reality (so that debate cannot be based upon
actual conditions), many countries have alteady concluded that unrestricted operations
of DBS is unacceptable. Proposals mentioned by the authors to safeguard national
sovereignty range from the Canadian-Swedish call· for rules of prior consent and
participation in programming by the recipient countries to the claimed right by the
USSR to prevent any DBS broadcasting into irs borders.
Attention is next turned to whether "remote sensing by one nation of another
nation's territory without prior consent is an incursion against the sensed nation's
sovereignty." While there is recognition of the view that military use of remote-sensing
technology inftinges upon a narion's sovereignty and has only been conducted covertly,
the authors also menrion that remote sensing could eliminate the thorny issue of on-site
inspection which has stalled talks on nuclear disarmament. On the civilian side, the
discussion raises the concerns of developing narions over the use of remote-sensing data
about their natural resources by sophisticated governments and corporations in making
international political and business decisions. Inasmuch as the U.S. Landsat satellite
program is the source of most data and analytical expertise, the emerging narions
disapprove of having to share intimate knowledge of their resources with the U.
government and would prefer to have remote sensing conducted by an international
body. The position of advocates of a new world information order is that a state has
exclusive rights to information on its own natural resources.
Finally, the authors consider whether unsupervised transborder flows of
information on domestic matters via satellite is a breach of national sovereignty.
Western European governments initially raised this issue when they encountered
.problems of safeguarding their citizen's personal records against transfettal to foreign
data banks whose privacy laws may be more lax. However, the authors noted that access
by Western banks to the banking and computerized credit ftles of Third World
governments may be an area of possible future concern, since perceived threars to
"informational sovereignty" may be met with such action as Algeria's ban on any
transmission of computer data to other countries.
This book also discusses the activities of COPUOS and W ARC relating to proposals
for regulation of space satellites advanced by proponents of the new world information
order. Also included are eight valuable appendices and a lengthy bibliography.

s.

Outer SPace and Legal Liability, by Motris D. Forkosch (Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers) pp. 290, $43.50.
Outer Space and Legal Liability is an analytical look at the current state of the law
dealing with both present and future international liability arising from man's
continued conquest of its last frontier, outer space.
Prof. Forkosch begins his book by giving the reader a look at the Liability Treaty of
1972. It is this treaty at which the main thrust of the book is aimed. The premise of the
book is that the 1972 treaty "was formulated somewhat hastily and drafted somewhat
inaccurately, so that the product is not orily a pallid version of a desideratum but is also
ambiguous, erronius and fallacious .... " (p. 23) This book has been written to provide
the basis upon which the above premise is formulated.
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The book goes into both the 1967 Outer Space Treaty and the 1972 Liability Treaty
and poinrs out what the author regards as the inconclusiveness of both in establishing
any legal liability. Both treaties are given detailed analysis by the author and he then
draws conclusions as to needed changes and additions to them.
Prof. Forkosch concludes with the proposal that there be established an
International Court for Outer Space. His suggestions include that the proposed court be
fonned fIrSt as a legislative.judicial body and then ultimately evolve into a purely
judicial one.

SPace - New Opportunities for International Ventures, edited by William C.
Hayes, Jr., (American Astronautical Society, Science and Technology Series, vo!' 49,
Univelt Inc., 1980), pp. 290.

This volume is based on papers presented at the Seventeenth Goddard Memorial
Symposium held March 28-30, 1979. Even though the volume is over three years old, it
presenrs infonnation and ideas which are important for the future.
The central theme of the book is cooperation between governmenrs in the space
field, as well as cooperation between governmenrs and the private sector. The book,
however, is not limited to these conceprs. Papers presented in this volume include
discussions about the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System, Space Travel Systems,
and the Space Shuttle, with insight as to how the private sector may take advantage of
these programs.
One~paper sers forth the plans for the new Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS). It discusses the improvemenrs of the system when compared to the old
system. Western Union contracted to design and develop the TDRSS and irs president
submitted a separate paper which briefly summarizes the reasons why the company
engaged in satellite programs, steps they have taken to minimize risks, and the methods
which have been used to finance their space activities.
Dr. Myron Malkin, Director of the Space Shuttle Program, authored a paper
conceming present and future capabilities of the Shuttle. Emphasis was placed upon the
physical characteristics of the Space Shuttle in his paper. Mr. Gilbert Keyes discussed
what private enterprise could offer the space program and the private operation of the
space shuttle. He took the position that "space" offers U.S. industty important
investment opportunities, and that U.S. industty could fill important voids in space
program funding if such action could be made profitable. His paper suggested the
eteation of a government space program which has as one of irs assigned goals the major
involvement of private enterprise in space.
Dr. James Kramer dealt with the technological programs being used by NASA, and
the input of current programs on future programs. He discussed the process of
determining needs within the agency, and how new technologies develop from those
perceived needs. There is also an overview of technology programs conceming
infonnation systems, spaceetaft systems, and transportation systems.
Finally, Robert La Blanc, submitted a paper entitled Financing the Space
Investment. Two broad topics were covered. The fIrSt dealt with changes taking place in
the telecommunications area, the second concerned the attitude of the investor toward
investing in outer space.
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Satellite Communications in the Next Decade, edited by LeonardJaffe, (American
Astronautical Sociery, Science and Technology Series, vol. 44, Univelt Inc., 1977), pp.
177.

This thoroughly illustrated volume covers the 14th Goddard Memorial
Symposium, on the subject of "Satellite Communications in the Next Decade." A
series of presentations and panel discussions addresses such topics as satellite
communication uses, technology, space transportation for satellite communications,
frequency and orbit needs for satellite communications, and the challenge of a changing
telecommunications market, as well as national and international issues for satellite
communications.
Of particular interest to legal scholars is the latter topic. Bernard Strassburg, of
Western Union International, leads the section with an article expressing his impression
that the FCC, rather than Congress, is the more effective U.S. innovator of institutional
approaches to the use of satellite technology.
An address by Donald Jansky, from the Office of Telecommunications Policy,
follows with an emphasis on the need for better satellite use planning on an
international scale, including the Soviet Union.
.
Finally, there is a presentation on the historical development of global technology
activiry and the methodology of accessing the technology which is involved in long-term
satellite communications. This paper was prepared by C. Louis Cuccia, of the Ford
Aerospace and Communications Corporation.
Commercial Operations In Space: 1980-2000, edited by John 1. Mclucas and
Charles Sheffield, (American Astronautical Sociery, Science and Technology Series, vol.
51, UniveltInc., 1981), pp. 201.
This book represents a collection of the papers and speeches presented at the 18th
Goddard Memorial Symposium, held in March of 1980.
The symposium's main theme was the expanding commercial and industrial
opportunities related to space transportation as evidenced by the United States' Space
Shuttle. The greater portion of the book was devoted to papers dealing with the
commercial and technological aspecrs of space development opportunities. For those
interested in space law, note should be made of the paper presented by Daniel Cassidy,
then counsel for the Subcommittee on Space Science and Applications, Committee on
Science and Technology, House of Representatives. The paper discusses the Space
Industrialization Act, which has been pending before Congress (HR 2337), and
governmental encouragement of commercial development of space by private
enterprise.
The symposium also included a public debate on the Agreement Concerning the
Activities of Space on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies or "Moon Treary"
(approved by the UN General Assembly, but, awaiting ratification). The discussions,
unfortunately, were not made available for publication, with the exception of a paper
delivered by David 1. Kuck, Geological Consultant, Oracle, Arizona. The Kuck paper
investigates the possible use of mining laws, similar to those employed in the United
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States in the 19th century, to stimulate private exploitation and development of
"exrraterrestrial mineral resources and planetary surfaces, considered by the rreary to be
owned by everyone" , sucb ownership being viewed as the equivalent of the public
domain of the United States during the 19th century.

International SPace Technical Applications)19th Goddard Memorial Symposium,
edited by Andrew Adelman and Peter Bainum (American Astronautical Sociery, Science
and Tecbnology Series, Vol. 52, 1981), pp. 176.
This volume is a compilation of selected papers which were presented at the
Nineteenth Goddard Memorial Symposium held in Pentagon Ciry, Virginia in Marcb
1981. Ptimarily, the papers focus on issues whicb will materialize upon the development
of an operational space rransponation system.
Among the various topics discussed are industry in space, domestic satellite
communications, advances in satellite utilization for weather and climate study, and
space based energy generation. Most of the essays also explore the role of private sector
applications of tecbnology to produce a commercially viable overall space program,and
one of them deals with legal issues whicb need funher analysis prior to actual investment
by the private sector in shuttle systems and operational suppon.

Orders of Magnitude: A History ofNACA and NASA, 1915-1980, by Frank W.
Anderson,]r. (NASA History Office, Washington, D.C., 1982), pp. 106.
Orders of Magnitude presents a brief organized history of the American space
progtam. The focus of the book is on the major developments of the American space
program whicb have had a noted impcat on the history of man and space.
This monograph presents an overall view of the reasons why the American space
program expanded when, and in the areas, it did. Thus the book is a helpful aid in the
attempt not only to grasp and understand the history of man's activities in space, but
also to grasp a sense of what those activities will be in the future.

The Endless Space Frontier: A History of the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics, 1959-1978, by Ken Hecbler (American Astronautical Sociery, History
Series, Vol. 4, San Diego: Univelt, Inc., 1982), pp. 434.
This volume contains an indepth historical study of the onglDS and
accomplishments of the House Commitree on Science and Tecbnology, formerly known
as the House Committee on Science and Astronautics. The Committee was formed in
1959 as a direct response to the Soviet launcbing of Sputnik in October, 1957. With
Sputnik's launcbing, Congress became acutely aware that the United States was lagging
far behind in the space race and needed a directing force to lead our program.
Mr. Hecbler details the Comminee's coordination and mobilization of NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) through the different cbairmen which
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headed this select committee. One of the most interesting chapters reviews the initial
planning stages of the Space Shuttkwhich has become our space program's crowning
achievement .
.The author concludes that the United States' preeminence in space technology will
be continued through the coming decades with the outstanding leadership supplied by
the Committee on Science and Technology.
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I.
REPORT OF THE SECOND UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON THE EXPLORATION
AND l?EACFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE
(Following is a summary compilation <?f the main concl1.1sions and

recommendations of the Conference as contained in the report.
There is no attempt to exhausti~ely list all of the suggestions,
etc., which are covered in the reporti instead, only the major

conclusions and recommendations are presented, enumerated according to the three major topics of the agenda. The wording is
identical to that used in the respective chapters, except as

pecessary-for proper contextual understanding.

For convenience,

the listing is in sequential order and not necessarily in order

of priority and categorized on the basis of whom they are
addressed to.

Reference is given to the specific paragraph(s)

from which the recommendation has been drawn.)*

"'}.11 nat..::.crL<;J i.~ FartiC'..!lz.= thC!;S r,.r...t.1--t r.:?~or spece cz;::C'J::ili~":'e.s I
ur;ed to c:nt=ibute ac'"'-..ively to tr.e. geal of ~::-eve..':.ti..:-q Z!,... ~s
race i.., cuter SDE.ce. ar".c to ref!"?':. '-l f:::-err: a!>V c.c=icn ccnt=a=:l :'0 t.~..at
ai..-n.
(Para. 13) L.i. 'tf1. is r~c.rc, t::s Cor. .,":'erer.ce U::"-:,es all S=-=:tes
to ac..~e=e to t.~.e 'I'::-Eatv C'1. P::-i..'1ci;Jl.:s Go.re...~i::= t.1;e . ~.c-""':'v:':ies of
States :.n t!"'.e 2:~Jo:c.tlcn a..""!c Use- of CUter ~.2~e, ir.clt:.cl:.q 't..,'-..e
~{co.! 2.!":.C C'"....he::" Ce1es~ial 2cCies a-.d s"".....:::-iC"'--.lv to cess="'!e its 1e-:.::.e::er.d spirit. (Para. l~)
-

·~re

Space selencs shculd ccnti.!'.t:e .to !-'z'Je a :-.i.:;n :::=ic;-ity; in fact,
in. vier.., of its prO!lisi.:.-.q f!.lt'...:re I it is c.esira::le :':'~.at su,::::::ort !:e
substa"1tially ihcrease::!. (P;o...ra. 44)
It is cesircble t.~..=.t cc~-=aticn c.i.-:-;:ed a= lat.!..'1c.1.-o.ir:g ~<:=e:i.-:'.e:t:2.1
oavlceC.s ar:c ce':i$ :r.:r.t cr.e CGl.l:.-:.t=",~ en --c=----"'.;: .. 0';: c..,-ct.ho .,... Co.:..i~""'·
,..,J..'"
__ ...::'
:=;. "''''' ...... ~,...;:., __ ~~~ ---~- •
~"
cc, ... l.r'._e c...,- ~ ... ~._ ... _ ..C_!.l::;7,C--..:.. ~·:ajcr S?2Ge d:s2:-:Jc.tcr:'es
to 1::e set up L"l t.....e fu~..l...'""'e s:-..cul-5 also' te c:;e..'1 to sciar;.ti5":.s ar:d ~q:~i
rr.e]:~ers
ell cO":"··I:.=ies. (Para. 4: 5)

0- '-' . . .

•.• ,1,-1
Sr;,OU __

==0:1

TI:e e:-I~~qer:e'.-= cf sp~ce scie..~c'S: a:.:::! ~2.~e ast=(;..-.cy'":1 L"1 i.1..:':',lj<::;=$i.:~i;s
L'1sti=..~':"cr.s· cf c::;t...'el.·::?L--? c:;u..-:.i:=::s c:ulc ;:==-,,·ic.e z..:., :...::r-c:-'".....a:'. :
sti.r:!'..1';"..!s .=.r:.c s=::~ su;::;.:or.: t~ t::e cS'?eL::9':"€:'lt a-::: ;::-:::':::":':"::Z'.: .;,:::::lic.?::':"c~;s

ar.c.
of

S?2CS te:::_~clcqJ.

(?a=a.

~6)

.~. :.:-.cro.:s-:-t .5ci.e.::t':"':ic :.:......:::e=s~c.:..::q of ':..... e l':"'~i:::s cf s:.2..bil':"':.~· cE
tl-.e te:::::st=ial c.-=.c~(:e=e !..:."":C:~= :::"'-.'2 .!...-;:pac-: 0: :-::-a'-;'..2:::'e ~.CC.i.:':"C2.':.:'-:~S
is cr.e 0: :::""-:e r::cst ur-;e..~:. ':aSY.3 of ~:_ac: sc?.~ce.
(?a=2.. 32)

*

Taken f;rom UN Doc. A/CONF.10J./ll (1982).
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It is essential tr..at tl:e !:'esults of e.~ri.-;e.'1t.a.ticn in t.'-1e field of
rraterials scie.......ces ·contim:.e to l:e widely mssen.i..11at....od and readily av-ailable
to scientists allover tt-e ......orld. It is Cesi=able t.'"'.at the be.nefi ts of
prce.u:ticn i.., s::.....ace of N2W materials Ce maCe available en reasonable ;'.errs
to all nations ar.d all r.ankin:l., (Para. 54)

It is &sirable t.1.at opsert:t::ni ties to use facilities in sFace for
biolCC!ical st'.;dies c:cnti...'1\.:e to t:e rraee available -to scie.'1tists of all
count-~es i."1 a co--cperative and ro-or:-.....L'1ateC. rr.anr:er. (Pc-"""a. 58)
It is c.esirable that experi.'Te.'1t.a1 researc.~ in tl::e r.i~vity e.'1vircnn-ent be SU9FOrt...o.d and ca-rried out iJ1 a co. . .q:erative zr.d c.:J-:lrdinat.eC r..anner
in vie;.; of its lcng-tenn i.'Tplicatior..5 and its L"1terest to hura.ut'J as a

whole.

(para. 61)

'It'..e develc!=f!E..'1t of large o:::nm.mications plat£o~ c.."'1d of elect...-onically
interOJnnected "satellite clusters" should l:e enCJt=a;ed.. '!he e.'q:>2C~o.:i
iIrpact of large platforms on GSO nust ::e th.oroughly studied i..'1 order to av'Oid
any unnecessa.....ry a:mgestia."1 1.'1 tr.e G30. (Paras. 71, 72)

Inte:znational organizations whi6" operate ca::rm.tni.cations satellites

should mar..e ther:\ available at rr.i..'1i.rral or no cost dt,u:-!....ng disas-ter c,eprat.icns.
All appropriate b:dy of t.~e t...."'1iLod Naticr..s system should be: rr.ar.c.aLod to gove=:t
t...'1e overall operations of t..~e disaster operations o:t:m.m..ic.a-:icr..s S"js"t.ern ..
(Para. 76)

Cevelq::rrent of t....ochnolcgies and t.echJ"l.iques for !'<Ci"I.itoring FOlluticn
and changes in at::rosp1">.eric ccnstitl;e!1tS, identifyi...'19' FOllutants, and for
observatior..s O\r"er oceans should be amtim:ed and e.'1rouraged. (Pa..ras. 83, 84,

85)
t:e'...'elcprrent of r.eteorolcgica.l sy'stem5 t.}-,.at ccrrb~e frequ:,,!1.t observations
the capability for selective high-resolution observations a.'1d ~a"'1...S:iT<i:
data at lew bit rates s...~uld J:e encouraged. (Para. 86)
"

wit.~

'!he" use of rcc..~ets for hailstorm centrel - as ce.'TCr.strat....od i.n t.'-:e USSR,
Argenti..'1.a a..-xl Qu"na, for example - soould be studied :or ot.~er cot.:ntries
also. (Para. 8S)

1,J.1 o::::ssible ef':or---s ITl.lSt ..te rraCe to rraint..ai..n c::ntir.ui t:y in proqr2.l-rr.-ES
of Clp"'-Iational rreteorolcgical "satellit£!s, pcL...-tiaJ.larly 'rli t.'l. regard t::l their
fi..T1<3l1cmg or any other m:xlification t.""lat rray l::e in-L'""'OiuceC.
(Para. 29)
It is" Cesi.r=>...ble W.at ~~raticn i.."1 rret....<=>ar::.lo;y - e..xe::r;Jli£ied ty
a:rord..L'1.2.ticn of effor-..s, t..1:e free avail~ilit'j of data. fI'Cr.l l!Et....=>arolcgic.a.1
satelli:.es t.~ro1.."9h dece.'1tralized, direct reception a."1.d rapid ·...'Crlc.. . . ...:ic.e C....ata
e."'ri1a.%e _#.l:e net only conci... :ued, but f~J'J2= :if;t.e..""',sified.
(Para. 90)
It is .iIr;::ortant t."1.at q::erators of rc.'TCte 5e.'1.Sl.r.g satellites s.."'.ould
. give definite indications regarding o::mti.nuity a.1"!.d tm....";stric"Lo::.ci avail.?bility
of data at reascnable prices, so t["I...at countries ca."1. ccnt..inue "to i."1\lest in
ground equ.i~t or revise altemativ"e rears of cbt.a.i...."ling tl".e Cab..
(Paras. 92," 96). Also, when syste.'TS l::e::o.'7'e q::eraticnal, a nureer of users
have e.1qJressee t"':e need to i.."1.Stitute arra.."1Se.'Te..'1ts t:J enable
t.::l ha'\r"e
o::mtinu:d access to Cab at rea.scr..able costs. (para. '98)
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Space photcgrcphy is a lcw-c:::st approac.'-l wit.~ respect. to eata :=..nalysis
and tl-.erefore is parti6..uarly att-~cti'\-"e for Ce'lw"'elcpL"1g col.;:rl'cie.s ~ihic.'1
car.not afford l.ar;e invest:re..'1ts in grour.d harc...a..-e~ A great eeal ca."1 also
l:e CeDe t.1.rocgh si..rple, i.'1expe.'1.Sive esui~t a.'1d aFfJrcpriate L"'c:"ll1iques ..
(Paro-s. 103, 104)
Grot:nd tIut.~, data prcce.ssing a..-'liI. analysis of re. . .rots ser..sing cata r.eed
greater erq;Ihasis ar.d it is Cesirable t."1at countries devote special effort
to work in these fields.
(Para. 105)
'!he lew investrre...'1t on g=ound equ.lfT.-e·!1t- er.d t..'1e hish pay-offs in te...TTIS
of re..; infonration rra.ke satellite gecCeSY ar.d navigation att..-acti'lw"e ar..c.
suitable for rrost rountries.
(Para. 109)

It is desirable that wiee.r ceployr.e.'1t of tot.~ fix.....od anC rrobile highferlormmce laser ra..':.ging staticp.5 take place, so t.~t. inte...rn.aticnally
a:>-ordL'1.ated rreas..u:i.r.g ca~gns can telp develcp a .:tetter scientific
uneerstanding of the eart>, ar.c its dynamic featur"...s.
(Para. 113)
Space-based laser-ranging equipre.nt might te useful and cost-effecti'lle
for certain pu.r,p::;ses' and its c.evelq:rrent deserves to 1:e e.'1c:mraged.
(Para. 114)

It is Cesi..:table that the c.amutation Lc.c.'miques, ecuip:r.ent and to":-e
necessary inforr.Gtion for r.avigatlon/p:Jsition-lccaticn Usina satellit.::;s
t:e widely disseminaL"<i (),ara. 119). It is also desirable mat worldwide access l:e orovided to_ satellite :r..aviqaticn S',lStems suc.~ as tl".e
United States Giobal Position.ing SYS~'i14 . (Para. 125; see also Paras.
122-124)
It is Gesirwle t.'1at launc.~.q s<=rvicss should :te proviced t.~~uS":t
bilateral or r:1..llti.lateral a....~-y:;e.rre..'1ts, en e:;ui:table t=r.:s, to all
countries wi-sr.i.'1g to use t.~e.'i1 f~r ;::eaceful p~ses i also I ti'..e cevelC?trent of rrore econcmical space transportation systelS should be €:r.couraged
in e~~ry ~sible ....-ay. (Para. 135)

2.

COnclusions a......d reo::::rrrrer.datic!1.S addressed b
age!1cies/b:Xiies

inte...rnatiC"'.al

All 'M:lrk ai.~ at redl.r;..,ions in t.""e C"'.....st of to'''£! ground equiprrent for
satellite teleccr:m...I!'.icatior.s arrl brcac.casting is 't.Orthy of encouragEne..'1t a..~
supp::lrt by all c::untries arii inten-.ational organizatior.s. (Para. 65)

It is in';:erative t.~t sones a:r.d rese~ch to aClieve t.......e closer s?=-cing
of satellites i.?'l ti'..e GS'J an.d, t..1.eir sat:isfa~:....Ory c::e.......istence Ce llrte!"'.sifieci,
including a clcse.r e.xzrr>ir.ation of "teC..71o-eccncrrri.c inplicaticns, pa.....-tic..ua=ly
for Ce\."eloping coootries/in oreer to e.'1.Sure tl:e riOSt effec-"""..i.v-e utilization
of this orbit in t.~ int.e..""'e.St of all roUltIies.
(Para. 66)
It is Cesirable that I'!U ccntil'1t:e to st1.riv t.t:e co~ allocaticn. of
barirs fer va.."i.ous se...,,""'vices, the criteria for sha:-i.~g/· and t.'e use of t.~ GSO,
with a vie,.( to acbpti.!'"'!g ap;::ropriate chans-es ?,t fut'..rre l-":Orld. Acm.i.n,isL--ative
Radio Confere..iC8S or P.egi.cr.al Pamo ccnfero-!:.C2;s. (Pa..'O.. 68) In t..':is
regard, carer,ll st1...:dies of ~ous trace-offs are r.eeded. to a...rrive at a.'1
opt.irrun solution. (Para. 69)
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It is cesirable t.~!: te&nolcgies and syste.rrs 1:e Ceveloped t..'1at will
enable mailer ships as ;""e11 to usa satellites for rra.ritirre c:::mnt...~cation.
(Para. 75)
It is necessarj that all possible er.c:ouragerrent and assistance be
provided - e.s:?eCially to eeveloping cotZltries - to undertake resic scier..ce
pursuits. (Para. 77)
YM:J srould b2 e.nc::lUraged to continl.:e itS e:~.i..nation of the feasibility
of setting up regior~l or interr.ational cent....""eS for rreteoroloqical data
reception ar.d CJ"l.alysis.
(Para. 89)

'!11e"long-tem con...seq'...la'1C""--s of t.1'e increasing ntr.b2r of la1.lr'.du."1gs
should l:e studied; if t..~re are harmful ccnseqt:e..'1ces 1 rorrective rreasu...~s
should!::e taken. ·(Pa.."a. 135; see also para. 294)
Studies should 1:e rraee of t..~ i.-rrplicatia.""!.S for L."1terr..ational C'Cl--C'p:ration
of the new concepts of larse-scale space syste.rrs. (P~~. 144)

II.
1.

}.;::plicaticns of

Calclusicns and

s:-....ace

science ar.d technolcqy

~ticns

cem-essed to

~

States

It is Cesirable' trat c.evelcpirg a:un.tries exa:m.i."1e t..~.e iIq:art.a!".ce of
o:mnunic.aticn (especially.to arc fran ru....~ a...---eas) as an integral ele::ent of
develosrrent (para. 148) ani ur.C.e=+~ studies to de~..e t.."r::e rest ~pr-.....ac..'l f:Jr
their =runicaticS'.s n=-'s (para. 149).
Cbuntries pl.2.nnir.g to use satellite o:::rrrnmicaticn sys'-~ .~ 1:e \o.1E!l1advise:l to pay special attecticn to equ.i~t interfaces / ~:rcpriat.e rrcC...-.=ns,
orgar..izaticn.al co-ordir..atioo, etc" (para. 150)"
Countries p1zn.nir.g satellite-based larrl-rrcbile o:rmunicaticn S'1~1.ZL.'$ s..."';.cu1.d
be enccuraged to look at cr.e feasibility of us.ir.g these Sjs'-...ers for rural
c::mm.....~caticn i..~ Ce\.'elcping o::.:crltries (para. 155 ).
For high data-rate ren:;te sensing satellites, as en alte...-rnativ-e. to la..~,
exp:I"..sive naticna.l recepticn and data processing facilities, a r.et"..crk of clcse
o.J-Cp'>-raticn beb.:ee.~ the naticr.al agencies a."Xl. regicna1 facilities m:ght be
c:nsidere5./ p::ssibly in ccnjur.c-...i.cn Itlith a ~.~...en of di..striJ:;:I..rticn of prcces.se::.
data to simple, l~ user t.ez:mi.n.als" At ~ .s.arre t.il1"e I tl;.e de-.;elcpn;.."1t of
ll
"user frie-dly" satellites t:'1at cc.n \o.Drk with si'TPle, i.r::e:~""'.siv.e l\ls.er te.::rn.ir.als
needs to !::e enco..rr~ (F=a. ·168) •
It is liJ<.ely that ma..'1Y GeV'elcping o:untries rray }-1.ave sirnilar needs; t:-.cse
o:::;untries s.~..culd joLl'1tly"take neco-ssa...-y steps to stu.:::.j t.'-'.a.e..e needs a.."1d. assess
apprcpriate roe.l ..... Le sensi.'1g I'>}"s""....ems to rreet then (para. 173).

Each = t r y shailii ca...'Tf a..t sttilies regaIdi.'1g costs ",-rl l::enefits !::efa""
decidi.'1g up::n the aeqr..icn of a part.i.c.Jlar applicaticn. It shculd take a,c:;::::ent
of not ally eccncmic a.sp=e-w, rut also ~..'1icall ert'Jircn:n:ental a..-:d social ef£ec'""...s
that rr.a.y result fran t..,1.;;e use of space techn:>lcg-j' (?=Xa. 191). D2cisiO',s"to use
space t.echno1cgy st.culd be ba.se:j en a p::cpe.r ''r.eed.s-c::r.ditiatS-alte...'7l.at:i..v-es''
assessrrent an:i, i f FCssible, also te ba.se:l
tr.e results of a pilot project
(F=a. 197)..
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All fOSsibilities for ;rub.J.ally l:eneficial
ccuntries ty under'-...ak.ir.g ccrrpl~ta...ry efforts
193) •
Space afPllcaticns co have to
ccntri.bJti01.S, and ~.citure.s i.T'1
in'lest:m=.'1ts en which t...r:e......~ will 1::e
such projects th...~h bilateral or
co.:rntries s..~ t.hensel\Te.S strive
f.i.nances rES'~ {~a. I97}.
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~aticn

shou.id

reG:ee1 dift:e...--ent.
be fully exploite:i. (pan.

4

W--ential to na~ sigr-..i.ficant e::cr.anic
this field s.'-:culd be lccl.:e1 \.!fOl as capital
a ret1:rn. 'Ihus I '1.hile fir..ancial .:s<.::-?J ... _ for
rrultilate=al fi..'!.al1Cir.g aq=.."'.c:'e.s is iL-:;:cr--a.-.t,
to ra.i.se inte....---nally a"t: least part of t.!...e

Ide..'1tificaticn ar.d IT'.:5Xi.-n...~ utilizaticn ..,f ~-Zdy ex.istir.q ex;;:e=""...i.se i.'"1 cr..i l S'
o,..n co..mtty, cr i.'1 ot..~ c.ev-elcp.l.nq o::xnt.::'ies wit...1. simil.a= c::::nditiCI'.5, to:;et..~
with a syst£mati.c cEvslcpre..'1t of iG":cwlee.S€ ard abilities !:"ES'L~, 2...'""e
in;:or-...ant pre-c::r.dlti.cns tor effcc"'~v-e devBlcpre!''.t (p~. -199). In crier for each c
~ snall or eo::nanical1y p:or - to have serre e1e='1t of techr-.olcgical
autcncrrl'j t it is re::essary t.~t due e..'1.CCUra~t be provided to i.rilige:x::us
te::!lno1cgical c...ove1='1t (para. 201).
Co.mtries ....hich desL.-e to er.gage in t:-:e ITzrm2.Ctu...-e of vario..:.s s:-.....ace
ha.rdware shculd see..~ the advice of ~tent aser.cies O::-""-Ce..-"TIing prob1~ of
transferring ted'>.nolcgy f=an t.'-1e 1.a:l:cratorj to ir.dus'---.."'Y a."Xi fran co.mtr.f to
= t r y (para. 202).
'!he st.ilrulus of spare tec..~>y)lcgy has t.i;e FCte:.tia1 to r"'" 1 p tl:e Ce\.."elcpir::g
o:::untries T"..a.rrcw t.he gap ar...d to acce.1e...~te. t.~ precess 0: c.evelq::ment alcr:g pa"t!'.-'S
of thei.r c.'Joice. rr;,..i.s, r.owEver I requires, cr..,at all ccuntries l:e er..co~ to
participate in varicus s:-....a.ce a;:plicati01...5 so as to ceri\-e the fruits of space
technolcg'.l. All o::untries sh:uld ta'<e all p:::ssible SLops to ru.:--...r.er s..:c..>t
universal par-""Jcipaticn in the rer:.efits of S"'~ce tec.~"1010D" (para. 207).
Dd..st.ir.g nuclei of ex,:::er-...s r.ee:1 to :te ide.!1tifie::l ar.d crganize:J. ty
c::u..'1tries I and tr..e necesszrj irL"tibJtiO"..s a.'1d c:ciliticns created
for expar.:iing then rapidly (para.2l:L).

develcpL~

Co.mtries pla.'ln.Lrq to use space tec.~lcgy need to pay special atte.'1ticn
to the organizati.cn.al frarre...orXs ern sl-..culd organize aril. set up i!i:t.er-~--e.'1C'l
cc-ordinaticn ~...n.i..sns CfPI"C9riate to t..'leir situatim ar.d needs, ar.d ,o::r:C.ucive

to

~

implerentaticn of efforts (para. 214).

'Ib2re is a streng case for e..-."o:uragi..r.,g in::1..igerx:us fabrioticn to too
extent p::ssible (para. 221; see also para. 219). If Equi;ne'1t has to Ce
imp:Jr..ed 1 de<relcpir.g ccuntries w..:uld be ~11 advi..s.5:d to :fi...:....zt leek for
'~iate equiFLtz';'lt fron otr.:er cevelcpi.rg c::::.--...l.""1trie.s.
iUte.....-r.a+-';\lely, they may
have to ~"""t off-t.:-e-sr"",]~ Cev;;:lcpeci-co.mtry equiprent (para. 220).
Il'.aximt..."l\

Cevelo;ed o.::untries

for

sr.culd c::nti.ru.:.e to prcvi.C.e use of

pilot/~irrent.al p.JrpOSeS I

en equitable tez:ms I

t,.....:e:ir spacecraft
~-ever feasible (pa=2.

223).
Ccuntries s.."::culd e.v..a:rdne a."".d rrcCi.£y as .n.,........"ssa....l' t..~ e:iU::ati01 Sj'S"""...en ar.C.
cu..-ricu.la to place greater ~..asi.s en scie..n,.c:e a!'.d tec.l;r.olcc;y. At. FCSt-gra':"l::lte
level, inter-'......isciplinarl .,.;ork c.rt areas cJ!'l.r..ecte:i .,rit.~ s:-...ace te.c.~lcg'j ar.d its
"H'lic.aticns = t Ce e:\o::uraged (para. 237).
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It is desirable t..'"1a.'t: t...'-:e...-e s...'-.culd be ..·;'ice ac::;ess to }:r.c;:..rle:ige ar..d s"'"...e;::$ s...\...o..lld
to facilitate s<..!c.h access. Ccu.'1tries sh:uld r.ot ?lace urc..!e .r:es+-....rict.:.cr..s

ta.~

on t..~ sale of
(para. 242).

o:l"ifC.~~ts,

S'.;b-SVS'"'~

or

SY's~s

requ..L-re:1 for

s:'~-..ce

a:-r-plicat..icr.s

•

It is e.s.sEZltial tJ"l..at c.evelcpir~ o:'ISltrie.s o=garrize arrl e."'..C:::.'\.::::'age ir.d.i;er.cu.s
develq:rr:ent of Capabilities for Cevelq:m=.nt of space tec..~~.olcsy. Ce-.relcpe:i ~~tries
shculd o::nsi.C.er prcvi.:ling all pcssible h:lp fo;;: t.us (para. 243).

revelcpir.g ccuntries s..~ eno::u=e:ge ar.d fully cevelcp tr.eir exi.s"'"--.i.~
tec.l.molcgical capabilities arri ta<.e plzr.ned rreasu..."'"'eS to decrease ~~ir ~er'~ce
on foreign e:-:pa.""i:.ise ~ tevelcped co.:ntrie..s shoJld r.Dt al"rioYS proviCe ~;r.:e.'1.t 1..'1
o:::rrpl~-te-.system or ''pac.~gef1 fonn, rut sr..culd t.e 'nTillir.g to prcviGe L;.divi~..:al
elerents. J:evelC9l.ng c:::u.."1tries sr.o..lld st.:::"ive to i.'1"fXJrt suc..'1 se:---arate ele:rents
lnste<rl of integrated syst.=;s (para. 244).

It is suggeste:l cr.at ccunt=ies ex.::..--:rir.e t..t:e feasibility of usir.g :cBS to aid
'!hey o:;uld explo:-e t..':e possibility of s.i:ari.-;,q t......e space
segrrent or the feasibi.1i ty of 2..'1 inteI:naticr.ally or regionally Or><reG S?3-ce ~'1t
(para. 249).

ti:e sprezd of eCucaticn.

It is cesirable t.'1.at st.rcr'.g e..'1c:::t1r~t t ir.clu.:lir.g financial ard tec.l-.nical
assi.stance, l:::e gh'"€.."l to effcrts ai.1'!':e:1 at Ge-.;elcping lo..r-cost c::nrn..1.J.J.it'.f receivers
for DES and lcw-ccst, preferably r-:>....neAable, ron:er 5O.l.-."""CeS to operate tl-e syster.
in unelectrifie:l lccaticns (para. 251).
Effor...s at develq:ling rrore ~~ brredcast..in-; satellites sh::uld· re c:nili.Ltffi
in conf01::nity with cr.e applicable in+-...e.---naticnal agree!re.'"1ts and requlatia"'..5 and
taking into account the porti.'=!t cperaticnal arrangere.'lts (para. 252).
Ccuntrie.s ...mid1 plan to set up ,J, res S'js'"...en "\<.lOUld re i-.'ell a::rd.se.:l to devote
effort an:r atte..'1ticn to "sofrware" ~<-oS (para. 2S5).

=

Efforts slxould be ce...oted to t!:e cevele<:m31t of
and film m:c6;c"...s of
l..!:depe.'JC..ent in a- car-.....--gr2phic

rerote ser..sir.g data which a......-e platf01111 abd
projection (para. 270).

sensor

FErrd";...e sensi.r.g systan q::erators might keep in mira the i..~rtar'..ce of c::;ntinuity in data availabilit'.f in a fo:an c::rrpatible· with presen:!: systEns (para. 272).

;hile =-rpatibility ani =rplerrentarity bet:'~ diffe..."'CI1t systm.s is
generally c.esirable, certain ccn.siderati01S aT.:d res'-~ai..'1ts r.ee::1 to re rorTle i.'1
ncL~ (para. 275).
EfficienCj of GSO ani' F.F spectrum usage is im;:ort3.Ilt, ani any pia" ani/or
Otr.er arraF.gere.nt tr.at is fozm..tlate:1 must er.ccurage g:-eat.er ef!'icier-.:Cy. !-:~.;er,
efiicie.ncv s..l-:.culd not l:::e a ba....""""rier to atte:rot.s· at t.e::..:-.....-..olooical seli-rel.i..ar..ce
consistent wit..'1 t.i-:e tJrcvisicns of inte..."'";latiCnll re:::rulaticr";. 'Ire FOSitive e':for'""--s
of the c.evelcs:eJ ~tries to i..ncre.ase efficie.'1C}' i.':culd re sc??=Jrt:.eJ ~"'.d

.continL~

(para. 281).

It is c.esi.r-able :or all use....-s of ~£ gecs'""~tic:r:LZl:"Y orbit to .Kee? in vie'",· t.:~
of aC.cpt.i..r.g I ;...T..e..T"l2"'..--er prac-Jcille I r:,ei,..:er te.:..~lo;ies . . .hlc..' o....-ul..ri i.""1
prac-Jcz facilitate mre eifec'""...ive use o~ t..'-:e gecs'"...ati.c.......ar.f orbit. 'rt.ere is
~ .
a.1.re.cdy a p:;sitive t--re..>Xi t.o,.rc...=C. t...~ utilizz.tic.""l of i"£M ted'.r..oloq'J I -ar..c t:~ s...~c
be o::ntim.:e:l. (para 281).
cGv2.:.l.t2ges
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my plannir.g rret.'ni arrl/or a.'7zr:garent that is evolved fer t±e G:-D-RF
s;:ectr..n'. shculd reo:gnLc::e &-rl acull(,o::ate S"'.e fut'..lre neeC!.s of cevelcpi.nq
cOuntries arrl &~ not result in t::r.necessarily r.aste.'1i:"-g t.'-:e,ir plans to the
cetri.rr.e.......t of t..'-.eir fir.ancial ar.d se.lf-reliar..ce irrte_-re.S<..S (para. 282).

o:untries sb::ul.d ey2Irri..'"'le W!--et;-..er for t.r'.:eir .needs tl'.ey c::uld
satellite in elliptical orbit ratr-.€r t.han in GSa (para. 285).

t.J.Se

a

It ...-culd t::e useful for these co.mtries t..~t are inte.....-e.sted to evol. .--e a
brca::l design for large space plat::'OnT'.5. L'"1 this c::nt.ext, it sr.o.:J.C- l:e
IrentiC!'.eJ. that i..li?rcverents in t.."le u.....e.e of GSO CCi.Ild also be. achie'l.-ed b1 usir:g
:toth sro.:r.d arrl satellite-base.j nm=:rcw-be2m ant.e.r'.nas (para.286). Cevelq:me.."1t effor-...s
un.::ler-...a..J.....e..'1 by tecl'.r.olcgically c..:lvance::l l12.ticns c.im2d at €'\"Olvi'-"1g new te::i"'niq..:.es
tbat ccntrib.rt.e to rrore efficient use of GSO ar.d of t.."-le N' S?ect-~ sh::uld re
enccu:rage:i 2.rd a::ntirruerl (para. 287).
To mi...~.bn.ize t.~ FCSsible fut'..l...-e eventuality of a.'1 accidental collisicn
a "live!' spc.ce object a.'Xi a piece. of space ceb:ris, tre i..'1ta."l""I'..aticnz.l

l::e~

c::nm.m.ity s.hculd, en tl;e basis of rrcre detailed studies l agree to a~iate
suc.'1 as de.sigT'.atir..g "'diSFOSal n orbits, rer:cvir.g fran orbit all :l.nac---l.ve
sa--...ellites, riU.n.imiz.i.:.g s:-...ace debris or even crganizing sc~ve.~ir.g missicns
(para. 289).

Ir.eaSU..TES

It is rx;:,.r tirre for ccuntries to agree en t1::e legal i..,,?licatiOlS of re:;:ote
sensing of tb.e earth fron s-'~ce ar.d 0.'1 pri.11cip les gove..."'7li:.g t..~.;e use of ar-~icia1
satellites for internaticnal direct TV broadcastir.g (para. 309) •

2.

Ccnclusi.cns ar.d rec.:::mrerriatirns a::X!ressed to
J.nterJ:"..atl.cnal acenc!.eS/bX..ie.s

sb.rlies ab:::ut t.~ .i.rr;::or-...c.nce of o::mrunicatia;, (e-o::pecially ru..."O.l
CCl!I!71.lIlicaticn) as an elerent of develq::rre.'1.t s.'"'::culd be ur.-C..e...."'ta.1.---.en, by a.:.-prcpriate
united Naticr'.s a;e."lCies - es;:ecial.ly ITJ arrl L = . .>C-equate furdin; fer
systeos (naticnal arrl l:eJicnal) that ai-n to st..~-:en t±e =:unicaticns
infra-st...-ucture s.';culd l:e provided by funding instituti= (para. 148).
'!he U1it.ed Natirns S":{s'"...e:!l sr.:CUld pr00-de , or ar:=2!"~ to prc:vj,-l.,o., to
loEcl::er States assiS't.:.r'.ce - en ~t - for sb.Xlies related to a::::rtn"'••..!!ll.caticn
(para. 149) I rrarit..ime a::rrrn.-'"'1icaticn ~ts (pc..ra. 157) I and o:st-~fit
and i..-pact analysis (?Ora. 191) i for cr.oicc.s of q:plicaticn.s or syst.....""TS
(para. 192 and ~12); for sjS~~ studies (para. 2IS); for oo-cperati\~ efforts
by ceore1cping ccunt=ie.s (para. 222); for r:ss feasibility studies (pa..ra. 249) i
to d.evelcp ~rcpriat.e systen c:::nfiguraticns fer usi.~ s:-uac::: te;:hr~lcg'l for
Educaticn (para. 259).
'!be United N3.ticr.s I in asscciaticn with 2P9~iat.e S??Ciilize:::1 e.ger.cies,
e.g. rru t.tro....'gh o::IR arx1 CNESCO t shculd make a sb:dy 0: tt:e eccn:rrJ.c ~....s
of the use of satellites in lew orbit by t..~ develcpir.:g c:.::.x.mtries for r..cr;,instenunecus ccrrmunicaticn (para. 153).
rnz.ta..~ (with TIU ar:d. IMJ) shculd rontinue its effor-I.-S to c.-evelC9 Si'alle=
ar.d cuite ir.exce."'1Si\o"e sr.io-OCrr.e te:mi.nals for o::nm.....'i.icatiO'l.5 I di..s+-...ress ar.d.
safety awlicatlcns. It ~"-1olld ex.::u'"l1..ine nece.ssarj' c.~ in t.~ OV"'~all sys'"~
design to e=ble gro..ate'.:" ~e by developing comtries (para. 157; see al..so

para. 75).
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It is c.esirable t..~t stt.:dies en an cceratia12.l ae...rcnautical o::rrrnmicatial
sys"...e:n J:e ccnt:L~L'ed by IC.'\O am m = -(parOl. 159; see als::> para. 75).
'!he qnited Naticns syst..e:n s.'1ccl.d exzmi.re tl-.e iraplicatialS ar.d ?ctenti.als
of the re,.{ cevel~'1ts in c:::mT<....m.icatitns te:=h.r~l~-y I especially for t.\;:e
developin; CMlo""1t.rie.:? (para. 161).
'!he Dnited Natia"'..s S'.is'"....em (Fm, !..;'NESOJ, l;"'NI:P ar.d UNEP) sl"-..cu1d stro....rzeti'.en

t.~ prograrrrres arrl ET.o:l.lrage dialcg'1.-"eS arrc!1g P.erl::e= States so t.~t i.n~""'eSted
o::x.mtries c:uld (a) take steps to stu:ly tre ~...e san.sir..g need.s ar.d assess
apprcpriate re:rIl:7"...e se...-...sing S'jsL~ to rreet. tbe."n: ar.d (b) e..'"1gage i...J. CialCS'.:-e..s
bet'...-een u:se.rsJp:t-...ential US€.-"""S a.'"rl Cesigr.ers~ of satellite sis'"'-.ers
i..." oreer to deta....~-..e t.J.S.er n~s and t.l-:e e:..te::t to ·...hic.~ t..r:cse 1"=45 ca..." t:e ret.
'the regiclal o=rrmissi.cr...s, with t.'r.e assis'"-,..,ance of cre L"1ited' NatiCX"'.5 S"jsten,
should ca.---ry o....-:t t.~ neces.sa.ry st"..xlies en t.1;e rr:cst efficient .and prac!:~ cal ~"?.ys
of co-c:p='...=atic.'1 zm:::..'"'.g" t.l:e cc-t!."1tries in t..'r-eir re.spec""...ive regiCl"'.5, c."1 s;:ace
activities; an::1., as af'PIiJpriat.e, en 1!'e"""......r.anisrs for tl"'eir il7-ple:re.'1tatirn (?a=2.. "17·3).

n:e

current discussicx1S i.'1 CCPO:S en principles gcva."7lirq satellite

rarote ser.sb.g sJ'.culd J:e oxp1ete:l expeditiCl.!Sly (para. 174; see also

para. 225).

k:cess to data fran q:e.raticnal rreteorolcgical satellites is free, arrl because many ccuntries have l:ec::rre d.eperCE:nt 1,;f01 this syst.en, it is necessa.ry b
e.'1SU-re ccntinuaticn ar.d. inte.nsificatiC1 of such se....~ices (p.ara. 176).
In view of tl-.e i.'11f'Ortanc:e and huna.'u:t.arian I"'.2.ture of sea..""Ch arrl rescue
syste:ls, it is desirable t.~t t.~ prese:rt: c::r-q::era'!:irn be ccntir..ue3. a.'1d eifcrt.s
00 ma.C.e to evolve a 'MJrld-wiCe ~atic,.'"1.al satellite-1:::.a.se:5. se.ar-Jl a.'"".d r""'...5C\....'€
system as seen as ;::ossib1e (para. IS5).

'n'.e cperaticncl 2f{)licaticr'.5, r...anufact'..lrmg or PI"'CO"-ssir.g in space,
systeus, etc., are prd::ably r,.a..ny years CMaY I t:ut it. is a.lre.zCy ti...~
to exami.ne: t.l...eir rele-,i"a."1Ce arrl t:'eir irrplicaticns. 'Ihei= p0Ssilile biolcgical,
ecolcgica1 alxl ,r~o-fre..:..'"'Ue..n.cy interfe.re...nce inpacts must tl"'P....refore be s-b'd~ ej
.
a.rx1 identifiel by ITU and ot..~.er tnit.e:::i Naticns ase:"'.cies wit..~ cr.'3 reces-a:cy Llfo;::rratlO
to decide on then (para. 189).

space

~

The provisic.n of experts shculd not be a marrlatory part of
provide:l by inte..."!laticnal ager.cies (para. 199).

an'.f

ai.::i pc.c.'<ase

It is 1: ecad.eneoo tr..at data banks at r..atiC'1.a.l ar:d i...'1te-."T'.3.tim.al 1 eve 'l 5
shculd l:e s'-,-"C..~JY->...red and e:-c:a.'1de:1 aY'..d :t..'lat. e.uS"-...i.T):J' ir.ta.rr..at.:.cr..al sacellite
data ban..1.:s (inciu.:ting e.s-r-e=iaily t.1-u:se. in t,.l....e F.en:Jte. 5e!'..sir.g CEntre of F;o a.~
in UUtE,I'rCD 1..., t.'"1e lhit€rl 1-~tiCf'.s) te s'-,-,-~J:e..'·l€rl in ro fex as ~.li....--e::. b
SUf:?Jrt regicna.1 an:1 naticna.l. ce.'1tres. It is also reo:rrrren:.e:1 t.l."at PW Fe.ote
Sensing Cent...~ ard regicr..aJ. cenu-es for rerote se..'1Si.r)j' s.h.culd also c::ntiT'.u-e to
assist Me:rl:er States in t......e c.evelq:rrent of re-xrte sensi.r;g of rer~~le res..."-ll"'ces 1
incl!.rlin:1 the prcvisio1 of trai..rll.r1g (~a. 211).
An infonratio.'1 s:"~"'Vice t.t-;.at ac'"...s as a central cleari."1..';!:cuse sh:uld be
t..~ Cnited Naticns CUter Space J'l££aLTS Divisicn (para. 211; see
also paras. 205, 432 a.-.d 434).

established. in

'The tnit£-d NatiCl"lS sho.lld collect, calkte a'r"'.d. dis...~Jn.ate in.::o:r:r.a.ticn en
the c:o-ord.i.r..ati01 arx1 orgcni.zaticnal rre-....r.aIlls<.'.s .c.evise::!. bj' varicus c:untrie.s
wr.o f>.ave }->.ad e:<?2:6er-.ce in s:-....ace aFPlicaticn.s (para. 214).
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Internaticr..al fi..'1.2...T'J:C.::..aJ. aqe:".cies s...":cul=' prcviC.e fi...~'"X:lal s~.:----rt. as
ap;:!ropria"b=, for deT....::!'s--raticn :;rojec---s ~er--a:<en. t.y ce-,l'€lcpi..:'.g ~tries
(F=a. 223).

s..r.culd

c..ata

All axntries
ccnti.~ue to have free ac:::e.ss to ~rolCC'.ic.al
ar.d h..'!) s."1c:uld l:.e e.'1ccurage:l to eI"SI..1-~ cpt.L....al use of s:-wace E.ec......--u.::ies I in
par"""...icu.l.ar in t:.'-e relat=d ~~ of facilities fer data ~pt..icn a.r-.ci prcces.3ir.g I

data analysis a.--x:::. disse-ninaticn. Y2-D sh::::l.;,ld also' e."1Visage to un:::.e... . t3. ke a sttCy
o:nceIni.'"'Jg t.'-:.e p::ssihilit"j of setti.r.g up ~ i..~ez':I.3.tiQ'l.al s-"-~"'B pro<r.....G.ir.-g
ac;::ess to satellite rreteorolcgical data (F=a. 224).
A stu:1y sr.culd l;;e urrlerta.\:a.,. to assess t.';:e need for ar.d viabili';:y of a
""rld-<dde rerot.e sensing sys"-en (f=a. 227).

'!be feasibilit'y and desLrability of Sf:eCially' c-esigneci syste::"'.s for :rural
teleo::nm.m..icatiC".s sl-.culd 1:e examined. It is also rrost desL..-zilile to e;.-.anl...""':e
M,...t1;"" such sys>--.er.5 cculd beca:e available en a r=-profit b..sis (F=a. 230).
'!be thited. NatiCZ'.5 s..~ orga.'1i.ze a fella.-rdrlp prcgrar.r:ie: fa::, i.."1-C~'i-].,
lcng-teJ:m ex;;csure of selected graduates or FOst-gI'ce\.2te.s to $face t.ec.Ts::Jloyj
or: applicaticns. SUch e:~sures en a bilateral or nulti-lateral basis shoJ.ld also
be e:1C.CUr2:gcl. cn-t.t.e-job experience sr.culd l:.e included arrl t..~ trai11.i..~g ocn-L-res
shculd, as far as FOSsible, l::e i.~ c€\i"elcping r..aticns (para. 238: see also p.;u-a. 212)
'Ihe UUte:1 Naticr.s sJ:culd supp:!rt ~ develcprent of ap;rrcpriate tra1.Iung
centres at regicna1 levels li.1"J........e::1, wT£';'-.ever FCSsible, to i".,1.stitLticr.s iri'plerr.e..'1t1..r.g
space plcgLr.r..::es. Ne::essa.ry £-undi.r.g sr.culd be made available thrcu;h L"1tF_r:'l.;;ldcr.al
fina.'1cial instituticns. 'These traini.r..g cerrt_-r-es sh:ul.d organize - with :.ni.te:!
NatiO'.s assist..:lnce if neco-SSar'J - regular L-c.iru,ng COJ.rSeS of Ya..'""Ying duraticn.s
for differe.~t le-.=-1s of trair..ees fran develop.inq cO.l!1tries (para. 239).
'!he Cni ted Naticr.s, in asscciat3.cn I "I~~ a.:-.rprcpriate·, wit.."" c:nce...7..e:l
specialize::! agencies, sr.culd o::nduct re;u.lar t.l1.ree -to five
"rrar.2.<;e.rial ll
seninars for high-level perscn.TJel ccncerne:l wit.'1 space applicaticns arrl
tEc<1nolcgy (para. 240).
.

w:=e"

'Ihe UUted caticn.s an:::1 inte...~tional fina.r~ing agencies s.;~ c:::n.siCer
prov:i.di.--.g all possible l:elp to develcping ccu..'1tries in sett.i.nj up i.rxlig-Ps.GUS
centres for t.~ al::-<:arpticn, 2:ciaptaticn arrl cevelq::ment of space tecrmolcgy
(f=a. 243).

CrgOJ'1.i.zaticns suc:'1 as Th~ C::AT may c.l;cose to o:nsiiler devel.cpL--:g broc.d.cast"J...71g
satellite sjSters ..hich =.1ld l:e used for e±~=t:icnal p.rrpose.'3 (F=a. 249).
'!he Utite:l Naticn.s, L'1 o.:r-cpe...-rc.ticn with apprcpriate srecialize:.:l age.r.cies
(incltrlir.g €.S?2Cially L1iESCO) shculd initiate a st"..rly en tbe educaticr..ll
~ties cr.at era.-rge fran satellite cr.il related teleo::r:m..:,..,~ ,.-."tiCT'.5
t.echp..olcgies a.r:rl finnly .sq:.p:lrt t..'-e i!"rplE;~:-e.'1-=.aticn of st1.rlies ....-hich. f'oZ'Je aL.--e.a::y
t:e:n ca..---rie:. cut ar.d Plo;XdU,J3S ....hieh relate to &.e use of satellite s:..;s--'-......sus
for ted-meal t!:'airlir.g and edL~ticn ar.d 2....."""e of re;icr..al/ sub-regicr.al a..rx1
nati.cI"'..al, ~iaUy t.y,se In'lc1v:..r.g ce-v'21cpl...":g ccu,.r..ries (F-ara~ 258).
YM) si'.culd ·ccntiI'.ce to actively prcrn:te inte....rr.aticr..al ~raticn ir. space
meteoro lcgy I er'.c:::u.::'"cgE: c:::rq;atibili ty a.rxj c::rrp 1 E::'e.T-....a:-i t-j te-t--...ee:l di.f f e.....--e...,t
systa;--.s and t.ake all ~"'"~ary s---eps to er'..51.!...~ ccr-.tinuity of dz.t.a a\.ailabiJ.i~· to
all camtries (pa..-a. 26';).
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It is J:e:::::J,u.:;:;.xle.! ~~t a ~1 be meC.e of t.:-:e feasibilit}" of E:St:?hl': ~~-::a
an int:.er1'..at.i.cr.al satellite navigaticn systen ~'it..~ t:-::e ac-"'"~v-e par-~-'::-.at';~ cfall S"'..ates (para. 274).
ITU sb::uld exzmL":e t:-:e feasihilit'".I-of ir..<:e ... :--... a1 -i"J in its r~
re:gulatiO".5 a st:ip.ll.aticn t.\.."at eac..~ satellite o,..n=>-= is ro~sj}.,l~ fer ::-e::c;o.r~
its satellites f:rcrn GSa, wT.:en t'-.e'j a......-e to la-.ger usable to 1::e able to w . --e
. sp.a.-e
satellites i., the orbit (pa..--a. 283).

It is c.esirable t..~.at ~ States, 'Wit.\.,...L"l cr.:e nu, c:::::rr-...i..rn.:2 t;:, e-lol....-e
sore crite::ia for tl::e n:cst e=.rit2.ble and eff~""~ ent <;..S.ace of G:--.o a.-r:d tbe ~ ~
a.~ to de;e.lcp plznni.>:g rr.e""..r.cl.s arl/cr arra..~~~t.s t~..at are 1::ased Cl t.\...,e se~.e
needs, b:rt.1-:L p-rese.'1t a.."rl futl...---e, iCentifierl :cy e~""'h ~..ry.. $1.:6 a plarm-i --:,m=tho:l shculd t.a.l:.e into ac::o..mt t.~ specific r:.=-'s of t.~.e cevel.:;pixg c::u..""!"t=i.Es,
as Yo<ell as t"je ~ ge:::g:=apf-...icaJ. situzticn of pa....-+-';C1J '"'1'"" ~~_::i..es (~"""a .. 284)- ...
It s.b::uld also l:e flexible ~h to per.ni:~ tie i..T,-~~..i.C"'. of r£!W t??=-s of
~ t.ak:ir.g LT'..o =~ t.ee l",eeCs or.d ~ts of aU =tr'...es ~--a. 236).
'Ibe feas;bjJ j t:j a.TXl cve.r-all advant=;es of usi:.g e11.ipt'; c?'
.int=ticnal ca1m.micaticn merit ~~.2ti.cn (para. 285).

~....it:s

fer

'!he: Thlite::l Nati:::ns - i..'1 .pa.rticular, em:? - sh:::uld exu.u.--c.s;e t.i-:e c::::n--....i..'":!.2tia:r.
ar.d e:>:pa."lSicn of cn-goir.q sb.:dies air.:e:i at excr.:ri...'1i..'1g t..~ effe::-----s of r:--1ease of
gas.;o's or othe.r naterials in s:-.....ace and rec:nnexling_li..-n.i.::S en sue." !:"""'-le.as.as,
·dete.....~'1ing tt.e e£fec""--s of rcc.~ 121JIrl-p...s an::i evaluat:in:J t.1--e e£fa::-'-...s of usir.g
_-'.en. e.,>;ir.es fer pr:q;ulsicn (pa..--a. 294).

=

)..n integrated glc..ba.l ozcr.e cl::se..">"Vir.g
aegis of N-D ar.d
(para. 299).

~....en s.~

.te c=eated, ur:C.e::::

World~.-Ce II"I:l"I.itoriJ:g of the ear'"__, l S e.."'"!'r
................ lle1.L an.:J. ne:
acticn s.'>=ld Ce ~rd:inate:l. by L'N£?
All. =tr:i.es s.'>=ld
all relevant data requL.-ed fer
m:ni.torirg =-,..cses: to

o<::S2...."'""Y

rer-.edial

",~u,t'Uy >-~~

=

soc.,

t.~

r..::.e

(pa..-a. 300).

'l1"::e feasibility of t:r:iier'""...aid.r.g a jbint i."T!te.mati..cr"..al ~::Crt. ~-it...~ re::P........-u to
SPS sh:uld l:e e:--..ami..'1ed an::1 - as a rorollarj' - t.~ r:ecn.s of sP..ari.'"B i..-:r'''''''''';'otiaclly
'the t:e>efits ti'.at result (j?ara. 3(4).

'I

with regard to tl:e use of ext:ra-te...~....ri.-al rete..'-;-cl fer S"'...-ace crc-.:;essir.g,
or for use en
note s..'-:cu.lC. l:e t..aken of t.~ ~t Go"-1a....~_. t.."'-:e 1C"",.i.vit~f?
of ,States Cl the M:::cn ar.d Chter C'?-1esti..a.l Ec:iies
306)..
..

ear--.. .

(F-a..-a.

'!be lliit.ed. Nat.icro.s - .1..'1 as.scciat.icn ·,.,.ith c::r...ce.rr..ed S??C':a 1 ..;.,.ea a.s;e._ies
sh:uld pe:::ice i .-:=] ly o_-::C!'J.ze s-b-ci.es tJ exar.i.r.e all t.~ gld:a.l i.T.Pl.ic:a~..s ~; .... 2 1 , scci.al, ec::r.::a:ri.c, e..'":Vir-......_,:B'.tal .a..~ legal - of r£!iJ space Ce'.re.lc.:-'",,......r.t.s
e...c:pec' ally for LovelC9L;g c:::o..:n+-....::-ies (para~ 312) ..

III.

~~t.i.cre.l ~---a.ticn an.:l t,.......e

lh.l.te:i

1.

Cr:nclu.siC..~ cn:1

role of t1:.e

!~....1..c:r'.s

reo::r.m:::>:C.aticns cC3.....--esse:1 to

It is de.si...."'""2.ble tr..at all c:-l"::±:"ies' u-J.s"ht

the.i: sc.ie."lt.iS-.....s arrl re.levant i."'1S"...itllticns i..'"l
l.ike CXSPl'.R ani IA? (pa..--a. 351).

~ st:.ates

51· .... ::rt t·h.e ~ .. ......; :-2ticn of
~..cn:rr.ert:.al c=:c:ar''; -7=':.i.::=".-S

•

I"
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~....nt to er::a:.ur-age o::urr...ries to set up E:?.JLq;-,-k~ ~....cr.al
Cesigr.e::1 t::J 2.C.'-ri.ev--e i.'1t:.e.-"'"Tlaticna.l ~"C.ti.cn ~ ~~ fer tl:a
PJrF05e of joi..,t f .... ~O?'l'"?ticn., i.ipl~'1tat.icn a.r:d fi."1.a.."X:.ir..-g of s:....aca . . o, ;"....o.-.:lcsY,
n="'!:C1 ar.d 2.r--plicaticn proj~....s (~. 353) ..

It is

n:e::..~

! t is i ..r;:or-....ant that bilateral c::rcperaticn r.ct coly
i."ltensifi.ei (para. 359).

c:::rT-~J'

l:r.:t. i::::z

~-..en.si~,re c:::r-a::e.raticn, z-r;;d!tD~ c:::M:9=Lati\o""8 projec-....s ~ at
problems ere neCessary. Gro-arer b::'efits L ....... t s-'...a~ CZ!l be Ce='i,7'€d bv
inte.......sL.fvi.r.a interr..a-t.iC"1..al c::::r-cce...'TQ.ticn ar.d :in tJ"t.is the ~~lcgi.c.;lly-e....~~
nat.i.cr.s kve a Sfeclal resp::::'.sibilit"j (para. 360).

M:!re

S?=ci£ic

revelcpir.g ccunt=ies - cespite tbeir wi...c.ely V2rj'ir.g levcls of e::cr.ar>i.c,
scientific 1 tzd'1..D:Jlcgical ar:d. irir.J.S"...rial deve.lcprerrt - ~..ize cre si.llilarit:.{
of t..">:eir prcble;:s ,and t.'-;e c::rr;?lerentarity of ~>-.eir r;eeds an:::. r=>~-s.. It is
highly desirable. t.';.at t.l;ey set t.cget1:.<:>r and co-q:::e:.rate ;.d.t."1 each d".....~1 S'O as to
collEC'"-ively "alee t!:e.. m:st of "h,t the<j'l'zve (para. 369).
Efforts s...'-:x::uld te Ir2de - h:r-..h by the ccu.'1L~es c::::r:..-.on':e:J. ar.d C}.. iIT-~ticnal
agencies - to ""=-a:;e tho flew of equiprent ll'ad~ by Ce-;p..lcpL-q =mt:=ies to
-ot.'Er >l",velcpirq = , " ,..:ries (para. 370; se= also para. 220).

r.evelCPi.n:J
provide expert

c::unt.ries might fir..d it to their rmt!:al 2:C"-la'ltage to see.tc a.......c
- 'l'>TIen requ.ire:l - L~ a.")d, to eac.~ ccr.er (~"'"a .. 371) ..

assis---.2..~

D:velcpin; a::untri~ s.';::;uld prcrrote e:(C.~ of .i=rEo:craticn ar.d visits of
scientists, tec."""lcgis'--sani decisicn""1ra.<e....-s a;x:n:;st: t!::enselves (para. 372).

r:evelcPin:J co..mtrie:s s.~ ta"<.e con=ete s-....e;::s to ~.;~-e, ilutiate a..'Jd
irnplerent spec'; Fie cc--.:perative prognmres ~ t!'.e:r.selv=~ on a reqZ.a.l,. bila~">""?.J
or l111.1ltilat:e...ra1 l:asis (para. 377). Sir.ce t..""'.e t.ec:hr'.ical and. ec::r:ani.c ai:va.r..as-e..s of
jOP1tly-c::;..ne:J. sys'"..e:-.s a.....-e aL.......
....aqj cCvio..:s in rra.'1Y situ-:o.tiC!'..5, rr..e Ce<:elo.?in:q
ccuntries &'"::c:uld, tl".ra...'gh an act of ~litical mu., ta'.:e ste::;:s to i.'1'fi1.ere..'1t
suc..~ ~-ative

p_o;"o;:;"d,r.::.s {pa....-a. 3i8}.

It ~ te l!"CSt useful i f de;~lcpir:g CCUI'4t..-i.e.s ~,.;i:t:"1 ac-....i\1'e t.-... C:;_cdOies of
spe.ce ar.plicatiros ~ provide cn-t.......e-jcb e<perier-.ce or train.ir..g espJrt:L..J.itie.s
to pe-"""SCnS f:::7'.D. ot;p>£r Ce-7elc9ir..g camt....-i.es (?3I3.. 379).
In creer t:J cerive t..re fruit.s of s:'~ tZ::':'1.r;alo::""'Y c.r.;d use it to ac;:.:;::ele.rate
their CB,"€lq:rrer;.t, it is iII'-p2rath."2 tl'.at c.evelcpi:.g c:untries ta~ ste;-s to
work c::r-cpe.....-ati"'.--ely am Fo:Jl tl-;eir 1±nited re.sa.u..-ces to ca.ri1w-e tbe: r:z:xizrun t:en:=fi::.
(para. 380).

2.

CcrciusiO"'.s ern re:::::::mre.eat.U::P..s 2CC.."t"2SseC t:J
~e.s a"ri

i..'l~Z>-~..al

.b::rl.:!..es

~

thit.ed NrJ.cn.s si:culd prcrrote initiati1:.'eS aL-:ed at est:~h'';s:--';ng n::gi.C"..z1.
s.'-..culd er.c:::ur-.;;.ge its re;ic.r4 e:x:r.:erni.c b::::d.ies to ca...-=:l o....-t ~-.:Cies
that will facilitate tbeir €Stabl; <~'1t (para. 353).

TroChan.i..s-r. ar..C

Inte-~t.i.a-o.a1 fur.d.irg er..d -tec::-.ni.cal assis'-'...zr..ce ~ I ~~,;e.l prG"n.cir.g
expe....-tise assistar;.::::e, !:light fL"'"'St seek tl-.:e necessarj ~,.:s £::-~ c.e...--elcpi:-.g
=tries (F"-"" 371).
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"hile t..i:e i.:litiative to crsa-n.i.ze joint regicr..al S---.Gr'>....s fer ~..,.1~
critical b..."t ~..sive s:----cres n-.J.St. C'Cr.'le La.l cr.::e c.:::-.""'1L...-i.es o::::r~, t.~.l
sh:::.ul.d be prG'\-~ G ~ all fOSSible
cge:'.cies (para. 374).

s...~

arrl e:c:::u=-c:ge::errt l:rJ ir.te::n.aticr..al

rrhe Cnite:1 Naticns ard CU"'..Ge-7ed sre:i ~ 1; ':>'ed a:::-er:-c:ies S:.~ ~;e f'~~
best to oI:S'a.'li.ze tte coll~...icn, rollatim, Ccct.:;:t:2.1b.t.ic:n a...~ d..i.sse-'-..i..'1aticn of
the ~ief'.ces of Cevclcpinq =mt....-i.es related to s:'~ 2?.Jl; cati= (r::a---a. 3751-_

'lh3 tnit.ed NatiO"lS a1"";d its regicnal eo::n:r:ric ccmU.ssicns s.b::uld pZj' a
l:n sup;ar...ir.g initiati\<"'eS for regic:naJ. s:-~ce 2.C""'...i...,riJ..; ;:>5 (para. 376).

role

'Il:e United Nat.icns arrl its spec~ ::.1 ; 7eC. aqe."".ci.es s..'"::culd, 'l-.T.£!;."e recessa:="./ J
i:e proviCed wit.."1 t,:-;e-'t-e2.."1S to fur:d expe.rt missia."1S to c.efir.e s-;ec.u.l.C .. n~
based, co-cperativ"'e ~arctres l::et'...een grcups of C:evelcpir.g natio..3 (para. 378) ..
C'o-cp2-.~..i.cn
encou...~ bj t.~

L""l ttaL"1ir.g an:::n;r develcpir.g ~.-es s.Ulld be ac:""...ively
tru.te:1 Naticr".s and its spec:;a1j7e:J. ~es 1:y ~niDg
available assiS"-,..ar'.ce, inter alia, furri.iD:r ,for fell~h;rs (pa..'Cl .. 379) ..
"fue.prq:csed. ~ or ~-ed actiVities, ir.clucli..Jg pe-.-scnrcl c:::sts .. of
the Ullted Natims
to J:e fur.de:l mainly thrcugh ...-o~-y =L"';..=t.~.s of
states, either in r.=ey or in kind (para. 423).

0=

It' is reo:m.e;ee:l t...'-:.at t1::e Ger'.eral }..ssenblY t.~ its c::npd_Lrt o:;:-gcns I
re.a.rran;e priorities wit.:'1..l.n t.~ L"rited Nati,-,~ I r.ext regular b:C¢ i..'"l suc.'1
a way tr.at the rn::Ce.st i.~ in ~-O'1ncl COs'---s rr:ay be al:::sori:cl wit.hi.'"1 tte
J

available

==

(para. 423).

It is s'-...rcr.gly re:::o..rm=..~ t.'"'!.at t.'":e ~....ent crqa.'"lS. of t.i:e: tr.::.:t:eC. I;aticr.s r
in pa.r-..ic..u.aI', t:e Ge."<"".;e..~ As.se;:>bly, and also t.'":e c::crrnittee en D:i..sa!::rz:r:e...rrt l •...r.:en
c.ea1..Lr:g with rr.ea5U.-">""2S aL.~ at a pre-verr-..i.a! of an a:c:-s'race ·in C-..1~ Sf"2Ce, in
part.L.'""1.1l.a= tl:cs.e ITe."1ticr.ej in tr..e x=Jevant tesolt..--...icr...s of t..';e Ger£..YEl :-.sse:-i?ly {
give ~--prcpriate att.e:1ticn arx1 high priority to tr.e ~ c:::n.cezn ~--res.se.:1 in
par2g.r~hs 13 2r.d 14 (FG-""3. 4:6).
CI:l?{."CS si"'.ccid c:nti..r;;r.:e c:::r.si.C.e:::"atim of the l::est: a.rrl =cs-t. S'...ll.~."hJo ~
r.:et.h::::ds fer the o::mnitt= ar.d its t'...:o suo-c:rrmitt=s.. It sl"'-CUld I:.a-.--e en it:.s
a;enCa reg'..ll.sr It.e:I:s pe:::+a';~i::g to t..'-:e follc....-..;p of Ccn!.~~ ::e....-...e::.2atiO"'.!3
(FG-""a. 427).

'!he .prirr.a..ry ~~j,",~ , ity for an-an:;ing ar:C/cr c::n2t;c::ir:q s-~ \>r'"i~.i.'1
t:l:e lhited. Na+....i..cr..s (i.""1 z ssxj atim, ""r..e...-e ~l cp... iate, ".d.t:::t c::r:::::::e::=::ed spec;"" ; =e::.
agencies ani in~...-.....:;c->/e.....~ta1 or z:cn~""el. ... (:e.-r....al orgar.i...sa-'--.-:..cr.s) s.,.y,.lA ~
"Wit...~ CCP-:CS I \oc..i.:.uc.'-1 will also
to Cj.c.-i ce en t..."'"E m:st 8.fSu:s: ....:. .Z.:t2 !D2tr..cC.s of
o::n:1uC-';D3' t.~ st""::~ es (~-a. 42"8).

r..ave

'!be Urite::i

NatiO"..5

~ p=crr:;""....i.......g

hY_d.me en Space

~licaticr,.s s...~

te

c1L~

.

gr"'-2.t.e= eXc.".ar~ of act-.2.l ~ier..cc-...s a~ gre"'t.e::: ~t;i.Cn
in s:--......ac= sr-';er..ce a."1d te:::.,,~lo:jy, cevelcpil;g a fellc....."*.J..p rr-o:.J-~'" c:g2.n i ..,.i..,,-.g
regular se:ninars, l:elpir...g
dev-elcpn::T.t 0= ir..d.i..:.~lS !"'"',,-,""; ar..d..an 2W:.....C:.~-.;s:

a

cr.e

"t.eci'..r.olcgic:a1 ba.~ .1-'1 co..;nt:cies, disserdr.3ti."'"'.g infc::::naticn a.-:d prc"'~di-:g (cr
arrar:gir.g ~ ~oiCe) 1 en ~-.e.st, "tech."1ical assi.s'--...a::ce (p3--a .. 430) ..

s:......s-....en i.,.'7.---o!.iI-e:3. in
be c=J.t.in,~ ar:..d. s'-_~~.e.: .. 2.S a.t=!;"'.!. ...f~ia"t.e, b~-:.: .....-it..'-l.
sCeci 21 er:r::{-..asis en e-..e i."T!D2.rati'y'e z;eed to avoid 6.:pli.c.aticn of F.... =s_~-es
~ to ac......leve full ~""lC.tiC1 in t.. .U..5 field (pa...-a .. 431) ..
'!:he ac-.......ivities of ct.:~= \!I"'.its cf t.'-:e Dr..it.ed }t:r'-...icns

s:c."'--CS

ac-......i"\""i.... ~ ""'3

rr:.lSt
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}.n i."~"'T'.ati...cr...al S"""'~ infa.:::::rraticn ser.n.ce s ....o..::.ld be orqar.J.:ze::1 c::::.rIsi.st';~.q
initially of a dLree-....crY of s....--ur:::es 0;: i,,·1fCI::r2.~ Gr.d Cata se-""ViC2S lca."r"3a 432i
"""also paras. 205 ar.d 211).

C'e t::CSsibilitv CCt..!ld re to ccn:slCer an intecraticn of rr..e eY""'~..c.e:J.
activitieS (rr~~ticr~ i.'"1 ~---a~ 434) into a Ce.'1tre ~ for Q.;'-...e=' Spa.c= ;;.mc.~ ~..o.lld
ccnsist of t.he o.rt..e.r s:-~ 1>.ffaL--s DivisiC1 of t.~ rz:--a...~ of P::1liticcl ard
Se::urity Ccur..ci1 Af.filis. IJ.te...--natively I e-.e prq::cse:1 i.7~_atia1 ar.d E'Y:'......ansic"L
COJ.l.d take place wit:Un ~..e e.:C...s'-...ir'.g a...ter SFace l-.ffai.....-s tivisi.cn :..b:e:';ltl::e..~
wit.'"l additicn.a.l p"'...rsc:nnel ar.rl r=>..s::u...-ces. It! is re;r~-t.ed t..';.at t.~ Go:..""Je.-<ll Asse::bl:r
at its thi...-:y-ser-tenth ses.sicn c::nsiCer b:rJ1 alte..."'TJ.a.t.ives (para~~ 434).
'!he .;:it b::c &±-Caani'i:t...<>:e en o...te= S""'~ce J:cI"-....ivities of t.~ ?:drr:.ini..strative
·o;.nuttee en CG-ord..ir..aticn sl-.:eul.d c::ntir;;'e to rreet ~., _ It s"....o.lld disc..!sS
ways of ei1surin;r closer co-orci.r1C.ticn :cet-"rte.11 tl"..e v-c.ricus ~es c::T.oe.r:-~
a"jj sl"".:eu1d also ex.c.-ni.~ e-.e fea.sibiliq of csing eac.'-1 ot:l'..er I s ~~ rrcra fully
thrco:;h joint c:o-q:e...T'"2.ti\"'e f't09x=.I.:2S. All Sface-related p .... o:;! ... C>..t..:?S of ecC:"l cf
t."".e agencies s..';culd te cli..scusse:1 ar.d c:rorM......i.r.ate.:1 at t:.r.-.is fo.:::--.:m i:.efore £1..""..2]-i '7''''::.icrl
'li:e prcce::ures of co-ordL..,~tic.;' s,'-.culd re seen as to r..LJ.L"j ... "" cel.....=>ys. in irrpler.-:e.nt.atim (para. 435).

tt..e

~ c:e:r-..:e fo= CUter Space
enla..~ ~.sibilities s.."-x:uld ·,.,:ark in

or t..1...-e o...--te.r Sf.c<...-e ;'..ffaL~ nhrisicn \ri.t..~
close cc--cpa."'C.ticn with ~ vc=i...--us
te::."!r>.ical ~.s=-!""cies iJ1 th; lhlt.ed Nati01S syste:n as ;,:ell as wit.:':l fu.l·..c...:rq ~"""""1Cies
so that p~-=- c:;-or-1~""l.ati.cn of proj e:::7..5 is e."1-9L..--e:i wi.::}1.in. t!::e L"1i.ted Na~..s
systE<:! (pan. 436).

'Ite Ccnf~ re::::cri::es that t1:e ef::ecti-ve r::a..rtici~-icn of t...~ :r:eci.c:=.al
eo::r..cmic c::z:::r.r.d....s i."1 ti:e executicn of ac-..ivit';~s resulting f:::an t.~
-'
xoe::u::r,:e:dati.cns of

tr..e O::nferer.c.= r...ecessitate.s

t..':e

r='-inforce::~

of

t.~

of the re:ricna1 e.::::::t"'..cr"...ic c:r.missicr..s o:::r..ce.x:::ed. a.-X: "tberefcre re.........;l. e.c:C..s
visien of ~te resa:rrce.s (para. 437).

role.
t..~

pre-

It is :re........ttLs:Ced t..~ t.'>;,.e ~ prq:csals of tb:: O::Il£er~ re f~-e5
funlir.g ege-'..cies a.':C t:cdies wi:t.'-1 est?hj oj sr.ec ~tia:al ac-....ivi-ties,
so that t..l;ey r:zy be ta.'<e:n i..""i'"'....o ao::::a:.nt i..~ t......:e pla.."":r'..i.r;g a.r.d set+-....i.;g ~ of
p:t:o;_~.rres (pa..--a. 438).

to

t..~

II.
DECLARATION OF. THE G~OUP OF 77*

Group,"

nations met a few times to discuss some important issues having

interconn~on

with the over-all activity o£ the. Conference and having bearing on
e:he work of all Com..'11ittees. The following posit·ions have been arrived at:

NCTE: As pa.rt of the series of special demonstrations connected '-'lith
ONISPACE 82, the original text of the present document, upon its receipt in
Vienna, was relCiyed 'Iia satellite to ·United Nations Headquarters in New York,
wher e it wa,s tr ansla ted, typed and subsequen tly beamed back to Vienna ...·ia
sa telli te link.

-*Made at.UNISpACE 82; taken from Doc.A/ Conf_ 101/5 (1982)
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Group 77 nations are firmly of the view that the issue of militarization

of Space is a matter of great concern. Group 77 nations urge that the
Conference recommends that all Member Nations and, especially, those who
have the capability, be asked to refrain from any activities which lead
to the extension of arms race into Outer Space. Group 77 nations further
reiterate that militarization of Space is detrimental to the entire
humanity and hence extension of arms race to Outer Space, the moon and
other celestial bodies that are the common heritage of mankind, should
not be permitted. Th~ position of the Gro~p 77 nations is that testing,
.stationing and deployment of any weapons in space should be banned. The
Group of 77' considers necessary the adoptlon of a legal instrument that
definitely bans the emplacement of weapons in outer space and verifiaole
controls and guarantees. In view of their special responsibility in this
field, it is recommended that the two major space powers open
negotiations for an earlY agreement to ptevent an arms race in outer
space. Such negotiations should not inhibit or prevent the General
Assembly from giving the necessary directives to the Committee on the
Peaceful uses of outer space and the Committee on Disarmament for the
urgent consideration of this question in conformity with the spirit OL
the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies.
(~)

Group 77 nations.are fully convinced that the -limited and scarce
resources of the GSO and allied radio frequency spectrum should be
optimally utilized for the benefit of all countries. Group 77 is of the
ri~ view that the present regulatory mechanism for assigning orbit
positions and radio spectrum does·qot ensure equitable access to this
resource, and that developing countries are particularly at a
disadvantage. 'Group 77 is, therefore, of the view that a change to this
mechanism is called for. Group 77 notes that WARC-79 of the ITU examined
this problem in detail and decided to convene a Special Conference and
other Regional Conferences ~to guarantee in practice for all countries
equitable access~ to the said resource and to agree on appropriate
planning and other app'raaches to fulfil] this objective. Graue 77
considers that the principle of guaranteed and equitable acce.~s should be
the essence of any new regulatory mechanism and should"take into account
the partic~lar needs of the developing cDuntries including those of
equatorial countries.
III.

Proposal submitted by Mexico on ,behalf of the
Group of 77*
Statement
The Group of 77 firmly holds the view that activities in
the field of remote sensing should be carried out in full respect
for the sovereign rights of states . . The Group of 77 believes
that sensed states should have timely and unhindered access
on a priority, basis at nominal cost, to all data and information.
obtained over. their territories. Dissemination of such data
and information derived from it to a third party should not

*Submttted at

u~ISPACE

82, taken from Doc. AI Conf. 101/L.3 (1982).
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be done without the prior consent of the sensed country.
The
Group of 77 urges UNISPACE 82 to recommend, through the General

Assembly, to the Committee on the Peaceful UseS of Outer Space
and its Legal Sub-Committee to _finalize the work on the elaboration
of draft principles concerning remote sensing of the earth from
space as a matter of high priority.
The Group of 77 firmly holds the view that 'activities in.
the field of international direct television broadcasting through
satellites should only be conducted in full respect for the
sovereignty of states.
In this regard the recognition by the
international community of principles embodying a) broadcasting
state's responsibility, b) prior consultation and agreement between

broadcasting and receiving states and c) the radio regulations
of the ITU, inter-alia, are of utmost importance~ The Group of 77
welcomes the text of 16 nations' draft· elabor'ating principles
governing the use by states of artificial earth satellites for
international direct television broadcasting. The Group of 77
regrets that this draft has _not yet met with consensus and that
even after ten years of efforts by COPUOS to finalize it have
not been successful. The Group of 77 urges UNISPACE 82 to recomIT.end
that the General Assembly at its 37th Session approve a set of
principles gove~ning the use by states of artificial earth satellites
for international direct television broadcasting in accordance
.with the 16 nations' draft, 'as ·aforementioned.
Th.e Group of 77 firmly holds the view that the existing·
mechanism of the United Nations body dealing with outer space
affairs should ·be strengthened. The Group of 77 urges that the
United Nations through its c9mpetent organs strongly support
programs.;.-.·, and activities of the "developing countries and of
regional, sub-regional and national interests relating to applications of space .technology through training, education, technology
transfex and expert technical advice.
,""
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IV.
INTERNATIONAL

Co-OPE~TION

IN TilE F£ACEFUL USES OF OU'!:ER SPACE

PREPARATION OF AN INTER..'{ATICNAL CONVE}.j"TIGN O-r PRINCIPLES

GOVERNING THE USE BY STATES

O~

ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES

FOR DIRECT TELEVISION BROAOCASTIN3*

'-,-

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iraq,
Kenya, Mexico, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Uruguay, and
Venezuela: revised draft resolution

The General Assemblv!
--,-'Recalling its resolution 2916 (XXVII) of 9 November 1972, in whid', it stressed
the nec.essity to elaborate prir.ciples governing the use by States of artificial
earth satellites for internatior,ul direct television brc.cdcasting and mindful of the
importance of concluding an international agreement or agreements.

Recalling further its resolutions 3182 (XXVIII) of-18 December 1973,
3234 (XXIX) of 12 November 1974, 3388 (XXX) of 18 November 1975, 31/8 of
.8 November 1976, 32/196 of 20 December 1977, 33/16 of 10 November 1978, 34/65 of
·S December 1979, 35/14 of 3 November 1980 and 36/35 of 18 Nove~ber 1981 in which it
decided to consider at its thirty-seventh session the adoption of a draft set of
prin.:iples governing the use by States of artificial earth satellites for
international direct tele';ision broadcastir.g,
Notinq with appr~ciation the efforts made in the Cow~ittee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space and -its Legal Sub-Ccmrnittee to comply ...lith the directives
issued in its resolutions mentioned ?bove,
Considering that seV'eral satellites direct broadcasting exp-erirr,ents hilve been
carr ied au t -and a number of direct broaccasti;ig sa telli te sj'str::ms are opera tional
in some countries and may be corr~ercialized in the very near futur~,

Taking into consideration that the operation of international direct
broadcasting satellites will. have significant inte=national political, economic,
social and cultural implicationsl
Believing, that the establishment of principles for international dir~ct
television broadcasting will ccntribute to the strengthening of international
co-operation in this field and further the purposes and principles of the Charter
of the United Nations,
Adopts the Principles Governing the Use by States of Artificial Earth
Satellites for International Direct Television Broadcasting set foeth in the
to the present resolution~

anne~

*Taken from U.N. Gen. Assembly Res. 37/92 (Dec. 10, 1982). The note was 107 in favor and 13 against
the Resolution, with 13 abstentions.
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PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE USE BY ST~TES OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH &1TELLITES
FOR INTERNATIONAL DIRECT TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Purposes and objectives
1.
Activities in the field of international direct television broadcasting by
satellite should be carried out in a manner compatible with the sovereign rights of
States, including the principle of non-intervention as well as with the right of
everyone to seek, receive and impart information and ideas as enshrined in the
relevant United Nations instruments.
2.
Such activities should promote the free dissemination and mutual exchange of
information and knowledge in cultural and scientific fields, assist in educational,
social and economic development particularly in the developing countries, enhance
the qualities of life of all peoples and provide recreation· wi~~ due respect to the
politi~al and cultural integrity of States.
These activities should accordingly be carried cut in a manner compatiblp. with
the development of mutu q 1 understanding and the st~engthening of friendly relations
and. co-operation among al·! States and peoples in the interest of maintaining
-international peace and security.
3.

APplicabilitv of international law
Activities in the field of international direct television Qrcadcasting by
satellite should be conducted in accordance Wib' international law, including the
Charter of the United Nations, the Treaty on Principles C~verning the Activities of
states in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including t!1e i-bon and Other
Celestial Bodies, of 27 January 1967, the relevant provisions of t.'-le International
Telecommunication Convention and its Radio Regulations and of inter~ational
-instruments relating to friendly relations and co-operation among States and to
human rights.
:.:;-.
Rights and benefits
EVety State has an·equal right to conduct activities in the field of
direct television broadcasting by satellite and to authorize such
activities by persons and entities under it~ jurisdiction. All States and peoples
are entitled to and should enjoy the benefits fzorn such activities. Access to the
technology in this field should be available to all States without discrimination
on- terms mutually agreed by all concerned.
interna~ional

International co-oceration
Activities in the field of international direct television broacicasting by
satellite should be based upon and encourase international co-operation. Such
co-operation should be the subject of appropriate drrange~ents. Special
consideration should be given to the needs of the developing countries in the use
of international direct televi~ion broadcasting by satellite for the purpose of
accelerating their national development.
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Peaceful settlement of disputes
Any international dispute that may arise from activities covered by these
principles should be settled through established procedures for the peaceful
settlement of disputes agreed upon by the pa-rties to the dispute in accordance with
the provisions of ,the Charter of the United -Natio"ns.

State resEonsibility

1.
States should bear international responsibility for activities in the field of
international direct television broadcasting by satellite carried out by them or
under' their jurisdiction and for the conformity of any such activities wi th the

principles set forth in this document.
2.
When international direct television broadcasting by satellite is carried ou"t
by an international intergovernmental organization, the responsibility referred to
in the above paragraph should be borne both by that organization and by the States
participating in it.
Duty and right to consult
\

Any broadcasting or receiving State within an int~rnational direct tel~vision
broadcasting satellite service ~stablished between them requested to do so by any
other broadcasting or receiving State withi!'. the same service Should promptly enter
into consultations with the requesting State regarding its activitjes in the field
of international direct television broadcasting by satellite without prejudice to
other consultations which these State~ may undertake with any other State on that'
subject.
Copyrioht and neighbouring riqhts
without prejudice to th~ relevant provisions of international law States
should qo-operate on a bilateral and multilateral basis for protection of copyright
and neighbor.~"'·') . rights by means of appropriate agre-=ments betW"een the interested
States or the competent legal entities acting under L~eir juriSdiction. In such
co-operation they shpuld give special consideration to the interests of developing
countries in the use of direct television broadcasting for the purpose of
accelerating their national development.
Notification to the United Nations
In order to promote international co-operation in the peaceful sxploration and
use of outer space, States conducting or aub,orizing activities in the field of
international direct television broadcasting by satellite should infor~ the
Secretary-General of the United Nations to the greatest extent possible of the
nature of such activities. On receiving this information, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations should disseminate it immediately and effectively to the
relevant United Nations specialized agencies, as well as to the public and th~
international scientific community.
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Consultations and aoreements between States
1.

A Sta"te which intends to establish or authorize the establishment of an

international direct television broaacasting satellite service $hall without delay
notify the proposed receiving State or States of such int'entian and shall promptly
enter into consultation with.any of those States which s~ requests.

2.
An international direct television broadcasting satellite service shall only
be established after the conditions set forth in paragraph 1 above have been met
and on the basis of agreements and/or "arrangements in conformity with the relevant
instruments of the International Te.lecomrnunication Union and in accordance with
these principles.
3.
With respect to the unavoidable overspill of the radiation of the satellite
signal, the relevant instruments of the International Telecommunication Union shall
be exclusively applicable~

Y.
Resolution adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations

(Thirty-sixth session)
A/RES/36/40

WORLD COMMUNICATIONS YEAR:
DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURES

The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolution 32/160 of 19 December 1977 on the Transport and Communications Decade
in Africa, in which it requested the Secretary-GeneraL in consultation with the International Telecommunication Union and other specialized agencies concerned, to propose for ccnsiderntion, as appropriate, one
year during the Decade as a World Communications Year, in view of the importance of transport and communications to other regions of the world,
Recalling also its resolution 35/109 of 5 December 1980 on the World Communications Year, by
which it endorsed the arrangements made by the Economic and Social Council concerning the Year,
Recalling further Economic and Social Council resolution 1981/60 of 23 July 1981 in which the
Council proposed that the year 1983 should be proclaimed as World CommunicatIons Year: Development
of Communications Infrastructures,
, Taking into account the guidelines for future international years adopted in its decision 35/424 of 5
December 1980,
Having examined the note from the Secretary-General of the International Telecommunication Union
concerning the mobilization of voluntary resources for the World Communications Year,
Recognizing the fundamental importance of communications infrastructures as an essential element in
the economic and social development of all countries,
Convinced that a World Communications Year would provide the opportunity for a1l countries to undertake an in-depth review and analysis of their policies on communications development and stimulate the
accelerateu development of communications infrastructures,
1. Endorses the proposal made by the Economic and Social CounCil in paragraph 1 of its resolution
1981/60 and proclaims the year 1983 World Communi,cations Year: Development of Communications infrastructures, with the International Telecommunication Union serving as the lead <tgency for the Year 2nd
having' responsibility for co-ordinating the intcrorganizationaJ aspects of the programmes and activities of
other. agencies;
2, Requests all States to participate actively in the attainment of the objectives of the World Communications Year;
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3. Invites the competent organizations and agencies of the United Nations system to co-operate closely
with the Secretary-General of the International Telecommunication Union. within their respective terms of
reference. for the implementation of the programme for the World Communications Ytlzr;
4. Invites non-governmental organizations and users of communications services to participate actively in
the World Communications Year and to secure the funest possible co-ordination of their programmes for
the Year, particularly at the national level;
5. Invites Governments and other interested organizations to make voluntary contributio'1s to the VVarld
Communications Year through the special Fund for World Communications Year co-ordlnated by the International Telecommunication Union. in order to ensure increased financing of projects at the nationa!, regional and globa! leve!s;
6. Appeals to governmenta! authorities and appropriate organizations to make circuits available for reporting on the activities of the World CommunicatiQns Year through existing means of information, including
radio and te!evision broadcasts, in collaboration with those authorities;
7. Requests the Secretary-General cf the International Telp.communication Union to report to the Genera!
Assembly at its thirty-seventh session, through the Economic and Socia! Council at its second regular session of 1982, on the state of preparations for the Worl~ Communications Year.

VI.
RESOLUTIONS ON SPACE LAW ADOPTED BY THE 60TH CONFERENCE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION, AUGUST 29 - SEPTEMBER 4, 1982
MONTREAL, CANADA
RESOLUTION I
The 60th Conference of the International Law Association held in Montreal 29
August - 4 September, 1982:1. Is convinced that a generally accepted Moon Treaty can contribute to a greater
measure of international cooperation in outer space, and recommends to States who
have as yet not ratified this Treaty to do so without further delay;
2. Considers that the principle of "Common Heritage of Mankind," as adopted in
the Moon Treaty, is in need of further elaboration, and draws the attention of the
United Nations to the importance of the United Nations working out legal norms aimed
at the implementation of this principle;
3. Is 0/ the opinion that under the terms of the Moon Treaty, there is no
moratorium on the exploitation of the natural resources of the moon, prior to the
establishment of the international regime as provided for in Art. XlI (5) of rhis Treaty;
4. Draws the attention of the Geneva Committee on Disarmament to the
importance of a strict observance of Art. 1II of the Moon Treaty, and 'expresses the hope
that the United Nations will consider measures for insuring such observance.

RESOLUTION ]]
The 60th Conference of the International Law Association held in Montreal 29
August - 4 September, 1982:-

Notes with approval the report of the Rapporteur of the Space Law Committee
based on answers from Committee Members to a questionnaire, recommends that the
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Committee now stan the fonnulation of aDraft Convention on the Settlement a/Space
Law Disputes on the basis of the report, of the discussion held during the Montreal
Conference, and on the basis of the following:

.

Basic Principles for a Draft Convention on the Settlement of Space Law Disputes:
1. The Convention should provide states with a choice for its application to:
(a) all space law disputes with other states parties;
(h) application to specific areas of space law as may be dealt with in
specific bilateral or multilateral treaties;
(c) certain categories of disputes or certain sections of the
Convention, subject to such exceptions that the state may wish
to claim.
2. The Convention should in one section provide for non-binding settlement
methods including recommendatory awards, but should in another section provide for
binding methods of settlement upon application by one of the parties, if the other parry
does not agree to the conclusions of such non-binding methods.
3. The Convention should provide states with a choice among different settlement
methods which, for binding settlement, should include adjudication by the
International Court ofJustice as well as administered and ad-hoc arbitration.
4. The Convention should provide that states parties have to select one method for
binding settlement within the choice given according to Principle 3.
5. The Convention should stress that states parties have an obligation to fulfill
decisions of the tribunal chosen under Principle 4 ..
·6. In the Convention or as an annex thereto a "dispute settlement clause" should
be drafted which could serve as a model to be included into future bilateral or
mulrilateral treaties on Space Law.

VII.

'r:l~ St::'~I<!:S

part.ies to this

Asree~ent·:.

Consi~~=i~g

,that

intc~nationa~

Reaff!;~L~q

the 'principles contained in resolution 1721 (XVI) .of

co-operation

~Qse

transcend mocality

~~ity and occupy a c~ea~ position in the field of law,

a~Q

20' Cece.tee!: l.961 on the peacefc-, uses of outer space,. and the 1970 Declaratioz: ec
the Proni!.:ition of the Use cr T.~reat of Force, ....·hicb is universal
cbaraeter,

in

* Translated from Spanish and mad<i= available through the courtC"!sies of
Mr ... Rainlundo Gonzalez, First Secretary, P~rmanent Mission of Chile
the United Nations. For a discussion of this proposal,.see Events ot Interest, p. 218, supra.
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oeclar!r.s that pursuant to these principles and those set forth in- the RT:ea~.
en pri!lclp~;:: Gc~erning ::..;e ~_c:tivities of States in the Exploration and Ose of
Ol.lter Space: Including the Hoon and 9t.ber Celesti"a~ Bodies", outer s?ace must be
used an~ CKpl~ited for the benefi~ and in the intere$~ of all countries, :egardless
0: Che levcl of t.i.eir· scientific or €!conomic development,
Bearing in

~ind

the Declaration on Social Progress and

D~7elo?went

o! the

Oni~iid.· ~:t;.t.;.::."'!s General ).ssemblYI.:especially article 3 Cdl on pemanent sovereignty

of eacb..-r...:::.tion over "its na1;:ural wealth-

and

resources,_

it

A~~e that, fo: these pr~ncip~es-to_have practical application,
is
nece~sa=y to establish regional ma~~inery fo~ co-operatio~ and that'tbeestablis::.~:t

iCssibi~ity

of such machinery implies, £urthermore, th~ elLuination of any
of ~ilitari=inq outer E?aCe 10 tbe South F~erican region,
.

Articl" 1
An i!it~r:lational intergo";'ernmentz.l body known as t.."le South American sp"ace
Agency s:..a!l be eztablisbed. It shall be co::stitu"te-d by the. present "}.qreer~e~t and
its statt:t~s. !t shall h",sve legal personality cnd the caPOC1:Y r:.eces$i:I.ry J:or the
~;:n:rci.!:il! c.:: its functions and t..'le achievement of its objectives, including the
capncil:y !::-:
{?}

C;-nclt:ee z.9=~eIill!.nt:s with $t:ates or international ozganizations~

(b)

~?lcy

,(c)

J..c~~.ire:

(d)

File la",·s;uits ...

staff;

and di.:!pose of p:cpert-:n

llrticle 2
'!he South Jlrrerlcan Space Agency shall channel the ccq:eration annng the
countries in the area tcw.L-rCs a mutual: elal:oration t execution and financing
of projectS for the utilization of space technology entailing e=crnic and
social develo;:nent of the peoples.
.

Article 3
All the countries of the'Sout.I; Anerican region, who should J:e willing to
c:aTi'ly with this convention and its statutes may J:e nanJ:ers of the Agency.
llrticle 4
'Ihe:re shall J:e equal partiCipation of the various States and said
participation shall not J:e subject to any sort of discrimination. lhe only
teqUi:rerrent for joining this b::dy is that of J:eing a South Jlrrerican country.
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Article 5
'!he nain cbjectives of the bo:ly shall r:e to e.'lSUre and to aevelop,
exclusively for ~ceful purposes, the cooperation = g the South J\rterican
countries in the fields of research and utilization of space technology.

Towards this end, a long'-temn space pclicy shall r:e drawn and the
ccord:i.nation andthe integration of naticnal p~L.cg~r~aIm,~[!es
with those pertaining to the l!gency shall r:e ensured.
Article 6
'!he programres shall
balance and cooperation.

r:e

based on the principles of independence,

Article 7
ATl equitable diS""...riliution of resources l:e~...n the scie.Tltific prcgramres
and those of spplicability (tele-observation, neteorology and telec::mmmications) should prevail. To this effect, the l!gency shall exert
itself in an effort to secure adequate neans and infrastructure towards that
end. Shoul<!;:his not r:e feasible, in a first stage, it shall seek to
negotiate the necessary agrearsnts in order .that the.region nay.wholly
r:enefit fr.::rn sud> an important develof«E.'lt :tnstrurre.'lt.
.
Ccrtp:lsition of the bo:ly
Article 8
'the highest organ of the Agency shall r:e the Council, which shall
entJ:Usted with the elaroration of the pclicy. '!he Council shall r:e
cropcsed of representatives of all rreml:er States and it shall draw the
pclicy to r:e follCOled in scientific, technical, administrative and
financial fields. To this effect, each State shall have the right to
speak and shall I::e entitled to one vote.

r:e

Article 9

Unanimity of me~crs of the Counci~ shall be requized for th~ adoption of
decisions which affect the current budget of the ~.'3"ency at:: its modification.
Other types of c.ecisions ,?hall b.c taken by a two-thiz:ds majority of t.J.:te total
members cf t~e Council on first reading and by a two-thirds majority of those
present ,.n seconQ reaoi~9.
llo mot:e than lS \-Jorking days' sh<lil. e~apse betueen the first and, second
reac.ir.gs.
Artielc 10

There sh.all be established undp.:t' this Agreer.H:nt a Cowmitta€ for programmes and
scientific Research with the tasl: of carr7ring out research and pto!:,osing ptoje.cts
for mere effective use of space technology..
.

'l1l e itr.plemiO:ntatic;m of proj'2cts shal~ be dc-cided up:!:; U!:.animot!~ly by mer:bc:s of
.the Council and shall be compatible with what each State is cart:ying out
individually in.that field ..
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If circU!!1stances so require, varic!.ls cOfO.rnittee!', s:"'all be ,established in the
""hic~ the Counci~ de:eres it nacessary to .:!.cc.:ord priority .

aFeas to

. Uticle 12

'l1le O7u.1.ci1 shall appoint, by unanimous decision of its 'members at its first.
regular session, a Director-General, \Ina shall be of the nationaii ty of one: of the.
me..-nber Sti'ltes:. In the event:. that 'there is no agreem~nt on bios appointment, an
eY.traordinar.y meeting shall be convened and shall taJ~e the n:~cessary decision by
the t~-thirds majority mentioned 'in t."le second p~ra9raph oE -article 9 of this
Com,'ention..
.

The Di~ector-Gener~l sh~ll have a term of office of three yezrs and shall be
eligible for re-electio~ only once. Ris functions shall be:
(a)

TO convene meetings of t.he Council and of the respective C0fl1T!1ittees1

'(0) TO employ, .in agreement ~lith the Council (t·.... o-thi;r.ds of its members), the
staff necessary for the proper fcnct10ning of the AgencYi

act as the representative of the

Counci~;

eel

To

(d)

To carry out on beha~f of the ~uncil the f"unctic:ms which it assigns to

him.
He shall be a!3sisted in his functions by directors in ,charge of the. various

areas of 'Work ..
Article 13

'll"1e directors of the area shall l:e appointed by a t=-tlW:ds rrajority of
of the Council and on the proposal of the Director General. Only
to this effect, the Director General shall l:e. entitled to one vote.
the

n-erru:ers

Article 14
'l;be n-erru:ers of the Council shall l:e required to hold, in their respective
countries, the rank of Minister of State or the equivalent. n>ey may l:e
represented by highly qualified persons an space natters, of a political,
juridical or techn,ical nature.

Article 15
n>ere shall l:e a !egal Adviser in the Organization, who will depend
directly on the Dil:ector General and who shall l:e appointed in accordance
with provisions of Art. 13. He shall assist him on all legal rratters and
suggest new courses of action in international fora, roth public and private,
in which the fo:cnul.ation of positive norms of Space Law should l:e discussed.
In that regard,'he shall also l:e entrusted with studies and resea..TCh conduch-e
to a speedy ccnsolidatian of said juridical science, for the l:e.'lefit of all
developing countries. n>e Council shall l:e infomed of said research in an
extracrdinazy sessions, which shall l:e attended by the Director General and
by the !egal Adviser ..
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Ccaperation 'With other States and Organizations

Article 16
The Ixxly shall prarote the ccoperation with non-nernl:er States <md "'ith
public or private intemational organizations, whiCh ll''l-Y be gra.,ted the status
of obser>=rs in the AgenC'l.
In this regard, it shall basically seek tbe collaboration of nations
whiCh might contribute effectively to the plans of utilization of tethnol""3Y

for tbe econanic and social develo=nt of the region.

.

The establi.shnent of an mstitutionalized relationship with the European
Space Agency is specifically .tecau:u2nded in order to plan the ex-.....hange of
miSsions and to enable tethnicians of the area to e..,joy grants offered by
said agenC'l..
.
Financing

Article 17
The budget of tbe organization shall te financed by t.':le nanber States,
who· shall ccntriliute in accorda."lce with their national- ina:::m:.

The ordinary budget shall cover the following i terns:
(a)

Operating expenses of the AgencY1

(b)

Oonatioos received f~om member States, international organizations or

third States;

(e)

Costs of

~~~

n=cessary scientific and research activities.

There shall be c?ticnal pro9ran~es which shall be carri~d out in acco~dance
with s:. flexible formula. Each Stater which participates in a specific prograr..rI:.eshall decide upoo the percentage of its contribution ...
Settlement of disputes

Article 18
Al~ d,isputes which aris~ in connexion wit:h the rights and obligations of
member Sl:at~5, and those iI} connexion with the interpretation of this A'-3reemcnt,
shall be settled by diplorn~tic negotiation betw~en the parties and in general by
the p~ocedures set forth in article 24 of the Charter of the Orgauizaticn of
Amecican States.

In. any event, whenever a dispute arises' bet",een two or i.lor.e r::ember States
-whic."'1, in the opinion of" one of t.b.em, cannot be settled th.a,c-~h curren!; diploiuatic
Qeans, the p~rties c,h~ll agree on any o~er peaceful means~v~ll permit them to
reach aneth.ar -solution.
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